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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an attempt to analyse the Ibadi constitution, particularly in Oman, in

the light of the Ibadi writings. The main emphasis is on the concept of the Imamate.

Although some research has already been done on the Ibadi movement, there has

been little work done on the Imamate. The introduction outlines the scope, nature and

the methodology of the thesis and also gives an account of the sources used. There

then follows a section, tracing the historical background to the emergence of the

Ibadi movment and the movement's attitude toward the first four Caliphs. It also

analyses the Ibadi attitude toward the Kharijites. A further section deals with the

early figures whom Ibadls regard as responsible for the development of their

movement. The discussion then moves on to the spread of the Ibadi movement in

Yemen and Oman. The last section will outline and analyse the theoretical political

stages which Ibadi constitutional writers have described as necessary for the Ibadi

movement to achieve an Imamate. The Ibadi concept of this Imamate is then

analysed, including the methods by which an Imam is chosen and the process by

which he may be dismissed. There is also a discussion of the concepts of walayah

bara'ah and taqiyyah in relation to the Ibadi Imamate. Finally a conclusion

outlines the results of the thesis.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this thesis is to examine the nature and development of Ibadi constitutional

thought in the light of Ibadi sources. Very little work has been done on the Ibadi

movement, one of the reasons for this being the lack of availability of Ibadi sources.

However, in recent years, more material has become available, particularly in Oman. It

is this material that will be examined in the course of the thesis.

It will be necessary to elaborate the Ibadi views of Islamic history, particularly the early

period, which is so crucial to many schools of thought in Islam. In this examination, no

attempt will be made to reach any conclusion about the historical correctness of the

views reported in the sources. The Sunni views of this, as presented by the great Islamic

historian Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. Jarlr al-Tabarl, have been analysed by Wellhausen

in The Religio-Political Factions in Islam translated by Ostle and Walzer.1 More

recently, there has been the work of Wilferd Madelung, The Succession to Muhammad,

— - 2
which presents a view of that early period from a seemingly Shi'I perspective. This

thesis will not evaluate these differing views. Rather it will seek to present and explain

the view given of those early events by Ibadi sources.

There has been some research done on the Ibadi movement. In recent years EnnamI has

1



presented a doctoral thesis on the Ibadi movement but his major concern is the

3 • — —

movement in North Africa . Wilkinson has also written briefly on the early Ibadi

Imamate.4 One of the reasons for the lack of availability of source material has been the

secret nature of the Ibadi movement. Throughout its existence it has maintained a more

or less complete religious secrecy under precautionary dissimulation (taqiyyah) which

will be discussed later. Thus, the writings of its scholars were preserved from outside

scrutiny. However, some works were available to scholars and Ennami has made more

of them available, particularly with regard to North Africa. Only recently when the

movement in Oman began to feel secure have these writings become more available.

However, there is still a considerable amount ofmaterial that it is hoped will become

available to scholars. In the meantime this thesis has concentrated on such material as is

available, particularly sources from Oman.

Although the movement has become known as the Ibadi movement and has been

associated with 'Abd Allah b. Ibad, this name seems to have been applied by outsiders

and was only later adopted by the movement itself. This will be further discussed when

the contribution of 'Abd Allah b. Ibad is examined.

The approach of the thesis will be first to examine the Ibadi views of their origins as a

result of events which occurred during the Caliphate of 'Uthman, 'All and Mu'awiyah.

There will be a brief survey of some of the leading figures in the Ibadi movement and

2



their role in the movement in this connection. An Arabic of the famous letter of Ibn Ibad

is given as no previous Arabic edition is adequate, followed by a translation and

discussion of its content.. There is then a description of how Ibadis consider the

movement to have spread to Yemen and Oman. As Oman is one of the major concerns

of this thesis, little attention will be paid to the movement in North Africa. Ennami gave

this considerable attention in his thesis. The thesis will then elaborate Ibadi views of the

political and theological concepts of association (walayah) and dissociation {bara'ah).

Finally, the nature, and status and type of the Ibadi Imamate will be discussed.

It has been difficult to collate all the historical information about the movement from

Ibadi sources. This is due to the fact that this information is mainly spread throughout

Ibadi legal (fiqh) works. Furthermore, in these works there is no focus on the political

aspects of the movement and information on such matters is also spread through

different works offiqh.

The principal sources

Rasa'il of Jabir b. Zayd (d. 93. A.H.) is a collection of eighteen letters written by Jabir

b. Zayd al-Azdi to various people. The collection has been gathered by the Ministry of

National Heritage and Culture, Oman, from various manuscripts in their library. They

have at present compiled this collection in typewritten form, a copy ofwhich they kindly

made available to me. These letters are considered to be written by Jabir b. Zayd but

3



there is no clear evidence to prove or disprove their authenticity.5 Ennami was aware of

these letters and mentioned them in his thesis.

The Musnad of al-Rabi' b. Habib al-Farahldi, (b. 75-80A.H. and d. 175-180 A.H)6 is

considered to be the main book of hadlth by Ibadis. Al-WarjalanI (d.570) arranged it

in accordance with different matters of fiqh. It also includes hadlth regarding the

Imamate.

Al-Siyar wa-al-Jawabat li-'Ulama' wa-A'immat'Uman. This is the most important

source available. It is an early compilation of letters written by IbadI scholars from the

first century to the sixth century A.H. The volumes of al-Siyar wa-al-Jawabatwere

edited by Sayyidah Isma'il Kashif.7 The word siyar (singular sirah) in the title relates to

early usage and means practices or sunan. Thus, the work is mainly to do with the

explanation of a variety of problems, often answered in the form of a letter. Among the

documents, there is included the letter of Ibn Ibad (d.circa.86) to the Caliph 'Abd al-

Malik b.Marwan. There has been much discussion among scholars about the authenticity

of two letters allegedly written by Ibn Ibad to 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan. Cook has

argued that the first is a forgery, and the fact that it does not appear in this compilation

would appear to support this view. His views on the second letter second and the

existence of 'Abd Allah b. Ibad will be discussed later. An edited Arabic version

4



together with an English translation of the letter is given in the text of this thesis as the

edition in al-Siyar has taken no note of the texts of the letter from North Africa and also

contains many mistakes. The compilation also includes the Sirah of Shabib b. 'Atiyyah

al-'Umanl (d. 2nd century A.H.). This Sirah defends the position of the people of al-

Nahrawan in rebelling against tyrants (bughat) and those who innovate (ahdath) in the

religion of Allah. The compilation also contains other useful early documents including

the Sirah or letter of Mahbub b. Ruhayl (d. 2nd century A.H) and the letter ofAbu al-

Mu'thir al-Salt b. Khamis (d. 3rd century A.H.) who wrote a Sirah on disruptive political

innovations (ahdath) and another on fighting rebels {fi qital ahl al-baghy). Among the

siyar in the compilation is a Sirah of Abu al-Hawari Muhammad b. al-Hawari (d. 3rd

century A.H.). The letter seems to have been written after Abu al-Mu'thir because an

independent work by him, al-Jamiseems to have used some of the material presented

by Abu al-Mu'thir in his two previously mentioned letters in addition to fiqh matters.

These siyar contain vital information about the legislation of the Imamate, its conditions

and system, as well as the duties of the Imams and important aspects of the history of

Oman. In total the compilation contains thirty-four siyar or letters from between the first

and sixth centuries A.H.

Another source is Al-Islam min Wajhat Nazar al-Ibadiyyah by Ibn Sallam al-Ibadi (d.

rd 9
toward the end of 3 century A.H.) This book is one of the oldest books on the history

of the Ibadis. The author examines the questions of faith, the names of IbadI scholars in

5



the east, the revolution of those who seek the truth (talib al-haqq) and the lives of some

of the Companions of the Prophet. He also details the unjust actions committed by the

Umayyads and the Abbasids. In addition, the author gives some information about the

Imamate.

Another source is Akhbar al- 'Immah al-Rustumiyyin by Ibn al-Saghlr al-Malikl (d. 3rd

century A.H.)10 This book is one of the main sources for the RustumI Imams who lived

in Tahart and the origin of the Ibadls in North Africa in 162 A.H. It also mentions the

relations between the IbadI movement in Basrah and its followers in North Africa.

There is also Al-Kashfwa-al-Bayan by Abu 'Abd Allah, Muhammad Sa'td al-Azdl al-

Qalhati (d. during 4th century A.H.).11 Although the author offers a fairly comprehensive

analysis of the Kharijite groups, he concentrates his account on the Ibadls as he

considered this faction as the one which remained on the right path. He also, includes

historical information about the rightly-guided Caliphs.

In al-Istiqamah by Abu Sa'id, Muhammad b. Sa'id al-Kudami (d. 4th century).'2 In this

work, the author introduced the opinions of the Ibadls with regard to the events which

happened in Oman at the end of the second century A.H. and on issues of the Imamate.

13
The author also wrote al-Mu 'tabar, in which he gives information about questions of

figh, walayah, and bara'ah and taqiyyah.

6



Al Siyar wa-Akhbar al-A 'immah by Abu Zakariyya Yahya b. Abu Bakr al-Warjalani (d.

in the fifth century A.H.)14 is considered to be one of the main sources of the Ibadi

movement in North Africa. It examines the Ibadi Rustumi Imamate in North Africa

which collapsed in 279 A.H. It also provides a brief overview of the Ibadi movement in

Basrah and its relationship with members in North Africa.

Kitab al-Ansab by Salamah b. Maslamah al-'Awtabi (died in the fifth century A.H.)15

The author mentiones the lineage of the tribe ofAzd in Oman and comments on their

spread in Oman. The auther also mentions some historical events, in particular those

surrounding the career of al-Muhallab.

16*
Bayan al-Shar' by Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Kindi (d. 508 A.H.) is considered to be

an essential source for the study of the Ibadi movement. The book consists of fifty-two

volumes offiqh, and also deals with the questions of walayah and bara'ah. The author

gives an account of leading Ibadi figures in the fifth volume and the policy of 'Ubayd

Allah b. Ziyad towards the Ibadi movement. In the sixth volume he discusses taqiyyah,

which he allows both verbally and in terms of action.

An additional source is Kitab al-Musannafby Abu Bakr Ahmad b. 'Abd Allah al-Kindi

7



(d. 557 A.H.). Volume Eight of this work is ofmost relevance.17 The focus in this book

is on the law and the legislation of the Imamate. It is considered to be one of the most

comprehensive books written by Ibadls about the Imamate. It deals with the system of

the Imamate, the conditions of the Imam, the choice of the Imam, the reasons for

removing the Imam and reasons for revolting against the Imam. Thus, the Musannafis

considered to present the constitutional system of the Ibadls. It is published by the

Ministry of National Heritage and Culture in Oman. Al-Kindl also wrote Kitab al-

— 18
Ihtida'. This book is a collection of siyar of the scholars and Imams ofOman.

Primarily, the reason for writing this book was a disagreement among the IbadT groups,

al-Nazwaniyyah and al-Rastaqiyyah, concerning the issue of the Imamate. This book

focusses on the reasons required to revolt against the Imam and the consequences of

such action in causing discord (fitnah). The Imamate and the rights and duties of the

Imam are also examined. A further work by the same author is al-Jawhar al-

19 • - j

Muqtasar. The author relies on Ibadi scholars from the third and fourth centuries. He

then gives an explanation of the meaning of Ibadiyyah. Other topics addressed in the

course of the book include the grades of the people ofpolytheism {shirk) and the people

of truth (haqq). Further explanations are given of the beliefs ('aqldah) held by the

people of al-Nahrawan.

8



Qanatir al-Khayrat by Abu Tahir Isma'Il b. Musa al-Jitali (d. 750 A.H.).20 This book

discusses fiqh questions. In the fourth section of the book, the author focusess on the

— 21
Imam and his conditions and his duties. He also wrote Qawa'idal-Islam which

discuss matters offiqh, walayah and bara'ah.

Al-Jawahir al-Muntaqah by Abu al-Fadal al-Barradi (d. 792 A.H.)22 This book contain

some information about the history of the Ibadls and a copy of 'Abd Allah b. Ibad's

letter.

23
In Al-Siyar by Ahmad b. Sa 'id al-Shammakhi (d. 928 A.H) the author mentions

important historical information about the rightly guided Caliphs. He also refers to the

events around the fitnah, the judgement of arbitration and gives information about the of

Ibadi leaders including Abu Bilal, Abu 'Ubaydah and Jabir b. Zayd.

Kashf al-Ghummah is work of disputed authorship. However, in the section on the

Imamate which was published in Oman the editor attributes it to Sirhan b. Sa'Id al-

Azkawi (d. 1140 A.H.)24 Since Ennami's thesis, scholars have also paid attention to the

"two letters" of Ibn Ibad. These "two letters" are reported from Kashfal-Ghummah by

al-AzkawI, who must have died after 1140 A.H, when the latest event recorded in Kashf

al-Ghummah is dated. However, recently al-Siyar wa-al-Jawabat, which contains thirty-

9



four letters of the Ibadi scholars in Oman, from the first century to the sixth, has been

published. This does not contain Ibn Ibad's second letter.

Qamus al-Shari'ah by Jamil b. Khamls. (d. inl 1th century A.H)25 includes different

sections of fiqh, and discuses taqiyyah, walayah, bara'ah, and matters related to the

Imamate.

Al-Nur al-Waqadfi 'Ilm al- Rashadby Muhammad b. Salim b. Zahir (d. 1287.A.H)26

This book discusses the concept of Imamate and its conditions and include a discusstion

of the nature of bughat.

Tuhfat al-A'yan fi Sirat Ahl 'Uman by Nur al-DIn al-Saliml (d. 1332 A.H.)27 is

considered to be one of the main sources of the history of the Imams in Oman, the

development of the Imamate and the names of scholars, in addition to the spread of the

Ibadi movement in Oman. Al-Salimi relies on early Ibadi sources, for instance siyar of

Abu al-Mu'thir, Mahbub b. al-Ruhayl and others. He also wrote a commentary on the

28
Musnad of al-Rabi' b. Habib." In this he gives valuable information, in the part

concerning the Imamate, in regarding the meaning of khuruj and the condition of Imams

being from Quraysh.

EnnamI uses manuscript of a letter by Salim b. Dhakwan, who lived during the first

10



century A.H. Cook has also uses the manuscript in Early Muslim Dogma, but I was

unable to obtain a copy of this manuscript. Judging by the quotations by Ennami and

Cook, it adds little to our knowledge of the Ibadi views on history and the Imamate. I

have just learnt that an edition of the letter has been recently published. It was not

immediately available and is still not available in any bookshops or libraries. I was,

therefore, unable to consult it due to the requirements for the submission of this thesis.

j • — 29In addition to Ibadi material, the main historical sources used are those of al-Tabari,

Khallfah b. Khayyat3" and al-Mubarrad.31

Use of terms

In general an attempt has been made to translate Arabic terms and to give their Arabic

form in brackets afterwards where this was felt necessary. However, some terms are

used in their transliterated form after the English translation has been given. Certain

well-known terms have been given in their Arabic form only. Such terms are ummah

and hadlth. Where necessary the English plural has been used for such words. Imam

and Imamate have been used as English words with no attempt at transliteration. Well-

known place names have been given in their English forms, e.g. Mecca, Medina and

Oman. Other place names are given either fully transliterated or in a compromise form,

for example Kufah and Basrah.
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CHAPTER ONE

ibAdi views of the early histroy of islam

The Ibadi attitude toward the Caliphate of 'Uthman

Ibadi sources all consider that their movement is a continuation of Islam as taught by

the Prophet and practised by the first two caliphs, Abu Bakr and 'Umar.1 They consider

that this true Islam was undermined by 'Uthman and they are continuing the true path of

Islam. Thus they always refer to those whom they consider as their predecessors as "the

Muslims."2

Ibadi sources emphasise the role that they allege 'Uthman played in bringing about

discord (fitnah)3 in the ummah of the Muslims and therefore also need the need for

those who would protest against such actions and attempt to restore the ummah to the

state which it had been under the Prophet and the first two caliphs, Abu Bakr and

'Umar. They claim that the Qur'anic verse: "And fear discord (fitnah) which affects not

in particular only those of you who do wrong and know that Allah is severe in

punishment" (8:25)4 was addressed to the Companions of the Prophet because Allah

knew that discord would break out. Another verse warning against the practices which

'Uthman would adopt was: "Would you then, if you were given the authority, do

mischief in the land, and sever your ties of kinship, such are they whom Allah has

cursed, so that he made them deaf and blind" (47:22-3).5

14



However, these sources concede that 'Uthman's conduct during the first six years of his

caliphate was correct, even though it did not reach the standard of Abu Bakr and

'Umar.6 During that period, they maintain that "the Muslims" accepted his authority

and followed him because they recognised that obedience to him was a duty and an

7 • .

obligation. There is a tendency in the sources to suggest that 'Uthman's behaviour

deteriorated as a result of the increased wealth which came to the community. Despite

this, some of the actions for which they denounced 'Uthman took place within the first
o

six years of his caliphate.

One of the major accusations made against 'Uthman concerns his failure to spread the

newly acquired wealth more equitably among the community. It is claimed that he kept

the wealth among the rich,9 thereby denying the Qur'anic injunction: "In order that it

may not become a fortune used by the rich among you." (5:97)10 It is also claimed that

he wrongly used money from the state treasury to build houses for himself. Many of his

other alleged faults include abuses in the distribution of wealth, particularly with regard

to his own relatives.11

As far as 'Uthman's relatives are concerned, it is claimed that he appointed foolish

17.

(.sufaha) relatives to positions of authority. One example of this was that he appointed

al-Walld b.'Uqbah b. Abl Mu'ayt, who was his half-brother, to be his governor in

Kufah.b Ibadi sources describe him as "the most corrupt of his time."14 The main

historical sources also describe this man and his behaviour as governor in such a light

that eventually 'Uthman was forced to dismiss him. Another relative whom Ibadi
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sources allege that 'Uthman favoured is al-Hakam b. Umayyah. This man had been

exiled by the Prophet. 'Uthman allowed him to return and, according to Ibadl sources,

gave him one hundred thousand dirhams'5 from the treasury of the Muslims. These

sources also allege that he favoured al-Hakam's son, Marwan, in a similar manner,

giving him the khums from Africa. Another relative to whom 'Uthman gave preference

was his foster-brother, 'Abd Allah b. Abl Sarh. This man had previously withdrawn

from Islam and had been denounced by the Prophet as an enemy ofAllah.16 'Uthman

appointed him as governor of Egypt.

Other financial irregularities which Ibadl sources accuse 'Uthman of having perpetrated

include interference with the stipends which were paid to the Companions of the

Prophet as fixed by 'Umar in the diwan.17 Thus, he is accused of reducing the stipends

18
paid to those who had fought at the Battle of Badr. He is also accused of taking the

sadaqah or zakat for himself and his family in defiance of the Qur'anic stipulation:

"Alms are for the poor and the needy, and those employed to administer the funds, for

those whose hearts have been reconciled [to the truth], for those in bondage and in debt,

in the cause of Allah and for the wayfarer. Thus is it ordained by Allah, and Allah is

full of knowledge and wisdom."(9:60)19 In addition, 'Uthman is accused of interfering

with the operation of the market by not allowing the people to sell their produce until

the government had sold its own produce. It was claimed that this action was in breach

of the Qur'anic verse: "But Allah has permitted trade and forbidden usury" (2: 275).20

As a result of these actions, much wealth was illegally accumulated by 'Uthman. This

wealth, the sources claim, was hoarded in gold and silver by 'Uthman. In doing so, he
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was violating yet another Qur'anic stipulation: "And there are those who bury gold and

silver, and spend it not in the way of Allah. Announce unto them a most grievous

penalty. On the day when heat will be produced out of that [wealth] in the fire of Hell,

and with it will be branded their foreheads, their flanks and their backs. This is a

treasure, which you buried for yourselves; taste you, then, the treasure you buried" (9:

34-5).21

In matters of administering the laws revealed by Allah, 'Uthman is particularly accused

of failing to apply the revealed punishment (hadd) for murder. This is the punishment

termed qisas which requires that a murderer be subject to the will of the victim's

relatives either to be killed for his crime or to be forgiven or to pay blood-wit. Two

cases of this are mentioned. The first occurred immediately after his accession to the
— — 22

caliphate. 'Ubayd Allah b 'Umar killed al-Hurmuzan, whom he wrongly believed to

be involved in the murder of his father. 'Uthman did not punish him and thus,

according to many, including Ibadis, was guilty of a failure to apply the revealed

punishment.23 The other incident cited by the Ibadis involves the situation towards the

end of 'Uthman's caliphate when those aggrieved with him, who are termed Muslims

by the Ibadis, surrounded his palace. One of 'Uthman's followers killed one of the

dissidents, Dinar b. 'Iyyad. 'Uthman refused to have the man killed despite the

demands ofDinar's relatives.24

Ibadi sources also accuse 'Uthman of introducing religious innovations. The Prophet

had given his sermons from the top step of the minbar. Abu Bakr and 'Umar, in
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deference to the Prophet, had always delivered their sermons from the second step.

'Uthman reverted to the place from which the Prophet had given his sermons, thereby

causing offence to the Muslims as described by the Ibadls.25

In this long array of charges against 'Uthman, IbadI sources also include accusations

about his treatment of those Companions of the Prophet who complained about his
— — — 9 f\

behaviour. They cite the case of Abu Dharr al-Ghifari, who, when he denounced

'Uthman's behaviour, was exiled to al-Rabadhah,27 where he died. They point to

— — . 28'Uthman having hit 'Ammar b. Yasir in the stomach and injuring him when he also

denounced 'Uthman. They also mention his dismissal of 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud29 when

— TO
he refused to accept 'Uthman's innovation.

The Ibadi sources regard the following Qur'anic verses as referring to 'Uthman: "And

remember when We took your covenant, shed no blood amongst you, nor turned your

own people from their homes. And this you solemnly ratified. Then, to this you bear

witness. After this it is you the same people who slay among yourselves, and drive out

a party of you from their homes; assist (their enemies) against them in sin and

transgression, and if they come to you, as captives, you ransom them, though it was not

lawful for you to expel them. Then is it only a part of the Book that you believe in and

reject the rest? But what is the reward for those among you who behave like this, but

disgrace in this life? And on the Day of Judgement, they shall be consigned the most

grievous penalty. For Allah is not unmindful of what you do. These are the people who
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buy the life of this world at the price of the hereafter. Their penalty shall not be

lightened, nor shall they be helped" (2: 84-6).31

The IbadI sources argue that the actions of'Uthman make him an unbeliever and in

support of this claim they cite the Qur'anic verses: "If any do fail to judge by what

Allah has revealed, they are unbelievers... wrongdoers... and they are rebellious to

Allah " (5: 44, 45, 47)32 In addition they refer to the Qur'anic verse: "And if anyone

contends with the Messenger after guidance has been plainly conveyed to him, and

follows a path other than that becoming of the believers, We shall leave him in the path

he has chosen. And We will roast him in Hell. What an evil refuge" (4:115).33 They

emphasise the seriousness of 'Uthman's situation with another Qur'anic verse:

"Behold! the curse of God is on those who do wrong"(l 1:18).34

Having established to their satisfaction that 'Uthman's actions were tantamount to

unbelief, the IbadI sources then seek to demonstrate the Qur'anic implications of this.

They cite the verses in the Qur'an which enjoin the Muslims not to allow unbelievers to

have authority over them. These verses involve use of the term wallwith its plural

— a c

awliya' which can mean a person with authority. Thus, they cite: "Let not the

believers take for awliya' or helpers unbelievers rather than believers; if they do that in

nothing will there be help from Allah; except by way of precaution, that you may guard

yourselves from them. But Allah cautions you against Himself, for the final goal is to

Allah." (3.28) In addition to this, they quote the verse: "O you who believe! Take not

for awli'ya' unbelievers rather than believers; do you wish to offer Allah an open proof
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against yourselves?"(4:144) They reinforce this view with the verse: "And incline not

toward those who do wrong, lest the Fire should touch you, and you have no protectors

(.awli'ya') other than Allah, nor you would be then helped." (11:113) The implication is

that 'Uthman has put himself outside Islam and Allah has demanded that they should

not accept his authority.

The Ibadi sources are anxious to claim that their group, whom they call "the Muslims"

were not the only ones who were concerned about'Uthman's conduct. They assert that

the wives of the Prophet had spoken against him. 'A'ishah held the Qur'an in her hand

and swore by Allah that 'Uthman disbelieved in what is in the Qur'an.36 The sources

also indicate that "the Muslims" did not act precipitately against 'Uthman. They claim

that when "the Muslims" saw the actions of'Uthman, they were not in a hurry to go

against him. They decided to discuss it with him to make sure that he had no excuse.

The sources explain that it was their duty to act in this way because the Muslims are

T7
witnesses to Allah for the behaviour of mankind. If his actions are right and in

accordance with the Qur'an, they would accept them and co-operate with him.

However, if he had gone astray, they would oppose him until he followed the Qur'an.

In support of this, they cited the Qur'an: "And say:'Work righteousness.' Soon will

Allah observe your work and His Apostle and the believers; soon you will be brought

back to the Knower of what is hidden and what is open. Then will He show you the

truth of all that you did." (9:105) Therefore, they went to him at Medina from different

parts of the country to discuss his actions with him and if necessary denounce his
"2 O

behaviour and make sure that he reformed.
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The sources report that when "the Muslims" gathered they went to 'Uthman and they

reminded him of the verses in the Qur'an. They drew his attention to what they

considered to be his misdeeds and the sins that he had committed. He admitted that he

accepted what they had said and he repented before Allah and agreed to follow the right

OQ

path. "The Muslims" accepted his confession and repentance and departed.

However, according to the IbadI sources, when they left his palace, he wrote to his

governors instructing them to execute them. He told them that if they came at night,

they were not to let them stay alive until the morning, and if they came in the morning,

they were not to allow them to remain alive until night. However, on the journey home,

"the Muslims" intercepted a servant of 'Uthman's and found a letter with his seal on it

in the possession of his servant, containing the instructions to his governors to kill

them.40 Thus, the IbadI sources maintain that'Uthman's treachery was discovered.41

Among Sunnls the matter is regarded in a different way. A number of accounts are

concerned with the letter which 'Uthman is accused of having written to Ibn Abl al-

Sarh in which he asks for the death of the rebels who had entered Medina. However

'Uthman denied having written this letter completely. The following account indicates

what took place:

While they were on the road, a rider appeared and approached them
then went away and then reappeared ahead of them. They asked him:
'What is the matter?' He replied, 'I am the messenger of the
Commander of the Faithful to his agent ('amil) in Egypt.' Then they
searched him and found the letter in the words of 'Uthman and

bearing his seal to his governor ordering him to kill the rebels, or
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crucify them, or to cut off their hands and feet. They then continued
until they had entered Medina where they approached 'All and said
to him: 'Look at the enemy ofAllah ! He has written this about us so
now Allah has made his blood lawful (halal) for us. Come with us to
him.' 'All said: 'No by Allah I will not come with you.' They said:
'Then why did you write to us?' He said: 'No by Allah I did not
write to you at all.' Then they looked at one another then said to one
another: 'Do we fight because of this or do we just become angry?'
Then 'All left and exited Medina for a village, and they left and
entered upon 'Uthman saying, 'You have written such and such
about us.' He said: 'You have two options - to get two Muslim men
to testify against me, or to have me swear by Allah,42 and there is no

deity but He, that I did not write or dictate or have any knowledge of
this letter.' He also said: 'You may be aware that a letter may be
written in the name of a person and that a seal may be forged.' They
said, 'By Allah, your blood has been made lawful, and the treaty and
the covenant have been broken.'"43

The SunnI school believe that this letter was written in the name of 'Uthman by the

rebels themselves in order to justify the killing of 'Uthman.44 There are some accounts

pointing to the fact that they forged the letter sent in the name of 'All, as made clear in

the above, and this in addition to what was written by 'Uthman's representative in

Egypt which incited the people to rebel against 'Uthman. He signed these letters in the

name of the mothers of the faithful.4'1

The people who stood to benefit from forging the letter were the rebels alone. It is likely

that al-Ashtar and Hakim b. Jabalah were the ones who devised this letter, because the

Iraqi caravans were in the East and the Egyptians were in the West, but they both

returned to Medina simultaneously. 'Uthman denied the writing of the letter and

accounts of its contents differ widely; some narrate that flogging and shaving of the

head were ordered, while in another the governor is instructed to cut off hands and to
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crucify. Additionally, the people mentioned in the accounts differ from one to the

other.46

The differences regarding the contents of this single, very important letter add to the

doubts over its authenticity.47 Also, the report indicated that the messenger of 'Uthman

went in the direction of the rebels. "While they were on the road, a rider appeared and

approached them, then left them and then reappeared ahead of them."48 This indicates

that the messenger authenticity is questionable; he would certainly have changed

direction towards Egypt, or at least have hidden from the rebels to prevent them from

discovering their impending fate.

As a result of this, "the Muslims" returned to Medina to confront 'Uthman with his

treachery. They went to him and declared: "You have committed injustice and outrage

and evil before today and you knew that and admitted it, promising to repent and we

accepted that from you! We accused you of not following the right path, but today we

will make accusations against you about Allah's religion and our blood. So step down so

that we can select another one who will maintain justice among us and in whose hands

we will feel safe in our religion." However, 'Uthman refused to step down and said that

he would not take off the garment [of authority] that had been given to him by Allah.49

The IbadI sources claim that despite all this provocation, "the Muslims" were reluctant

to take violent action against him. Again they appealed to him and called upon him to

stop his wicked actions. However, 'Uthman insisted on his right to continue these

actions. Despite all the evidence that they claim to have had against 'Uthman, the
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sources insist that "the Muslims" were unwilling to start fighting 'Uthman. They claim

that it was not until one of'Uthman's supporters killed one of the Muslims, that they

were forced to take action. The victim was Dinar b 'Iyyad. When they demanded that'

Uthman should kill the killer, he refused, saying: "I will not kill a man who is

supporting me while you want to kill me."50 It was because of this that they knew that

they would have to fight against him.

"The Muslims" besieged 'Uthman's palace (dar). They were resisted by three groups

supporting 'Uthman, a group led by Marwan b. al-Hakam, a group led by al-Mughlrah

b. Al-Akhnas al-Thaqafl and another group led by 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr. Both sides

engaged in heavy fighting. Support and assistance for'Uthman was expected from

Basrah but was delayed when still a day's journey from Medina. However, support did

come to him from the people of Syria there was a fierce battle in front of the palace and

'Uthman's supporters were forced to withdraw into the palace. In the course of the

battle, 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr was wounded and forced to withdraw from the scene.?l

Having mentioned those who are claimed to have supported 'Uthman, the Ibadi sources

are anxious to describe the alleged activities of other leading Muslim figures to indicate

that they were not supporting 'Uthman. They claim that at this time'All b. Abi Talib

was in the Prophet's mosque urging the people to fight against 'Uthman while Talhah b.

'Ubayd Allah was standing in front of the palace urging the people to enter the palace

and fight.52 This claim is only mentioned by the Ibadi sources. In the Sunni account of

this the Holy Qur'an praises those who were first to embrace Islam amongst the
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53
Companions of the Prophet, and the Prophet himself mentions that the best of

generations was his generation, then those who came after him, then those who came

after them.54 In addition it is affirmed that the best of the Companions were the four

rightly guided caliphs Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, and 'All.53

The reason for this station having been given to the prophetic companions was their

faith in Allah and His prophet, their striving in the way ofAllah, their emigration and

assistance, their useful knowledge, and their righteous deeds. This however does not

mean that the companions were in any way infallible or 'restrained' from sins both great

and small, but when the errors that they did commit are compared with their virtuous

acts they amount to 'no more than a drop in the ocean'.56

The opinion of the Sunnls towards the stance taken by 'All regarding the killing of

'Uthman can be summarised as follows. There was a suspicion that 'All had ordered the

killing of 'Uthman, but he sincerely swore that he had neither killed him nor

collaborated in his death, nor did he approve of his death, and this is known without any

doubt. However, certain of'All's supporters and a group of his detractors broadcast that

he did indeed approve of 'Uthman's having been killed. His admirers sought by this to

attack 'Uthman and to support their view that he deserved to die and that 'All had

ordered his death. His detractors sought by this to attack 'All and to imply that he had

aided the death of the martyred Caliph, who had shown patience and had not defended

himself nor shed the blood of any Muslim in defending himself, or for that matter in

securing obedience to himself as Caliph.57
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There are a number of extent accounts extant which mention the atitude of 'All towards

the death of 'Uthman, all of which are in accord that 'All had not agreed to nor

approved of the death of 'Uthman:

"We testify that 'All said, 'By Allah I did not kill, I did not order, I did not participate

58
in, and I did not approve of the killing of'Uthman.'"

In another account it is related that in 86 A.H.two older men.said:

"We heard 'All say: 'By Allah, I did not kill 'Uthman, nor did I order, participate in, or

approve of his death.'" 59

It appears that the reason for the accusation that 'All had killed 'Uthman was that he

accepted the caliphate after 'Uthman. The following account shows that Ibn 'Abbas had

alluded to the fact that if 'All took the position of caliph he would be accused of the

murder of 'Uthman:

It is related by 'Amr b. Dinar who said:

The people asked Ibn 'Abbas to lead the pilgrimage while
'Uthman was besieged. So Ibn 'Abbas went to 'Uthman and
asked him for permission to lead the pilgrimage 60 which he
subsequently did. Then he returned and found that 'Uthman had
been killed. He said to 'All: 'Now if you undertake this matter
[the caliphate the people will associate you with the blood of
'Uthman until the Day of resurrection.'61
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Additionally, it was 'All who undertook the role of mediator between 'Uthman and

those who rebelled against him, on the recommendation of 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar. The

following account makes clear what occurred:

Related by 'All b. Muhammad, from Abu Mihnaf, from Muhammad b. Yusuf, from

'Abd al-Rahman b. Jundab who relates the following:

'Uthman said to 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, 'What is your

opinion about these people?' He said, 'You should call
them to the book of Allah. If they agree then it will be
better for them, and if they refuse, it will be better for you
and the worst for them. You should send'All for no-one
other than he can repel them from you.' He said, 'May
Allah reward you well O family of 'Umar for you have for a
long time helped Islam and advised its people.' So 'Uthman
sent to 'All and said, 'Go to these people and give them
whatever they ask of you.' He said, 'Do you ensure this?'
He said: 'Yes.' So 'All went to them and they received him
kindly and 'All said,'You will be given the book of Allah
and you will be redressed for all that you have been
displeased with.' They said, 'Do you ensure this?' He said,
'Yes.' Then thirty of the rebels went with him and they
entered upon 'Uthman who gave them satisfaction and a
document was drawn up between them as follows: 'From
'Abd Allah 'Uthman Commander of the Faithful to those
who are hostile to him. You are to act according to the book
of Allah, and those who have been unfairly treated will be
recompensed, and the banished will be returned, the envoy
will not be ordered to carry out his mission in severe
conditions and the land will not be protected for individual
use.' Then the rebels left for their homes well pleased.62

No-one from the SunnI school would accuse 'All of killing 'Uthman, but the fact is that

the killers of 'Uthman were in 'All's camp'and had control ofMedina at the time of

'All's swearing in. This is the probable reason for Ibn 'Abbas' advising 'Alt in the

manner mentioned above. In addition, it is a historical fact that al-Hasan b. 'All was

— 63
wounded while defending 'Uthman making it unlikely that 'All was involved in a plot
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to kill 'Uthman when he had sent his own sons to defend him. 'All also offered

personally to defend 'Uthman, who refused the offer and said in his famous words: "I

do not want blood to be spilt on my account." 'All had also said, according to the

account of his son Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah: "May Allah curse the killers of

'Uthman on the earth and in the sea, the plains and the mountains."64

According to Ibadi sources, the fight continued until 'Amr b. Muzahim al-Ansari

opened his house for those fighting 'Uthman. The house was adjoining 'Uthman's

palace and they were able to enter it and kill'Uthman. This happened on the 18th of

Dhu al-Hijjah 35 A.H. The siege of'Uthman's palace had lasted for about a month to

forty days.65

The Ibadi attitude to the caliphate of 'All

The Ibadi sources give few details about the beginning of 'Ali b. Abi Talib's caliphate.

They assert that after the death of 'Uthman in his house in Medina, "the Muslims" gave

their oath of allegiance to 'Ali as the fourth caliph of the Muslims. In this way they

indicate that they were perfectly satisfied with the way in which 'All became caliph. In

fact the sources maintain that 'All's accession to the caliphate was legitimate because he

was selected by ahl al-hall wa-al- 'aqd.6b They pay little attention to the revolt of

Talhah and al-Zubayr against 'All other than to renounce those who fought against him

and regard them as breaking their covenant.67 The Ibadi sources do emphasise the order

of 'All after the Battle of the Camel where he told his supporters that they were not to
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kill the wounded, pursue those who fled, take booty or the wives and the children of the

defeated. The only things that they could take were those things, which had been used

against them. In this way, 'All was emphasising that his opponents were still Muslims

of a kind, a view the Ibadls also adopted.68

However, it is the revolt of Mu'awiyah which is their main concern. Of course, they

naturally condemn Mu'awiyah for his revolt but it is the circumstances of the Battle of

Siffin and its aftermath that prompts them to give the fullest account of their claims as

to what took place. In the IbadI accounts of the battle of Siffin, the way the Syrians put

pages of the Qu'ran on their spears to call for arbitration is mentioned, and 'All's

acceptance of this call.69 However, they maintain that "the sincere Muslims" advised

him against that. When the fighting stopped and 'Abu Musa and 'Amr b. al-'As were

appointed arbitrators, despite 'All's objections to 'Abu Musa as arbitrator, the IbadI

sources remain silent. However, they then explain that the "sincere Muslims" realised

the error of their ways in appointing human arbitrators in a matter which was subject to

divine decision and therefore should be decided by the word of Allah, the Qur'an. They

maintained that the dispute started in 'All's army. "The sincere Muslims" had refused

from the start the arbitration that 'All and Mu'awiyah had agreed upon.70 They put

forward the slogan la hukm ilia li-Allahi, which means "there is no judgment except by

Allah."71 By that, they claimed that they were following the Qur'anic verse: "The

command rests with none but Allah. He declares the truth, and He is the best of

79 _

judges." (6:57) They accused 'All of accepting the judgment of the people instead of

Allah's judgement and such people must be fought because they are tyrants (bughat).
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They claimed Allah had made clear in the Qur'an and explained how the problem had

to be dealt with in the verse: "If two parties among the believers fall into a quarrel,

make peace between them, but if one of them transgresses beyond the bounds against

the other, then fight you all against the one that transgresses until he complies, then

make peace between them with justice, and be fair, for Allah loves those who are fair

7-3

[and just]" (49:9). As a result of this attitude to arbitration one of the first to object to

human arbitration when the arbitration agreement was read out was 'Urwah b. Udayyah

b. Hadlr.74 He declared that there is no judgement except by Allah (la hukm ilia li-

Allah). This way to become a slogan of the Kharijites groups and of the Ibadis in

particular. Abu Bilal Mirdas b. Udayyah b. Hadlr joined his brother in this protest. Both

men were to demonstrate a commitment to this doctrine and to the views of the "sincere

Muslims" with their own lives. In fact, Abu Bilal becomes a model for the sacrificial

aspect of the IbadI movement.75 The IbadI sources mention that "the sincere Muslims"

refused to accept the arbitration and claimed that 'All had lost his right to leadership by

going against the commands of Allah. When the arbitration did take place, they

continued in their refusal to accept it. They also continued to reject 'All's leadership.

When 'All had insisted on accepting the arbitration, they met in 'Abd Allah b. Wahb's

house to discuss whom they should appoint as imam. At first they asked Hurqus b.

Zuhayr but he refused. They then asked 'Abd Allah b. Wahb al-Rasibi and he

accepted to be the selected Imam for the "sincere Muslims," saying: "Give it to me, I

swear by Allah that I will not take the Imamate for the sake of worldly desire, nor will I

refuse it to run from death." They gave him the oath of allegiance

( bay'ah).77
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They gathered at Harura', near Kufah. The sources mention different numbers of

"Muslims" at Harura': some say there were ten or twelve thousand, others twenty-four

thousand78 but another source states that there were not more than five thousand.79 It is

claimed that they included the best of the Companions of the Prophet and the leaders of

the Muslims as well as their Qur'anic reciters and scholars ('ulama'). Among them was

Hurqus b. Zuhayr, al-Sa'dt, 'Abd Allah b. Wahb al-Rasibi and a group ofMuhajirin

and Ansar.80

According to Ibadi sources, when 'All got to know of their gathering, he sent to them

asking them to come back to him. He wrote a letter requesting them to join him in

fighting Mu'awiyah. His letter went as follows:

From the Commander of the faithful,'All b. Abi Talib
to Zayd b. Husn and 'Abd Allah b. Wahb al-Rasibi. I
commend the praise of Allah to you. The arbitrators
neglected the Book of Allah. They did not judge in
accordance with what Allah had revealed and Allah is
not responsible for their actions, nor is His Messenger,
nor myself. Come back, you will get my goodwill. We
will return to fight my enemy and yours and that was
what you had requested from me before. The meeting
place between us will be at Najran." 81

The two men replied to 'All with the following letter:

From the Commander of the Muslims, 'Abd Allah b.
Wahb al-Rasibi and Zayd b. Husn and the Muslims with
them to 'All b. Abi Talib who has removed himself from
his office. Peace is on those who follow the right path
and avoid the wrong one. We have received your letter
and you mentioned that the arbitrators had neglected the
Book of Allah and they did not judge in accordance with
what Allah had revealed. We knew that they were not on
the right path. From the beginning, you had committed a

greater sin than the arbitrators had by accepting the
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arbitration. You also mentioned that you will return to
what is right with goodwill and you will return to fighting.
We do not deny your repentance. If you are sincere, you
must do what the Muslims have done by obeying Allah
and His Messenger and obeying the Imam of the Muslims,
'Abd Allah b. Wahb al-Rasibl. We have given him the
oath of allegiance, after we removed you from office

89
because you deserved that."

'All sent Ibn 'Abbas to them to discuss why they had withdrawn from 'All's army and

gathered at Harura' near Kufah. They argued with him and maintained that their path

and position was right in the killing of 'Uthman, because he had committed

unprecedented things (ahdath) and he had not followed the Book of Allah. They were

right in the killing of those who had participated in the Battle of the Camel (jamal)

because they had broken their covenant, and they were not following the Book ofAllah.

They said that they were right in killing the people of Syria because of their outrageous

behaviour and their transgressing the requirements (hudud) of the Qur'an and the

Sunnah of the Prophet. They asked Ibn 'Abbas if that was right or going astray. He

83
replied that it was right.

"The Muslims" then asked him: "Is there any new order revealed from Allah, which

makes the first one unlawful?" He replied that there was not. They then asked why 'All

had accepted the arbitration in the religion of Allah. Ibn'Abbas replied that they knew

that Allah had ordered arbitration between a man and a woman if they had a dispute

within their marriage, also concerning a bird if killed during the pilgrimage. Then he

suggested to them that it was more acceptable in a dispute in Muhammad's ummah.

They said: "The judgment of the arbitrators regarding a man and a woman and a bird
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was made the responsibility of just men by Allah but the law regarding outrageous

behaviour was decided by Allah, for instance, in the cases of adultery, theft and false

accusation of adultery (qadhf). No one can set his own judgement except Allah. If the

Imam wants to cut off the hand of a thief and the people told him to stop until he had

got the opinion of the arbitrators, should he accept that or should he follow the law

(.hukm) of Allah?" Ibn 'Abbas answered that he must follow the law of Allah. They

then asked whether Mu'awiyah and'Amr b al-'As had returned to Allah's judgment?"

He replied that they had not. They questioned whether 'Amr b al-'As had become just

and stopped the hostility and tyranny (baghi) or had sold his religion to get Egypt?

They pointed out that he had shed the blood ofMuslims without any legal claim while

Abu Musa was the man who had discouraged the people from war (Jihad). Ibn 'Abbas

was forced to agree. These men then declared: "If 'Amr is just and he is fighting us, we

are wrong. If he is just, we testify that 'Ammar and those who were killed with him

were false and straying from the right path."

After this discussion, Ibn 'Abbas went back to 'All and he told him that they had

defeated his arguments on behalf of'Ali. Therefore 'All decided to go to them and to

try to convince them himself. He told them that he had accepted the arbitration because

the people of Syria had invited him to accept the decision of the Book ofAllah and he

had accepted that. In support of his decision, he recited the Qur'anic verse: "Have you

not seen those who have been given a portion of scripture? They are being invited to

the Book of Allah to settle their dispute, then a party of them turned away, and they
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were averse." (3:23) To this, they replied: "So you have given Mu'awiyah the position
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of a believer and yourself the position of the people of the Book as if they were inviting

you to the Book of Allah. If you are right, then the Book of Allah says that they must

be fought until they accept what is right." Their argument was that the verse which 'All

had quoted referred to a dispute between the people of the Book and thus 'All was

making himself their equivalent. On the other hand, if 'All was accepting that

arbitration could take place between two believers, he was granting Mu'awiyah the

status of a believer, which was unacceptable to them since they considered Mu'awiyah

to have ceased to be a believer by his rebellion against 'All and his other wicked acts.

The Ibadi sources then report 'All as claiming that it was they who were the party

which had demanded that he should not fight the people who invited him to accept the

Book of Allah, while he had rejected that and told them that it was a trick. He also

claimed that when he wanted to send a man who would be able to solve all the problems

that Mu'awiyah would create they had rejected that and insisted on Abu Musa. At this

point the sources seem to admit that they may have been involved in the actions

mentioned by 'All because the reply given has some ambiguity: "The Muslims simply

said that they had told their brothers what was right and that they had repented before

Allah for any mistake that they had made."86

Then swiftly they terminated the discussion with the words Allahu akbar and left.

However, it should be noted that one source claimed that al-Ash'ath b. Qays had kept

on persuading 'All until he accepted the arbitration. Mu'awiyah also continued to send

letters to the people of 'Iraq, promising them worldly life if they urged 'All to accept

arbitration. This would seem to deny their involvement in persuading 'All to accept
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arbitration. However, the sources do admit that some of those at Harura' returned to

'All's army and the others withdrew from Harura'.

According to Ibadi sources, the result of the arbitration was such that 'All rejected it.

He wanted to mobilise forces against Mu'awiyah. The " sincere Muslims" were

reluctant to fight alongside 'All against Mu'awiyah. They had rejected 'All as their

leader and they felt that he had not shown true repentance for accepting the arbitration.

On the other hand, they totally rejected Mu'awiyah. Their solution to the problem was

to withdraw (kharaja) from both parties and assemble in al-Nahrawan. Thousands of

them gathered there. Although they did not claim to be fighting against 'All and his

supporters, the presence of so many armed men within Iraq who claimed to be

independent of him, presented a potential military threat to 'All. The latter probably felt

that if he gained victory over Mu'awiyah he could win them over to his side. However,

there were others who did not take such a view. Mu'awiyah was doing his best to

undermine 'All's position through bribery and the Kufan leaders were reluctant to go

against the Syrians while "the Muslims" were at al-Nahrawan. In fact al-Ash'ath

insisted that he was not prepared to advance against the Syrians while those at al-
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Nahrawan were still there.

'All sent his son al-Hasan to them. Al-Hasan tried to persuade them to return and

accept 'All as their Imam but they refused and declared that by accepting the arbitration

'All had removed himself from being the Imam. However, according to the Ibadi
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sources, they still urged 'All to go against Mu'awiyah. This would seem to suggest that

although they had gathered at al-Nahrawan under a new Imam, 'Abd Allah b. Wahb al-

Rasibl, they were simply withdrawing support from 'All and did not intend to fight him
oo

unless he fought them.

After al-Hasan's failure to persuade them to return, 'Ali sent Qays b. Sa'd to them. He

argued that 'All's judgment was in accordance with the Book of Allah. However, they

pointed out that his representative at the arbitration had removed him from office. Thus

'All had only acted when the result did not go in his favour and his power was taken

from him. Qays asked whether, if 'All came to them and repented, they would kill him

as they had killed 'Uthman. They told him that 'All was the one who had killed

'Uthman through his orders. He said: "I will bring him to you." They were delighted

with this reply and Qays left them.

It was then that 'All brought his army up opposite the people of al-Nahrawan.

According to the IbadI sources, 'All urged his army to attack the people of al-

Nahrawan. On the other hand, the people of al-Nahrawan would not begin the battle

and would only fight'All's forces if they were attacked in order to defend themselves.

The people of al-Nahrawan gathered round 'Abd Allah b. Wahb al-Rasibl and asked if

anybody was going to Paradise. They were ready to die.

• 1 • . . — RQIn the meantime 'All was standing watching. With 'All was Dhu al-Qasiyyah. He

heard 'All saying that these were the people of al-Dar on the day of al-Dar (i.e. they
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were present at the siege of 'Uthman) and the people of the Camel at the day of the

Camel and the people of Siffin on the day of Siffin and the people of the Qur'an when

it is recited. At this Dhu al-Qasiyyah struck his horse and rode across to join them. A

son of 'AdI b. Hatim asked about Zayd b. Husn. He was told that he was with the

people of al-Nahrawan, so he too followed them.

The battle commenced when 'All's troops launched an attack on the people of al-

Nahrawan lasting all day. At the end of the battle, most of the people of al-Nahrawan

were dead. The IbadI sources claim that among those killed were the best people on the

face of the earth. Among them was Thumalah, a Companion of the Prophet.90

After the battle of al-Nahrawan, Ibn 'Abbas was told by Qanbar, 'All's servant, that All

remained crying for a long time. When asked why he was crying, 'All said that at this

spot the best of the ummah and its Qur'anic reciters had been killed. He continued to

weep for a long time and said that he had acted in anger and was sad for having killed

the people of al-Nahrawan. One man accused 'All of being like: "Those whose efforts

have been wasted in this life while they thought they were acquiring good by their

deeds" (18:104). However, 'All answered that that referred to those who were the

people of the Torah and the Gospels. Another man said: "I swear by Allah that there is

no path between the two. If the arbitration was right, you went astray because you did

not fulfil your covenant and rejected the arbitrators. If it was wrong, you were astray
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because of the killing of the people of al-Nahrawan when they tried to stop you from

going astray.91

According to IbadI sources, 'Adi b. Hatirn told 'All that he had put them in such a

position that they did not know where to turn. He had killed those who accepted the

arbitration and those who rejected it. When his son al-Hasan came to 'All at Kufah, he

said: "O, my father, have you killed them?" He answered, "Yes " Al-Hasan said:

"whoever had killed them did not deserve to go to Paradise." 'All replied that he hoped

to enter Paradise even by creeping (habw).92 When 'All missed the reciters of the

Qur'an he said that they were the lions (usud) of the day and the monks (ruhban) of the

night. Ibn 'Abbas said to al-Hasan that his family deserved to get lost like the children

93 *i — —of Israel. First 'All had stood for the Book of Allah and had taken part in jihad. Then

he had accepted the arbitration over the Book of his Lord and killed the best from

among the Muslims, and their religious scholars who had become thin and weak

through their worship and had spent their wealth and souls in the land of Allah.

When 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud b. Shaddad came to Medina, 'A'ishah asked him, "Has

'All killed his colleagues?" He told her the story and she asked who was with them. He

named for her Hurqus b. Zuhayr al-Sa'dl and Zayd b. Husn. She said that if the

ummah agreed to supply the spear that killed Zayd, Allah would put them in Hell.94
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According to the Ibadl sources, 'All's victory over the people of al-Nahrawan was the

turning-point in his caliphate. Discontent spread through his army at what they had done

to "sincere Muslims," many deserted and 'All's forces were seriously depleted.'All

wanted to advance against the Syrians but men like al-Ash'ath urged that they return to

Kufah. 'All ordered his force to assemble at al-Nukhaylah but many instead returned to

Kufah.95 In the meantime, Mu'awiyah was, of course, delighted. 'All had defeated and

killed many of those who were fiercely hostile to Mu'awiyah and his aims. The loyalty

of his own forces and the disunity and disenchantment of 'All's forces enabled him to

make substantial inroads into 'All's authority. Mu'awiyah gained control of Egypt,

Yemen and Hijaz, killed 'All's governors and used his influence to further undermine

'All's precarious control over Iraq.

In the Ibadi view, the survivors of the Battle of al-Nahrawan were profoundly

distressed at the the slaughter of their colleagues which 'All had perpetrated. They

grieved for them and plotted for what they regarded as rightful vengeance for their

unjustified killing. It was under these circumstance that'Abd al-Rahman b. Muljam, a

survivor of the Battle of al-Nahrawan, waylaid 'All as he entered the mosque and killed

him. The Ibadi's justify Ibn Muljam's actions by claiming that 'All, by his attack on the

people of al-Nahrawan, had forfeited any right to life and killing him was a righteous

act of revenge.96
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The Ibadi attitude toward Mu'awiyah and the Umayyad

According to the Ibadi sources, when 'All was killed his son al-Hasan was selected as

caliph but Mu'awiyah deceived him just as he had deceived his father. Mu'awiyah

wrote to him: "I swear by Allah that you are more honourable to me than my son. Let

me have the caliphate and obey me because I am older than you and I will make sure

Q7
that you will become caliph after me. Let us end this dispute and war."

It appears from the Ibadi sources that some of the survivors of al-Nahrawan, together

with others who were appalled at what had taken place, had gathered at al-Nukhaylah.

After al-Hasan agreed to step down he helped Mu'awiyah to fight the people of al-

Nukhaylah. When Mu'awiyah went toward al-Nukhaylah, he was met by the people

there and they invited him to the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of his Prophet and the

way of unity (jama'ah). Mu'awiyah refused. They fought with him until a large

number of his army had been killed. Mu'awiyah shouted, "O people of Kufah, is it

treason?" Then al-Hasan and the people of Kufah came and joined him in his fight

against the people of al-Nukhaylah and they were defeated.98

On his abdication al-Hasan had said to his followers: "You have given me the oath of

allegiance to fight whoever fights me and to make peace with whom I have made peace,

and I have made peace with Mu'awiyah. So be peaceful with him and obey him."99

Thus, although they do not recognise al-Hasan's caliphate, the Ibadi sources consider

al-Hasan to be wrong in making peace with Mu'awiyah. They said that al-Hasan had
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sold the Hereafter for worldly pleasure. They quote the Qur'an: "Incline not toward

those who do wrong, lest the fire should touch you, and you have no protectors other

than Allah." (11:113).100 They also quoted: "And obey neither a sinner nor a

disbeliever among them." (76:24).101 When the news of al-Hasan's abdication reached

Ibn 'Abbas, he got very angry and told al-Hasan that he was from an Arab family who

deserved to be like those who got lost in the desert for forty years because they had

claimed to be acting in accordance with the Book ofAllah and His Prophet's Sunnah.

He said: "You fought the tyrant group and then you stopped people from fighting them

and you became afraid like the Israelites who were afraid to enter the village."102

To the IbadTs, Mu'awiyah's appointment of his son Yazld was another clear indication

that al-Hasan had been deceived by Mu'awiyah and that Mu'awiyah was the evil man

which they claimed him to be. The IbadI attitude to Yazld is more virulent than even

i im
that to Mu'awiyah. The Ibadi sources vilify Yazid.

Throughout the caliphates of Mu'awiyah and Yazid, there were sporadic revolts in

Kufah and Basrah. These were brutally suppressed by Ziyad b. Ablhi and his son,

'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad, particularly in Basrah. It is the revolts in Basrah which are of

most concern to the Ibadls. Although they are described as "revolts," this is perhaps an

inaccurate term. The main features of them are that groups of dissatisfied Muslims met

secretly together. The authorities became concerned and began to watch them very

closely. There were confrontations in the mosque and complaints were raised against

the maladministration of the authorities. Under some provocation, groups of dissatisfied

Muslims go out (kharaja) from the camp cities of Kufah and Basrah. They were
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pursued by the authorities. As a result, these groups were eventually defeated, usually

after brave resistance.104

One of these revolts is of particular importance to the Ibadis. It is that of Abu Bilal

Mirdas b. Udayyah. He had been present at Siffin with his brother 'Urwah b. Udayyah.

In fact, the latter had been the first to protest against the arbitration with the slogan,

"There is no judgement except for Allah." Both had survived the Battles of al-

Nahrawan and al-Nukhaylah and were living in Basrah.105 'Urwah b. Uddayyah had

the temerity to approach 'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad when he was governor of Basrah and

reproach him for five grave sins that he had committed. Ibn Ziyad thought that this was

the beginning of a revolt against himself and immediately withdrew. 'Urwah

considered that his words had drawn attention to himself and decided to go into hiding.

Ibn Ziyad, when sure of his own security, did act violently. 'Urwah was discovered and

cruelly put to death with his daughter. As he died, he said: "You have spoiled this

world for me but I have spoiled the next for you."106

It is reported that Abu Bilal was also involved in a public dispute with 'Ubayd Allah b.

Ziyad. Abu Bilal was present in the mosque when Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad said: "I will

take those who did not commit any mistake instead of those who have. I will punish

those who are present instead of the absent ones." Abu Bilal stood up and told 'Ubayd

Allah that what he had said had not been mentioned by Allah in the Qur'an. Allah had

said: "And of Ibrahim who fulfilled his engagements, namely that no one who is a

bearer of burdens can bear the burden of another; that the man can have nothing but
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what he strives for, that his striving will soon come into sight. Then he, will be

rewarded with a complete reward." (53: 37-41) On this occasion Abu Bilal seems to

_ i r\n
have avoided Ibn Ziyad's anger.

On another occasion, Abu Bilal gave advice to a woman called Baljah which stressed

his peaceful attitude. This woman used to encourage people to revolt against 'Ubayd

Allah. She spoke publicly of his injustice. Abu Bilal went to her and told her that

Allah had given a Muslim protection in taqiyyah. He also said that there is nothing

wrong with taqiyyah. Therefore, she should keep her views secret. She said: "I am

afraid that someone will be harmed because ofme but if Ibn Ziyad killed me that would

be worse for him." The advice was to no avail. Baljah kept criticising 'Ubayd Allah b.

Ziyad and calling on people to revolt against him. 'Ubayd Allah acted against her with

10R
brutality and she met a martyr's death in the market place of Basrah.

Abu Bilal was present at her execution. Clearly his activities must have become more

public as he was arrested by 'Ubayd Allah and put in prison. Although he was later

released from prison, Abu Bilal had seen too much repression from 'Ubayd Allah. He

could not bear any more and decided to openly withdraw (kharaja) from the latter's

authority. In effect, he decided to sacrifice his life to show his abhorrence at what was

being done to "sincere Muslims."109

According to Ibadi sources, he was closely associated with another important figure in

the Ibadi movement, Jabir b. Zayd, who will be discussed in the next chapter.11(1 In
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fact, Jabir is said to have commended the revolt of Abu Bilal. Before his revolt Abu

Bilal is reported to have said: "I wish that I had two souls so that I could use one to

fight in the way of Allah and the other to take care of the affairs of the Muslims."111

In the year 60 A.H., Abu Bilal withdrew from Basrah with forty men and went to

Ahwaz. He no longer felt it possible to live in Basrah under 'Ubayd Allah. He made

clear non-aggressive attitude he made clear andhis intention not to harm ayone.

However, he felt that he and his followers had a legitimate claim to a share in the taxes

as a result of 'Umar's distribution in the diwan system. He intercepted a caravan and

119
took the amount that he and his followers deemed their right. He left the rest and

allowed the caravan to continue. This defiance was too much for 'Ubayd Allah to

accept. He sent an army of two thousand against Abu Bilal and his forty men at Asak,

but Abu Bilal defeated them. In the next year, 'Ubayd Allah sent an army of four

thousand under 'Abbad b. Ashdar. They defeated Abu Bilal and the latter died bravely.

However, some of those sympathetic to Abu Bilal murdered the victorious 'Abbad b.

Ashdar as he entered Basrah on his return.

Abu Bilal became an important figure in the Ibadi movement. He seems to have

represented two of the major aspects of that movement: an encouragement to keep quiet

in the face of extreme danger as he showed in his advice to Baljah; and a willingness to

113sacrifice one's own life as he did.
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The Ibadi attitude toward the Kharijites

When Mu'awiyah died, his son became caliph, thus giving a clear sign that al-Hasan

had been deceived by him. After that a group of Muslims under the leadership of

Muzahim confronted the Umayyads, but were killed in the manner of the people of al-

Nahrawan and al-Nukhaylah. There was continuous struggle and opposition by those

who were true to the Islamic precepts, even though many of them were killed. The first

to rise in active opposition was Ziyad b. Jaras al-'Ajall, who launched his campaign

from Kufah, and after him came Tamlm b. Salamah.

The second opposing faction started from Basrah under the leadership ofTawwaf b. al-

'Ala', but they were killed by 'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad. After them, Qarib b. Murrah al-

Azdl and Zahhaf al-Ta'I rose;'14 then came Abu Bilal b. Hadir al-Tamiml who

witnessed Siffin with his brother 'Urwah and thereupon rejected the arbitration

thereat.115

The Ibadis regard all of the minor uprisings which occurred in Kufah and Basrah as

legitimate revolts against an illegitimate authority. They do not give much detail of

these revolts, which have been described fully in al-Tabarl and analysed by Wellhausen.

The important point that emerges is that they regard all of the Kharijite revolts as

acceptable in terms of the individual's choice to fight against tyranny and the corruption
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of Islam. They regard this form of khuruj as legitimate and in no way to be a moving

outside of Islam; these revolts were carried out by "sincere Muslims."

However, much attention is paid to the leader Abu Bilal. He is described as having

accepted the idea that "sincere Muslims" may not necessarily have to rise with the

sword against oppression, although he himself sacrificed his life in order to try and put

matters right."6 The "sincere Muslims" come to the fore at the time of the siege of

Mecca against Ibn al-Zubayr in 64 A.H. Here we meet three leaders of the movement

who supported Ibn al-Zubayr in the hope that he would join them, namely,'Abd Allah

b. Ibad, Naff b. al-Azraq and 'Abd Allah b. Saffar. At this stage all three are regarded

as being within the fold of the "sincere Muslims". No doctrinal differences had

emerged between them.

Thus, it could be seen that the "sincere Muslims" at this stage regarded themselves as

representing the continuity of Islam which had been disrupted by the actions of

'Uthman, 'All and al-Hasan, Mu'awiyah and Yazld. 117 However, as Ibn Ibad said:

"They were more hostile and angry with those who came after them." 118 They laid

great stress on their position as reciters (qurra) of the Qur'an and emphasised the

importance of the Qur'an in every sense. Although they accepted the Sunnah of the

Prophet, there was clearly some difficulty for the Ibadis in this acceptance as there are

reports that describe the Kharijites as having deviated from true Islam.
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The other aspect that seems to have been present in their doctrines at this time was that,

while the sacrifice of one's life against tyrants was an ultimate ideal, it was not wrong

to conceal one's belief in the face of oppression. However, it should be noted that they

regarded themselves as being the true Muslims, keeping Islam alive in the midst of

oppression by tyrants and their supporters.1 u At this point, it is necessary to understand

how they felt about those Muslims who did not hold their views. In general they were

not regarded as having committed shirk, the ultimate act of apostasy from Islam.

However, they did regard them as kuffar. It is doubtful whether this word should

actually be translated as 'unbelievers' in this context, particularly as it is coupled with

al-ni 'mah. They are classed as kuffar al-ni 'mah, which would seem to mean that they

are characterised as being those who have shown their ingratitude for Allah's bounty,

which is one of the meanings of kufr. Thus, the other Muslims are seen as having

rejected much that Allah has given them, but as still having a residual state of belief in

Allah and the religion which He revealed to Muhammad.

Up until 64 A.H. the Ibadis considered those who were known as Kharijites by the rest

of the Muslims to be in fact only termed that because they had refused to accept

tyranny, oppression and the corruption of religion. Ibn Ibad says in his letter:

This is the account (khabar) of the Kharijites and we make Allah and his Angels
our witnesses that whoever became their enemy, we are his enemies. Whoever is
loyal to them we are loyal to him with our hands, hearts and tongues. We will live

120
by that as long as we live and we will die by that.

At this stage the Ibadis were opposed to the view that the Kharijites were exceeding the

limits of Islam and distinguishing themselves from the Muslims (ahl al-Islam). They
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argue that they did not in fact accept the changing of the Sunnah, nor were neglectful of

the judgement (hukm) ofAllah and thus disobedient to Him. Accordingly, they assert

that they were a faction that refused to accept the judgement of men over that of

Allah.121

Again, Ibn Ibad describes the Kharijites in his letter thus:

They were those who obeyed Allah and followed His orders and the Sunnah of
His Prophet, and followed the sirah ofAbu Bakr and 'Umar. Their enemies were
those who disobeyed Allah and did not follow his orders and the Sunnah of the
Prophet and the sirah of the two rightly guided Caliph. They were in full
agreement and followed each other. They recognised the preference for each
other. They were enjoining good and forbidding wrong. They fought the people
of discord. They were guided to the right path.122

For Ibn Ibad, and the Ibadls after him, the Kharijite movement as a movement of

extremists began with Nafi' b. al-Azraq. It was he who divided the movement

representing the sincere Muslims, deviated from their agenda and denounced those who

did not revolt with him. Ibn al-Azraq introduced discord and caused the first division

123
among the sincere Muslims. He adopted the following doctrines, which were rejected

by Ibn Ibad and the Ibadis:

1. Other Muslims were subjected to an investigation (isti 'rad) of their faith. If their

views were not in agreement with the Kharijite doctrines, they were killed.

2. It was lawful to take booty and children from defeated Muslims, again regarding

them as polytheists.

3. Muslims could be fought without first summoning them to accept their views.
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4. Kharijites considered themselves to be emigrants, in defiance of the view of

the Prophet who said: "There was no emigration after the conquest ofMecca."

5. Kharijites refused to carry out the hadd penalty for adultery. (Presumably,

because it is not mentioned in the Qur'an.)

6. Because Kharijits regarded the other Muslims as polytheists, they would not

marry their women nor eat the meat of an animal slaughtered by them.124

The other supporter of Ibn al-Zubayr at Mecca, 'Abd Allah b. Saffar did not accept all

of Ibn al-Azraq's views. However, he did accept that the other Muslims were

polytheists, that it was permitted to take booty from them and that other Muslims should

be subjected to an investigation of their faith and killed if their views were not in

accordance with those of Ibn al-Azraq.

A breakaway from Ibn al-Azraq occurred under Najdah b. 'Amir al-Hanafi. The main

point of difference between the two was over the issue of the necessity of taking part in

khuruj. Najdah maintained that those who accepted their agenda, but did not join them

in fighting were hypocrites, but that it was unlawful to take their wealth and blood on

the basis of the Qur'anic verse: " But if they repent, perform the prayer and pay the

125
zakah, they are your brother in religion" (9:11).

After this, the Kharijite movement seems to have become split into various minor

groups, all of which regarded the other Muslims as polytheists. Thus Ibn Ibad's

emphasis on kufr-al-ni 'mah shows an important distinction between the Ibadls and the
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Kharijites. The other major distinction was that only Najdah, among the Kharijites,

gave his followers permission not to take part in armed struggle.

As a result of the ahadlths reported by Jabir Ibn Zayd, the Ibadis began to take greater

interest in the Prophetic hadiths. Ibn Ibad makes the Ibadi attitude towards Ibn al-

Azraq and other Kharijites clear when he says: "We are innocent of what Ibn al-Azraq

and his followers did. It seems to me that they were Muslims but they became

unbelievers and we disssociate ourselves from them."126 Interestingly, the second

century traditionaist Rabl' b. Hablb reported a tradition, versions of which have been

interpreted by many Sunnls as referring to the Kharijites, including the Ibadis:

A group will appear amongst you, Muslims. You will think little of your prayers in

comparison with them, you will think little of your fasting in comparison with theirs and

you will think little of your actions in comparison with their deeds. They read the

Qur'an but it does not pass beyond their larynxes. They pass through (yamraqun) Islam

127
like an arrow.

This tradition is applied by the Ibadis to the extremists whom they refer to as al-

j2^129 •

mariqah " or khwarij al-jciwr. The hostility of the Ibadis to this group is further

demonstrated by the later Ibadi accusation that these groups had gone beyond kufr-al-

ni 'mah and had become polytheists (mushrikun). The Ibadis also argue that the only

group of Kharijites who remain on the right path are the Ibadis. They call themselves

'the Muslims' and Ahl-al-Istiqamah.
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The later Ibadis accepted the meaning of khuruj if it were taken in a political sense. The

Ibadis stated various meanings for khuruj as the follows:

1. To move out of Islam by rejecting the definite teachings of Islam

(inkar al-thabit al-qatPmin ahkam al-sharl'ah) or to deviate from

Islam fully.130

2. To undertake a political revolt against the state by breaking the oath

of allegiance for reasons known to those who revolt. 131

3. To revolt for the sake of Allah {al-khurujfi sabil Allah) against

injustice (zulm), oppression and unbelief (kufr) while citing an

interpretation of the following verse in support: "and if they had

intended to come out (for jihad), they would certainly have made

some preparation for if'(9.46).

This verse explains the situation of those who did not participate in the battle of Tabuk,

especially the hypocrites. It encourages Muslims to be ready for jihad\ and this is taken

by the Ibadls to be a form of khuruj. After citing the previous verse, an Ibadi scholars

stated: "History did not prove that the Ibadls had moved out of Islam."13" So, this is an

indication that they are not extreme Kharijites, indeed, the Ibadis agreed with other

Muslims that al-Azariqah and al-Najdat were extreme. They were understood as having

moved out of Islam (marqu min al-din) due to their wrong understanding and

_ 133
interpretation (ta'wil batif) of the verses of the Qu'ran. However, they are not

considered to be Kharijites as a result of their revolt against 'All after the arbitration.134
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Thus, the kharijites, from the point of view of the Ibadls are those who are outside the

boundaries of Islam, and as we have seen, the Kharijites themselves separated and

divided into different groups, some of which are extreme.

The dispute is based on variations in the understanding of the Qur'an and sharpah and

the attitude of those who revolted towards those who did not. The Kharijites, according

to Ibadls, are polytheists for the following reasons: Their misinterpretation (ta'wilfasid)

of the the Qur'anic verse: " If you obey them then you are polytheist or pagans like

them." (6:121) The meaning of the verse is that the Muslims are forbidden to eat the

meat of dead animals (maytah) that have not been slaughtered. However, the Kharijites

understood this as constituting permission to shed the blood of the Muslims, and to take

their wealth by force (nahab). To enslave Muslim men and woman because they were

pagans in their understanding required that they had to legalise what Allah had

forbidden.135 The IbadI have denounced the Kharijites since the time of 'Abd Allah b.

Ibad, and as we have seen, the facts indicate that there is no relation and connection

between the extreme Kharijites and the IbadI. It seems to me that the IbadI are trying

to distance themselves from the extreme kharijites because of their militant history,

while it is well known that the IbadI and the kharijites can be traced back to a common

origin; the people of al-Nahrawan. In conclusion the Kharijites are, in the IbadI view

are those who are outide the boundaries of Islam.
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It is generally accepted that a revolt against any imam is not considered to be muruq

136 — • • _

min al-dm. 'All did not consider those who revolted against him to be kuffar, pagans

or hypocrites, saying only that, "Our brothers revolted against us."137 Ibadis adopt the

same view, taken from 'Abd Allah b. Ibad, in accord with their position that these

extreme Kharijites were part of the main body ofMuslims but that they subsequently

moved out of Islam by rejecting various of its principles.138 Ibadis have held the same

view up until the present day.

The Kharijites have divided into different groups since the time of al-Nahrawan. It is

worth noting that Ibadis hold to the opinion of 'Abd Allah b. Ibad toward other

Muslims when he applies the term kufr to them, specifically kufar-bi-al-ni 'am. This

meant in effect that they forbid the taking of the wealth of other Muslims in the form of

• 139
saby and booty, and deal with them as Muslims. This represents another distinction

between the Ibadis and the extreme Kharijites. 140

Al-Kindi 141 said:

The highest status is consecrated to the righteous people who adhere firmly to the
Sunnah of the Prophet and the teachings of the Holy Qur'an. Indeed, these are the
Ibadis who, unlike the apostates and polytheists, followed the right path and the true
teachings of Islam. Actually, they established justice, and have never gone astray from
the teachings of the Prophet. Hence, they were granted mercy and forgiveness and shall
be in the company of the prophets, and the righteous and the martyrs in paradise. Thus,
whoever dies believing in the religion of Allah and the way of the people of al-
Nahrawan, whoever dies following the way of al-Muhakkimah, is granted paradise, and

142
whoever is contrary to this belief will be in hellfire.
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The Kharijites, as already noted we divided initially into three major groups, and

subsequently splintered into further subgroups. 143 The IbadI account of this is as

follows.

The group is known as Al-'Atawiyyah were named after Attiyah b. Aswad, who lived

in Sijistan and there committed very strange acts. The Ibadls do not give any details

about this group but they accuse Attiyah b Aswad of inteducing innovations and

confirm that he went astray. It is worth noting that he was one of the followers of Ibn al-

A I44Azraq.

The group known as al-'Asamiyyah were led by Ziyad al-'Asam. He resented the

behaviour of al-Azariqah, al-Najdiyyah and al-'Atawiyyah and he cursed them for

adopting strange concepts which were not in accordance with Islam. However, he

followed some of their ideas, especially emigration for his people. He likened the

fighting of Muslims who differed with him to fighting the mushrikm and he allowed his

followers to kill them both openly and secretly. He derived this doctrine from his

misunderstanding of the verse: ".. .Then kill mushrikin wherever you find them." (9:5)

And he made it lawful to take booty and take them as saby. It is common among the

extreme Kharijites for them to kill one another and to consider those who differ from

them as mushrikm.145

The goup known as al-Salihiyyah was named after Salih b. Musarrah. He made it

lawful to kill and to take the children of Muslims as saby and spoils ofwar, especially
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those whose views differed from his own. This group divided into two sub-groups;

some remained with Salih, while others joined Abu Bahls.146

Al-Bahlsiyyah147 this group were led by Abu Bahis al-Haydam b. Jabir. He allowed his

followers to marry from the Magis (Majians) , to eat birds which had claws (i.e. birds of

prey) and siba with fangs (animals of prey) according to his understanding of the verse:

"Say, O Muhammad, I find not in that which has been inspired to me anything

forbidden to be eaten by one who wishes to eat it, unless it is a dead animal or

bloodshed or the flesh of a swine." (6.145) One of the strange notions that he had was

that if the Imam became a disbeliever, then the whole nation automatically became

disbelievers, whether they were present or absent.148

The leader of al-'Ajradiyyah was 'Abd Karlm b. 'Ajrad. He was a member of al-

Bahlsiyyah, but fell into a dispute with them regarding the status of a child in relation to

bara'ah; specifically that children should be exempted until they became adults. Then

he and his supporters were invited into Islam (i.e. the Kharijite version). He also said:

"They cannot take the booty unless the owner was killed and he considered emigration

as a good deed, but not compulsory as the others had regarded it. He sees those who

commit a great sin (kabirah) as Kafir al-ni'mah like the Ibadls149 He denied the

existence of Surat Yusuf in the Qur'an, but the reason behind this denial is not

, 150
known.
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Al-Maymuniyyah was agroup led by Maymun, who was a member of al-'Ajradiyyah.

He considered the fate ofman to be unalterable, whether good or evil. He also denied

the existence of Surat Yusuf and He said that the children ofMuslims and non-Muslims

would enter paradise. 151

152 •

The group known as Asfariyyah was Named after Ziyad b. Asfar. He did not consider

those who did not fight with him as kafir if they were in agreement with him and

accepted his understanding. He forbade the killing of the children of unbelievers during

war. He considered taqiyyah to exist in speech but not in deed. This group was divided

153
into Shamrakhiyyah and al-Tha'alibiyyah.

Al-Hafsiyyah were the followers of Hafs b. Abu Al-Miqdam. He asserted that the

difference between iman and polytheism lies in the knowledge ofAllah alone and that

whoever knows Him and disbelieves in the Book and the Messenger and the day of

judgement and paradise and hellfire and commits a great sin like adultery or theft, is

kafir but not polytheist. 154

Al-Tha'alibiyyah: They were the followers of'Abd al Karim b. 'Ajrad. The split came

when their leader, ThaTabah, differed with him over whether or not to associate with a

child; Thalaba stated that he would not associate with a child until they became an adult.

The counter argument was that by this stage the child may have rejected what is right

and accepted the unjust and would rebel and renounce them at this later stage.135
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Al-Akhnasiyyah were led by Al-Akhnas b. Qays. He was a member of al-Thalibiyyah.

He said that he would not denounce those who were under concealment (taqiyyah). He

subsequently asserted that he would associate with those that had iman and those who

were not believers he would renounce. He made it lawful to marry from among the

saby of those who had committed a great sin among his people. He forbade the killing

of Muslims, and stealing from them, until he had summoned them into the religion; if

they refused they would be fought, at which point he would take saby and booty from

them.156

Al-Hazimiyyah were named after Hazim b. 'All or Shu'ib b. Hazim. His faith was

based on the belief that Allah created the acts of human beings, whether right or wrong,

in common with the Ibadls. He also said that Allah loved the servant whose actions at

the end of his life are pleasing to Him. He hates those with actions that lead them, at the

end of their lives, to disbelieve, because Allah loves those who obeyed him during their

lives, and hates those who disobey him. He considered the saby and the booty from

Muslims lawful. His stance toward 'All is that he did not denounce him, contrary to that

of the Kharijites.157

Al-Khalafiyyah were named after Khalaf Al-KharijI who lived with his followers in

Karman and Makran. His understanding of destiny (qadr) was that it was all from

Allah, its right and its wrong, again in accordance with the understanding of the Ibadl.

He stated that if Allah punished people for deeds that were done in accordance with
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inevitable fate, it would be unjust. He asserted that the children of non-Muslims would

158
be in hellfire when they died.

Al-Sa'diyyah were the followers of Sa'Id b. Muhammad. He was a member of al-

'Ajaridah but fell into a dispute with them over matters related to qadr and denounced

them. Part of his understanding in this regard was that Allah has created the actions of

human beings, but that the individual is responsible for his own actions, whether right or

wrong, and this is in agreement with the Ibadls He also considered the saby and the

booty lawful if taken from a Muslim, in common with the other groups ofKharijites.'59

Conclusion

For the Ibadis, their interpretation of these early years of Islamic history are crucial for

the later elaboration of their political and constitutional theory. At this stage, their

description of events indicates that the core of their criticism of 'Uthman was his

violation of the Qur'an. They do mention his breaches of the Sunnah of the Prophet and

the practices of Abu Bakr and 'Umar as well as his introduction of bad innovations

(iahdath). However, it is the Qur'an that they cite, not the hadlth. According to them,

"the Muslims" did not revolt against 'Uthman, they merely advised him and threatened

to remove him from office. It was 'Uthman's intention to have them killed that justified

his death.

Similarly, in their eyes, 'All's great sin had been to violate the Qur'an by accepting an

arbitration with wrongdoers when he should have followed the instructions of the

Qur'an. "The Muslims" withdrew from 'All; they did not revolt against him. It was

'All's attack on them and slaughter of so many of them that justified his death.
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As far as Mu'awiyah and his son Yazld were concerned, they felt that they were

completely outside Islam. However, the revolts against them were not aggressive

revolts but simply a withdrawal from their authority by those who could no longer

tolerate living under that authority. They were peaceful to the extent that they only

fought when attacked.

After the death of Yazld and the eventual succession of 'Abd al-Malik, the IbadI

movement continued its twofold policy of secrecy and revolt. This will be discussed in

the following chapters when the careers of Jabir b. Zayd, Ibn Ibad and Abu 'Ubaydah

will be examined.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE ROLE OF JABIR B. ZAYD

Both early and more recent IbadI scholars agree that Jabir b. Zayd is the person who

established Ibadiyyah. Jabir was born in Farq, a small town near Nizwa1 in Oman.

He then migrated to Basrah in Iraq and stayed there for the reminder of his life. It is

not known when exactly he moved to Basrah, nor is there any agreement on his

dates of birth and death. However, all the sources show that he was born somewhere

between 18 and 22 A.H. and he died between 93 and 96 A.H. According to Abu

'Ubaydah, Jabir b. Zayd died in the same year as Anas b. Malik, the great

Companion of the Prophet, in 93 A.H. This is probably correct as Abu 'Ubaydah

— • 3
was a student of Jabir.

Jabir is counted as an important Successor to the Companions in both SunnI and

Ibadi sources. He is described as a trustworthy and knowledgeable person.4 He was

one of the students of 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, the great Companion of the Prophet.

The Ibadls have narrated many statements showing the depth of Jabir's knowledge,

some ofwhich are given below:

Jabir said: " I have managed to meet seventy of the Companions who participated in

the Battle of Badr and learnt from them". By this they demonstrated that Jabir had

learnt from many Companions of the Prophet.
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It has also been narrated by the Ibadls that Ibn 'Abbas said: " Why should the

people of Iraq come to us to ask us when they have Jabir b. Zayd among them". This

is an indication of how knowledgeable Jabir was regarded.3

It has also been narrated by the Ibadis that Ibn 'Abbas said: " If the people of Basrah

followed what Jabir is telling them that would be sufficient for them as an interpreter

of the Book ofAllah".6 This shows their understanding that Jabir had the knowledge

to interpret the Qur'an confirmed by Ibn 'Abbas who was regarded as one of the

most learned interpreters of the Qur'an.

It has been reported that Qatadah said on the death of Jabir: "Today the most

knowledgeable person in Iraq has died."7

It is reported that Jabir was a friend of al-Hasan al-Basri, one of the famous scholars

of Islam and the mufti of Basrah. Jabir used to givefatwas in his absence.8 Iyas b.

Mu'awiyah reported: " I entered Basrah and did not see any mufti other than Jabir b.

Zayd."9

It has also been reported by the Ibadls that Jabir and Abu Bilal visited 'A'isha, the

wife of the Prophet, and asked her to repent from what happened in the Battle of the

Camel. She asked Allah to forgive her for what she had done. Jabir used the

opportunity to ask her questions on the marital life of the Prophet.10

The Ibadls emphasise that Jabir b. Zayd was an Ibadl. A recent IbadI scholar,

Bakush, said: " I used to believe when I was young that Imam Jabir b. Zayd was a

scholar of the Ibadis only. Later I realised that he was counted as one of the scholars
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of the whole Muslim ummah. And all the Muslims knew him as trustworthy, even

those belonging to different schools of thought. His opinions were narrated and his

sayings were reported by scholars together with opinions and sayings of the great

scholars of Islam and they were put in a high rank.11 Jabir is reported to have lived a

humble life. He used to say: " I have asked Allah to give me a pious wife, a good

horse and halal sustenance day by day." He also used to say to his students: "None of

12
you is richer than me. I do not have a dirham but yet it is sufficient".

It is unknown when exactly the relationship between Jabir and the Ibadls started. The

IbadI sources cite many reports of Jabir being their founder. Among the reports

which established him as an IbadT and show that Jabir was in close relations with the

Ibadls are the following:

Two of the Ibadls were talking together in the presence of Jabir without noticing

him. They mentioned a man and said, "May Allah curse him." So Jabir said, "May

the curse of Allah be on the one you have cursed." The two men said: "We didn't

know you were here." Then they asked: "How can you curse somebody without

knowing him?" He replied: "And what do I need as evidence other than the two of

you?" The IbadI view is that the evidence of two Ibadls in itself is enough to

1 2
establish the doctrine of dissociation (bara'ah)."

In another incident, Abu Sufyan Mahbub b. al-Ruhayl, said that a youth came to

Abu Sha'tha'14 (Jabir) and asked him: "Which jihad is the best?" He replied;
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"Killing Khardalah" The young man did not know who Khardalah was. So Jabir

went with him and pointed out Khardalah in the mosque. The youth stabbed him in

the chest and killed him. Khardalah had been one of the Ibadls but then he left them

and started giving information about them.13

This would indicate that Jabir was allowing the assassination of people who were

against the group and disclosing their secrets. The opinion of the Ibadls is that if a

person does not want to continue with them, he is allowed to do so and they will not

hurt him in any way as long as he does not rebel against them, disclose their secrets

or talk wrongly about their faith. However, if he does these things , then killing him

is permitted.

In another incident, an old man named Abu Sufyan was seized by the governor

'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad in order to question him about members of the Ibadl

movement. When the man refused, Ibn Ziyad ordered him to be whipped until he

gave information but the old man did not say a word. When Jabir saw this he said: "I

was very near to him and was worried that the man would point towards me but

Allah saved him from talking."16 However, the Ibadl sources show that there was a

close friendship between Jabir and Abu Bilal. From a very early age Abu Bilal is

regarded as an early member of the Ibadl movement. This was, according to these

sources, a two -way relationship. It is suggested that Jabir was influenced by the

ideas of Abu Bilal and became a member of the movement which was later to be
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called the Ibadi movement. However, the same sources emphasise that Abu Bilal

17 _ _ _

did not do anything without first consulting Jabir. Jabir and Abu Bilal and other

members of the movement kept Jabir's membership of the movement secret in order

to protect him from the government so that they would not lose their real leader and

18 • — —

the brains of the movement. Thus, even at the time ofAbu Bilal, it is suggested that

Jabir was closley involved in the leadership of the movement. While Abu Bilal

represented the more active and aggressive aspect of the movement, Jabir represented

the underground aspect.19

He seems to have established reaosnably good relations with the Umayyad rulers and

90
to have done nothing in public to undermine that relationship. It is reported that he

used to pray behind Ziyad when the latter was persecuting the early members of the

movement in Basrah and also behind his son, 'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad, who was

responsibe for the death of Abu Bilal. He was a close friend of Yazld b. Abi Muslim,

who was the personal secretary of al-Hajjaj. His relationship with al-Hajjaj also

seems to have been good and he prayed behind him even though al-Hajjaj was

responsible for the imprisonment of two of Jabir's student and followers, Abu

— 91 —

'Ubaydah and Ja'far b. al-Sammak. In fact, it is reported that al-Hajjaj offered him

the post of qadi of Basrah but he refused this. However, he did receive funds from

the treasury. He also seems to have had good relations with the family of al-

99
Muhallab, who was responsible for the defeat of the supporters of Ibn al-Azraq.

However, in the general condemnation of Ibn al-Azraq, it would appear that Jabir
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and the followers of the Ibadi movement approved of the the action of al-

Muhallab. In fact, the fact that several of Jabir's letters were written to members of

al-Muhallab's family, one is to Khayrah bint Damrah, the wife of al-Muhallab, and

two to al-Muhallab's son, 'Abd al-Malik. All the letters were about legal problems

and this suggests that Jabir may have acted as a legal adviser to the family.

There is no real record of Jabir having undergone any harassment from the

authorities. However, there is one late report that Jabir was exiled to Oman and that

that was one of the of the reasons for the spread of the Ibadi movement in Oman.24

The report is unlikely to be accurate as it runs in stark contast to all the other reports

of Jabir's career. On the other hand, it is very possible that during his life, Jabir did

visit Oman, the place of his birth. Such a visit or visits could well have helped in the

spread of the Ibadi movement in Oman

It is reported that Jabir made the pilgrimage forty times. This report is intended to

emphasise Jabir's piety. However, without undermining the pious intention of Jabir

in making the pilgrimage, those occasions were also used by secret perescuted groups

to hold meetings with distant members and to spread their message. Doubtless Jabir

also used that time for such purposes.

In the eighteen letters of Jabir provided to me by the Ministry ofNational Heritage

and Culture, there are only four quotations from the Qur'an and no hadiths. There are

two references to the Sunnah of the Prophet. However, Jabir has quotes from Ibn
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'Abbas on seven occasions, from 'All once, 'Umar once and 'Ikrimah twice. There

is no attack on 'Uthman, 'Ali or Mu'awiyah. Despite the seemingly ordinary nature

of his correspondence, on four occasions Jabir warns the recipients to keep this

correspondence secret. It would seem that even in his correspondence, Jabir was

— — ")f\
careful to keep his association with the IbadI movement secret.

It should be pointed out that the contents of these letters from Jabir consist entirely of

fatwas in answer to questions of law. Therefore, one would expect Jabir merely to

give his legal decision to the questioners without giving them the Qur'anic quotation

and hadtfhs on which he had based them. The letters are short and provide brief

answers to legal problems. They are not a text book on Islamic law or an attempt to

persuade an opponent of the correct views of a problem.

It is claimed that Jabir wrote a large work of law called Diwan in which one would

expect to find quotations from the Qur'an and the hadlths. Unfortunately, this book

does not seem to have survived. However, a work has been compiled using Sunn!

and IbadI sources which gives Jabir's legal doctrines. This is replete with Qur'anic

97

quotations and hadlths.

Among the important students of Jabir were Duman b. al-Sa'ib, Ja'far b.

Sammak, Suhar al-'Abdl and most significant of all, Abu 'Ubaydah.
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Jabir b. Zayd is a very important figure for the IbadTs. While the movement regards

itself as a continuation of "the sincere Muslims" who resisted 'Uthman, 'All and

Mu'awiyah, they also regard Jabir as their founder in terms of being a distinct group.

The importance of Jabir for the movement's religious development is paramount. He

provided the link to the Sunnah of the Prophet so that the Ibadis could have a proper

legal system.

'Nizwa is the capital of the Interior ofOman. Historically it is regarded as the centre of IbadI scholarship. It
is about 120 km from Muscat, the capital ofOman
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CHAPTER THREE

AN EDITION OF THE ARABIC TEXT OF IBN IBAD'S

LETTER TO 'ABD AL-MALIK

The following is an edition of the text of Ibn Ibad's letter to'Abd al-Malik The

major text relied upon is that given in al-Siyar wa-al-Jawabat, vol. II, pp. 325-355.

The text has been amended and added to according to the of the letter given by al-

Barradi in al-Jawahir al-Muntaqah pp. 156-167. According to the text given by

Salim b. Hamud al-Harithi in al-Uqud al-Fiddiyyah fi Usui al-Ibadiyyah, pp. 123-

138.

Ibadi sources mention that 'Abd Allah b. Ibad of the tribe of Tamim was the Imam

of the scholars specialising in the revision of hadlth and a key figure in the

controversy among the scholars who dealt with the delineating of the sects and with

the criteria separating the ways of error and ignorance.1 This letter was

contemporaneous with the political events that it gives account of and is a record of

the various historical positions taken by the Ibadls.

The Ibadi sources are unanimous that 'Abd Allah b. Ibad was deserted by the errant

groups as well as the extremist Kharijites and that he was the spokesman for the

Ibadls during this period, which led 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan to invite him to write
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to him. The probable reason for this was that'Abd al-Malik, who was known for his

shrewdness, wished to gain sway over the moderate Kharijites and co-operate with

them in repudiating the extremist Kharijites, who considered all other Muslims to be

unbelievers.

The reply of 'Abd Allah b. Ibad clarified the position of the Ibadis in relation to the

Izragites and other extremist Kharijites, and sought to make plain their views and

beliefs so that they would not be considered to be amongst the renegades who were

to be fought and exterminated.

Whether Ibn Ibad himselfwrote this letter, and in particular whether this letter dealt

with all the relevant political issues of that time, may be legitimately questioned.

What cannot be disputed is Ibn Ibad's open defence of the views of the Ibadis

during his split from the Kharijites in the year 64 A.H, and that he took part, along

with the leaders of the Kharijites, in the talks with 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr that took

place subsequent to his rebellion against the Umayyads. It is very possible, as we

have said, that 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan wrote to him because he was the official

spokesman for the Ibadls. This letter also contains a consolidation of Ibadi ideology

and articles of belief upon which the historical position of the Ibadis was based and

• • 2 — — iwhich are still upheld to this day. Al-Shammakhi said, "Abd Allah b. Ibad obtained

his views from Jabir b. Zayd and he was well known among the people of Basrah as

a defender of Ibadi" and concluded that this might have been a reason for 'Abd al-

Malik b. Marwan to having written to him.
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In addition, there is further evidence showing that 'Abd Allah b. Ibad was the author

of this letter:

1. The language, expressions and phraseology used in the

letter are archaic and of the type used in the Umayyad

era; this is evident in particular in the prologue and the

epilogue, and from the linguistic components that he used

in general.

2. IbadI sources, be they from Oman or from North Africa,

despite the existence of slight differences in wording, are

in essence in accord, and the issues which are discussed

therein are the same, i.e. the historical position of the

Ibadis during the first era of Islam.4

3. The source of the power of the letter is in the many

Qur'anic quotations, more than seventy in number, and

also in the use ofQur'anic expressions, which occur on

ten other occasions. This goes to support the view that

this letter was written in the first century of Islam when

the Kharijites were the reciters of the Qur'an who

frequently quoted the Qur'an in support of their political

stances and in interpretation of various events where the

Qur'anic text was brought to bear on them. This letter
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does not contain a single prophetic hadith but mentions

the sunnah of the Prophet.

4. The events mentioned in the letter were in the past or

contemporaneous with its author, which indicates that it

was written during the lifetime of 'Abd Allah b. Ibad;

his upbringing was during the time ofMu'awiyah and he

died during the years of the Caliphate of 'Abd al-Malik b.

Marwan.

Cook has opines that this letter is not by 'Abd Allah b. Ibad and that it was sent by

Jabir b. Zayd to 'Abd al-Malik b. al-Muhallab. The letters of Jabir b. Zayd are 18 in

number5, two ofwhich were sent to 'Abd al-Malik b. al-Muhallab, but this letter was

not amongst them.6 The letters sent by Jabir were concerned with questions of

jurisprudence. Therefore, the basis of Cook's argument is questionable, particularly

due to the fact that he relies in his discussion upon the book Kashfal-Ghummah, a is

doutful source owing to its being of uncertain authorship. There are two books

entitled 'Kashf al-GhummahThe first is a collection of stories and historical

accounts, set in Oman, by Abu Sulayman Muhammad b. Rashid al-Ma'wali and the

events described therein end in the year 1159 A.II.7 The other book is a history of

Oman by an anonymous author; the events it describes end in 1215 A.H. and it is

attributed to Sarhan b. Sa'id al-Azkawi who is unknown since he is not mentioned

in any of the historical books of Oman.
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Cook claims that there are two letters from Ibn Ibad to 'Abd al-Malik. However, his

source for these is the very late Kashfal-Ghummah, allegedly written by Sirhan b.

Sa'id al-Azkawi. Cook has convincingly demonstrated that the first letter is a

forgery. However, his attempt to argue that the same applies to the second letter,

which is probably the one and only letter, is unde byrmined the fact that what he is

analysing is actually a very corrupt and interpolated version of that letter.9

In al-Siyar wa-al-Jawabat10 only one letter is given and it does not contain the

passage attacking the Shi'ah which Cook discusses so fully.11 It is very direct, its

contents being concerned with pointing out to 'Abd al-Malik the reasons why

'Uthman had to be killed and the justification of the IbadI political and religious

stance. It is in essence a complete defence of the IbadI movement and covers most of

the ground of the early period of Islam, to which other IbadI writers tend to pay less

attention. The fact that the Ibadls adopted a quiescent policy may have been the

reason for 'Abd al-Malik's having written to Ibn Ibad in the first place, and also for

the quality of Ibn Ibad's response.

'Abd Allah b. Ibad well known among IbadI groups. It is stipulated that his general

and particular judicial rulings are followed, and he is the axis and centre of the IbadI

12
School, the basis of its principles and its guiding light.
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In addition, the names found in the letter of Ibn Ibad are also mentioned in non-Ibadl

sources. These sources confirm that these individuals were amongst those who

rebelled against 'Uthman and his agents, and Ibn Ibad praises them and describes

them as being warriors against oppression. Again, this indicates that the letter was of

this period. Finally, this letter forms the whole basis of IbadI thought, and the

historical books of Oman confirm what is contained in this letter regarding the

stances taken towards the political events of the early Islamic era.

Among the negative points with regard to the authorship this letter is the fact that

there is no decisive chain of narrators for it that leads back to 'Abd Allah b. Ibad as

is found in the books of hadfih and other historical texts. The letter also mentions

various accusations directed at 'Uthman that are not to be found in other chronicles.

These include:

1. The accusation that 'Uthman prevented the people of

Oman and Basrah from selling their food before the food

of the principality.

2. That 'Uthman prevented ruling in the mosque by the

book of Allah.

3. Certain names mentioned therein are not to be found in

other authoritative historical sources.

Despite these points against the letter, it would still seem that 'Abd Allah Ibn Ibad

was the spokesman for the IbadI movement. It was as a result of the high profile
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given to Ibn Ibad that the movement acquired its name. Thus, it seems more than

possible that'Abd al-Malik would have written to a public figure who was associated

with a quiescent group ofmoderate Kharijites in order to seek his co-operation.

That Ibn Ibad did give his name to the movement may explain the confusion in

Ibadi sources regarding his status, i.e. whether he was an Imam or merely the public

spokesman for Jabir b. Zayd. If he was, in fact, the spokesman for the Ibadis, he

would naturally have taken a higher profile than would Jabir, who emphasised the

• ... 13 .

need for secrecy (kitman) and precautionary dissimulation (taqiyyah). This would

also explain why 'Abd al-Malik wrote to him and the fact of his reply.
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2
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\ g g \

(_£U_Jl Ai)l di-J] J^?-I (_i,ls cdJ-J.p ^*>L^ CP 31 (j^ • CP 4^* cy 1

\ \ \ g

& J- lit Cj*_1pIj a»I 3) i4j (•£aJ>1*JI Ols awI (_gjJLli jlj jj& "^1 4JI V

tjJ JI I '■£t L)I 3i C- jlS" Cjt-vflp /jJ OIA~O £-« LxS^ (_^5.U>r JJU b>! 2

U 4JL-0 CJlit C—«-Pj .L« 41*j i_3I* 4_Lx>_J dJ-Jt 4j d~3i C<_JIXSsj

c->>3 (_^AJl l*lj '4^ j 5j^t j ^ APII? A_JIP cja->-*-j Ai)l I. JUS' 4J

* 2 * N
01 A*1 ^ 4J CL—V^O^^LP (*-lj^ ^ jy£* 4^1 34P 44*

jl 4 4 )1 4Jj C5^ (3 4J jLg-J* 4-Jlp ^Ss-J ^j-wJ 44)1 Oli 4-oJ^I

/| ^ ^ \ £ -

.0jJL»Lijlj 0jiljiilj (1)j^ilSJI jv-A <jJjdjli 44)1 Jjjl Lc.

a LJI ijJJi ^JJL»J tjy^-l 4J1 4-OJL*J 44)IJ *yi L)L*4p oLi 3^-* J* ^ ciij ^

d)l <»3p j?J>- lij^>-lj 4J c^yS" (^wUl 35 (^jiS^Lxj c^J4Jyjl (_^jJl 4))l c-iliS" 3^*

<j ^® i Lxf (1)15^ wLaJ .jl^ip (_^A)Ij 4jLi tiyu Ij 4^i 4-Jlp L*!? (^JJlj

.249-246^ 4t- C3^4!I ^ 4J1 cr^ jy 86 (jyj ^ J,y i£y^ <*A£-\
—480(_y 3^ 35 24 <3 (3y ^4-^^ <_3li* J-P 3 OIAP ^ ol^-ip

492

3 12y ^JjU-l |i A.,.^aiJ< i^A*Jljc 156 (J^ j4r) ^ jli J,l ^vi2i jlj 3
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aaAAlaJl iL*Jl j^~ i <Oll Aj

I «-3 u¥. ^ls*"*' J^" '■""'^ ^ (Jjj^j <j-^~L 1^-o-s- C-*J AUI 0|j 4

* *
j, *. 5

L/3j*J ^J*" f^"J N*)L>- AJLS" (j A1)I JA?~L .(0J-^«JJ ^A^Jj ^ ^jiJb^-l

ijl Jj *}li A1)I .5JJJ>- dJJj) (JLA® oijJj>- ^juJ of.Ljaa <uj (J-^2jj L^Ssj>- A3

.(0jiUill j»_A LJLili Alll ijJ^>- JJCJ ^j/>J)

JL_—A3 Aj LS** ^Lil; 4_~j i ^ c0i A3 0iL*j ^ 'u^J ^ ^

Ajj ^aL J-o-S^ .(0T^3 £-Jli oLI jb ISU ) Jlij .(LJ-Jj ,j-^ LXJj (^""J^ j)

\ tf \

J-J—J Vj Lj^i a1j3 (j-4 ^ (JJ LjjJ ^ Ajb»t-y^i Aill 5-Li jj-'J OLkiP Ajlaj

y» ^ t N
1 C. *yi ^*>1 Jl yo AfS^: ^J Alii aJj>-I ^ *)/j Ail I A_a j^- LtwJi A . >>j

Alii Ly2> j-<**3 . ( + .)•? P <_j|j_P (_^j C-~wSlP (111 1 jL>-l ^1) (Jji 01^3 Alii (Jjjl
v \ c * \

Jt-g «-i*J A *A oJ Lajilj Alii S-Lr La (*_Lj CAllI y>\ li Ltjtj Alii f.Li Ia jtJ-vxj
\ tf \

Alii Jl ^33 4 jJ slslj AJLP ^»*>LJlj 0*>lvaJl AjJLp Alii oliy aI^P J, I jj^Ajj

jj-4 -L<^ 4j ^L>r (^jjl L-^llSol O^Lp A^l jjl j

.djiiii ®j^. ^ 47j45 j44 cjby\ J,) ojLii
52 AJT :CJ>\^pSfi ojj--

124^ ^j\J~\ |1 A-wLaiJl 2JA*}\J 157 oUldi j*\^r\ ^ C-3>c>wai j As^>\j
187 4j! '.aj/L]\

229 Aj^ ; ayaJl Ojy^>

2 aj! ; °j_^'

18 aj^ ;A>LAJI
ii

1 5 AjI 0
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.aS"jj *yi y J-a2j apLtL yLJl y> (_£wU£>l

tf v * 12 *

yo J.?-! AJjLaj jl J 4-L aj^uj Ail yLSsj jj>-li yDl ls^ ,?d^ o-X*j y» ^!-® ^ 6

a]j (jJ-L^J AJLP W>*^! t3j^® 4_o_^ 4»O^>- ^ y«~LvJ«l

. 0y-«Lp

*
& * 13

C. y.llg—j ;JiLiJ! J-A1 ^Js- lwL)J_i y^! (Jj Liji L-jlJaii-l y ytS- obxj ya ^IS

ieL^-Lyf aj jl L* LjjJl y* yyA> AU! otitalj cad! i ->LS" yAA^il y« 4JL5 olS^
\

Ail! j.l-Lg £ 0yjllj 4<L»JL5 yiilyuj 4jt^la»- ^»*)Lv>jvyi 4^iS"j y*^!!j <3J!-®J
. * c \ c

jj—y! J! (_^-^ s-!-^-^ !yU2^1j <L>! jv^"!-J-*-^-)Aill Jli liJJjS'j y^j^ <3

• 0*^-^ '*' (**^4^ (Jy*1^
*s e.

aJ q.\i<.0 y>- ^*^->*|Vy! 3* *—5yj Lc. Ail! {.Li L« 0L»Lp !^Jji 0y«ji! jLit ^ 7

4L3 oLa-LA5 L& ^ !jy! cL>A>-l ^ tAiil {.Li L» y'jN! y^y** y* ^

ejj aj 0y! C-J^-I L> 0y»jil y!j LJLs + gy < i^jy wLL«jj yLJl .i-g-Pj

N
~ * N s S

^ 4^i CJI JIJ j i (jjf jt-Lkl Cf*j) ^ (j-4 OlS"" 3-L^»J c-^llSy

3 (j d*^_A^ l-rJJ^,:>" y;-L~-<v-U Jjl (Jl>-jJi ^y* y« Jjl i^*5^ yj ^r4^" yd OL«»-tP- yj <0Ji~LPj^J yl

197~195l/»2^- yl-fUJ^ .di^ll y- (yAaSj Ali*>U^ ^y*
13

3y_J 0yPwLUA—3 3 A-lp Jy*^ 1 j yd yd •—yj y-P

53(_y 4^r y> 3 Ju-1 jyS/\ fji) yjJu/aJl yl JJU
143 '.0yaJl Ojy

.158 y (_£-^yU oLaliil ylyirl y* C^>*j>tw23 U <_-»ly^aJl <j iyll^sJl (j Oijj
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C4jj; ;bb j*_S*b_>-t Aiit Cbb"L aj^S'S bit 4_ii^«3 .^bi,j^AT^t b/4 tM t$4P (_/37^

t ^ ^ f ' | * ' • ^bit 1 ~ij <bil J.bi JA J<3jjS t_btjb\ (j j*-A>bijj Ail! S-bi ^ J»_g-La T^J

P N s _y

j S'S j) IaJiI Jlij ^yA aJLs bits' (j-Aj <uJ 3_l^j .bit c_->b>j aj^S'i

.^oljj C—abi ba bgJP y>li bit Cbbb

1 ^-^5 4 bp- at '3j\3j bibaJLP b^-*-A^^sj\ (_£bJt ibJ-tlt b-P b ibJ-t bA-'t bil^ ^

bit i ! !alJ &j 4_Lp C-btJ *)titp 4_LP *>bab>r b)^SsJ bit t_g^~P (_j^'b*il ^^-a Jj>d«wt

18 . i, i, . i,
a ^a^txxJt *3 bi^^-a ^j (b.J-ttl b^p b bit biti t_!bb» bit ^jA ib-i-AP {£*"}. ^ bib&JiP

0^Sjlij blj-Aajlt bjp bf bits' 4jlJ ! ! ^«_^a J^r-tj b»ljj bi^Sxj bit J-bj b~*J bil^Ja

^- • t s a N
(j ^ aaj AP"! bg_3 ^S'ab bit bit barL^a £_7> ^jjf ^»Jtii?l (jaaj) Jtb Aiil biti cbi atijtij

ij >-^t (j j, ij (_£JjA. LjbJl (_j jv-i bA^^" ba>jjl>-bj bit pjt> bits' ba ibJbJjt b^t
s

y e- N f .

.bit (_ptl><J bg-5 ^.,i? tfj bit bit Jjsrb^a £^a ^ya Jjl bibblp bit^J . (j»_Jip 1 jtJLP
\ g_

albbJtj j»-4j bijAbj ^jjbJt i^Jaj b_«^- Jti bit bit aJp abijtij aJp ab-»_<ij baj 9

£ £ e. e- 20
jS ^jt Obit J^l ^j-a ^-fctiJ bitSaJ Cjt-ftbljj ^a^t ab_Si Jjl bits' . (^^boJtJ

22 0jys>

.57 lOL^Jl OJJ-A
18

•6^14^ S-* Jl~J JJJab-A jl^L« ^ jjijLlJl (jlj f.^S\ jl jZ)\ (j Ijjfc ijJ J-a*J ^ JJLj \ IJ-jllJ I
, - - - 1 - 19

114 Aj t "o7^2^
ajT 0jy*
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J,\ J J ^JtS" 4£j<KJl JJJ y y,j C ^iUj C (*i—'»j ~ CLSjlA^Sl
24

i—II ^-L*Jl (^JJl j^> CjlAj _^l J^"_Jl Li J ' 4*»U-I

y cOU>-^w3 ^ 4jjj cfljljj y (_5J^JJ ' <ALf- j_JjJI 4j All"

P 28 27
J—al u 4 u-4^ <j <ltV^-I Cf- < jl^uAl^ y \yj c^ji

c 29 . j, « ^
c jj&Ju*j C^£j^d\ <OMj^P y»lp0(j-4 -?

• cl^4 (^

30 e- s. e.

y>z wvJb ^-^*b O^J L5^ oL>-l 4JI 4-JLp 10

<jj_/*■!-$ !>! A^J^I ^J® J^" y °y\ y* <j J-4^ c<-^y^-4 o4^

^ c

.^ji-L^^ilj yjj AWI 4-£*J C-J4J>- j*J&.-Lg-P Lclj jLyaj^lj
\

(Jl 9j CS-1 J-"^NI y> (Jill «^l 3"^ 4jjL»l aJp oLl^jsJ Ijfj 11

*
. * * N 21

*" 4A^ ^ j/4 c£^ jj-4 cJil V_J flj-^aiM C-Jiil L* 4^1p aJJI (_jJu<a J^ "UP Jli oit>- ^ ^JU^- <jr"l

.335^6 ^ i_-Jj-^iJi C(j!>ii-^*Ji
22

4-^Jl jl A^y\j*)J\ C-,-".^ (j 4^"y 4J ^Jj p_*-l
V_J| jl S^LVI (^rl>JI j *)y V (V-.I 23

J^.(Jyu<a.; S-4*^ (JW^ olL^C^>-LJl jJ~\
. 124^

* * * * 25
XJ3- >! ^ LJail J P C- J f.\ Ja-jl , ji£ (_$Jjl 4^«V jl^lP ^>-1 C-^ -ia^*-4 ^jJ 4^aP ^ jJ^Jl

3-481^6^ 4jL>*waji J3
.351—349l/'4 ^ (SOL»IP jUa^>- 3 i)jj*\ ^ ^j ijj^J\ 3^1 y 3 31 f*^ y^ JH <Sj^\ £'*

. 159 y 0JJ-5 j3- iS*\j>]\ 27
.331y 4 ^*-1^- 34 OAil \J^w\i (JJAJI A?-l JJI> ^y AJJJ

,
^ 29

jl I y^\ ' ■" ' (_j «L«^LaJ> (jLc^i

482^6^ <jl>waJi 3 y^*" ^y ^ 4i^S\ ^s- j^»\ aJj\\ yy 31
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33

N 3 1 X" * N
I ^-ylj JyiJl 4Ml j3->j .(^*-^1* s-Lip^I (ju 4jy 0_y> V (_5^')aM'

32^ ^ tf *

j )?4 ^ia y®*" 4i_fc*yj 4_^aJ Lg_y>cJ y^j^l yl^l 4jl 4_jip oL^o-aj L^j 12

£ £ \ f ^ fi

—« yjjl (_P) ■ ^ul J co.iL*J amI aJJJI yJJl t3j s.L<wJl

. jjy—^ ^ (_5^ p j*-^ <-^ ^ul (_P ^y~J ^*^>- 4ia <3jj y f«-^ 4Ml Jjjl

,^<LaLJL!l l__jJ^\Jl 4jjl ^1-P OjyJj (j-^ J

\ £ £

f.1yiU <H»lSJ_v2-il Lil) IaJJI J IS Jjj O'liJ-vaJl 3 (_£3jJ 3* (Jjl 4jl 4_J_P oIi«_aJ bfj 13

\

ij 4^1 (Jlj- >w 3j OVj^-^J i-rJ^3j 4_sJjilj L^vLp yLabdlj

\ ^4 . \ \
131 4 la3* ^J 3^3^ 3)15^ L*j) I aUi\ J ISJ y)^ 4\ilj 4jj| y» 4_vhj j£
*

)n * / * * * s

J 3 JJO 4Jyjj Aiil ,_y*J yj y&y 1 y «y^-l j*3> Oyu 01 1yl yjj aJJI ^y^S

35(Ly^

<UJI A s^j <-__->lji2-ii—1 y y^ jy> ^-z3j3 015"" y2^j3 '<-*-;-® 0L«JIP <J^>Aj>~\J 14

-a (j 1 g a a ^1 j 4.3 allj 1—isjJl j IjzS- y liJl jJj uU^sl yOLxjl jcauip
N

# y" . N N
t-jlOxj j»_Aj-iy 4jiil (3 L^j-aa-o 402aJIj i^^ajJl OjyXj y*^j) -am! JlSJ IAJ^I

y^y3,;- j U tSj^ (*-^- jL> 3 fy .yJl

V 4JT ©j_y

.0L<»JLP- y»_Pj (3 ^ <Ls4?L?:' 4^ialA 4i0 ./3ll 3*"" (_5^^ y* yb '. ^-<3-1
59 ®J3^

60 4j I |4jyJl djysi
36AJ^ «jy
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y*> * * *

cLg syu *yj 1 (J,^ 3-SU^ (J^ jt-s^j 0^ 4il Ijfj 15

I jxvl <Al 1 Ji 1^Jlif j^j i_/"Lil tj*4 a-OP ^ o^-j p-i*ilj ^^1 y o^-L> 015"j

1 *^^x-xj i*u)l ^JLi^ .4-wLp" I^OJ-^A»I L* f**"^ 0^ ^ C)\^^ cL^-J«p
* * 37 * *

j* SCJlj-«l 1J1S"1J V) iJ^J -(L^o^O* e/'j^ <3 ^Oil
\ ^

alii 01 ^ i^iiaj *yj <_/^L/^- aj^ ooi *y|

tiJJi Ol5"j ljU aJ-s^ (_3j-^3 LOOjj UljwLp eiJJi ^Jkj*_oj yj •^-<>-^>~j f*-^ 01-5"
38 ,? i" i i

. ^I^Lrf-vJ *U)l LP

Lp ^1 o-P ^ g «* (JL*^'J 1 g.,l^«JJ A^-oljJ Aiil (j*^" -0>-l 4jl aJIp Lb>-ilj bfj 16

\ \ \ * £

(_^j aJi (_^jJj^ a)^Jj 4JJ ajjI ysyj cAiJl y1^j-0 liJJi 015^j A;L>t^/3l

£ \ ^

jli^jiJl ^»jj Ujup ^Lp UJjj! L»j aMIj j*-^5" 0} lJ?r~Jl yi)^ i^L^lj
39 " i.
.(^jJi S-j^ J5" (_5i^ AWlj jbt^Orl (_s«0l

t ^ ' 40 . p . e. c ^

^ ■>- y> 01 OL«-P- (J^lj yJr>r-r! J-®! ^y 4j! AJLP L-»_aj 10j 17

35-34 ob5ii:^i sjr- 36
85 ^ \ ij* oj

30-29 ObVl:*L_Ji ijr, 38
41 ijlij'y! ~°jy

,4j1 j*.Jl (y lj-Aj .wb»-lj ^r^J>~ 's—*^~ 0j'/^S\ j OL»-P 0L* Ulp
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.(b^Jl ^j-5"J ^ (J^j) ^ (J"5*""' ^ J^~ OlS"j tOjLa'yi ^bds
N

( ^ ( ^ p

a (JS'j caJjI j.Li La *yi 1 g./?^ jl OL«JLp jl Ilia (j^> jii^o j^- LM L.ijl jls
c ^

.IwL^ ^j,h*») 01 j-^ j^^-i OO^iP j^J-4

\ ^ t y* s.

0^ loOiA-lj 4-Lvo (^jJl^-j <Uil (J^jl L* jyu 4J\ OL*JIP ^y* 015^j 18

\ . f

(_£J il 4J La Jj<j ^j^a (J^Jl JjSbLj j) IaMI <Jli 43J j-a-^J (4 b"

. (Ijy/2a ^ : g ?r ad-v^JJ JJJ l« jj 4>f"
44 N * 45 ^ N * ^

(ijUd—Jill ^Js- Aiil OtJ ^1) .(0jiOidl j*-fc dldjli Aiil Jjjl Lc. (*dxj4 ^ b/*j) '<-^J
46 4S " - x

Vj) ! Jl 9j .(^jlljaJl C^4^P JLj V) -J^j -(}jy^> ^ -^4 br^ ^ (j^j)

47 * ^ ^
. (0Jj'^ "~> ^ f b/4 ^ L)j4 ^j-a j*-So Laj jLJ| t j^Jd? (jjdJl J,! 1yS~j

<4il Jj—^1 Lc. (*-^4 ji <j-*j) ' (O^iUiil y didjli <4)1 Jjjl Lc. ^1 ^j) :JL3j
50 > ^ ^ ^ 49 *

I Jl &j .^Ojjil>JI oAiJjli <oM cJ^pt Or. ^ ^ (^j^-^Oijl OJ-^5jO

275 4-J : 0yds 0jy*

115 AJT :f.L^Jl 0

45 ioJjlil tjy*

is '.2°jy^

52^J^^jy*

124 !Oyi-J\ °jy
113 ^4 I ^ j£> &jy

43

44

46

47

45 loJJlil 0 1

47 4jT :OAJII\ °jy
4949

44 loJjlil bjy*
50
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51.(ylljiJI Js- &\ oj ^t)
# * 52 * ^

jvSwoklS IyoJJf (J,| tJ-^"J> ^j) °<J^®J '(}_£*&> ^ L/^ dJ>jt (_r*^ U"*j) •(-3^®J

J £\3 .(0j-^JJ ^ j»-4l tJJL~3 l_A^ l—Aj 4-4-lS" C^Jb- "(J^j *(j^
> ~ —

I C. wLg_Jio djjlj ) .(J^b'yi aJ_fc CjJ^Si Lc, Lclj cijLoJLP (Jlp Cdb^l aj_ft
*" 55 ^ ^ f £

a-La—^Jl » Jj) "(J^j .(IJ■ g .* dilb ^aS'j L)JA^_CAJ d^j*)Lllj 4_<kl*j dJy I^JLJI JjJt

.(0jiU^i U Ji* JjA- dj| ^ysjS/lj
\ \ ^

0jjl?lj dJOi 0J-Ldjilj CAMl d^./-?HA y« jLajLP dj (Jjj (_£jJl jyldjil (_$ij LoJU 19

Oj j dJj j* £Lp di! y 1jJl^pI ) :dO^i Jli d-UbS"j cyUl Jl^pf
57
^0Lc. ,■% o^l ^ *«Jl ] 1 > lp 0^3^

H (, fcj 1 I«T l^yb 0UjT> jl y-U! v
\ \

,4\il Jlij A\)1 w\-P^

58 \ ^

yoJjtJj Ij3J^a ,jjbJl dill ~bL!j . <jj-^L

t_>lJb\ OL-iP (J,l 1Jj^ 01 0y^jii JL*3 20

18 4dl ! iyA djy^

52^J ^ .pLwwJl
_ i

in AJT 5jy^. '

33 Ojj-

166 ^ . £L.J I

33 ^ lOdljjlAJl

52

54

55

56

105 :<JyJl l
57

IJ_^

3 1 ddldV^ !<JLd^«^I*]l 0
58
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a^S 4 As ^ Jl Ijjl 4^lPj jlvajN/lj y>^^11 y (j I^o-La»-lj

tf N I . S S * S

(_£J Si i 3j__*j 4jl '4iil ^s^S^-4 ^j-4 ^jjl c^-S-Sl ^Jj^Sj aMI aj^S'Oi a^Jli ^*>Lw»Jlj

l ^1J^. pi 4 4j j^Lfljl (_£jJl 4.L4 I4.L4 Ajtll jJ,| ^yi 4jSj cOJ-Sj-4J
c * v, e _"

iw^l jJ-^l SJL>- OIS"J . 44^ I jA>Sj a jjc«U»<l3 Alii j-«I ^1 ^jj>r^Jlj 4j jOlj c_0 jjl

^*-A!—4JI I-4 s- ^j^LJl (3y* l-o«l-3 . ^SP ^SJLL*0 L« aa^J-yij 01 I^AJI 1.0

of j»J»ji—of (j yA>A C4^ 4_-j\J LkJ 4>IpJ .4jp ^-AJIaIp <_£jJl jP 59C_JxJ JaU 4j

-Lg *Jl ^ Is 4iSsjj 4jllS^ j^Lp 000-9 .< 3*>Sj>- j»_gJj5rjlj j»_£jJjl
f > \ \ -

xj 4 J»_£UI IOj^J ) .All I (_j S_3^ CAUS a^1lL&3 Iy^rj aA<S ^AwtAip (_c0il

£-*\ Pxi .(0jg"'^ |t-i OLcl jji^Jl <001 IjJjlii (j Ij_L*is>J j»J!sJ_£P

.4—LP jtf* UL»j Sj OLO^I (J-ojy j (J^^J CA^ ^ cO^^I J-AI

i (Jj-v OlkjOJl (_£Oi>l j»_i L« Jjo y j*AjSjO ^1p IjJJjl ^jj-SJl 01) 14iiS Jlij
61 I I f
■((^ J*Lj

P N *"

01 0j—L»jll ^ Lp c00"*3^ Or4 OSS' 4_l^ .ii^Jj amI 4-^ajtA LJj 21

jj p- j 4 IJ-gi .4_4lSv>-l ^Js- OS-«0p aJLAl^ j 4PIJ2JI ofj Jjl aSoI j ^S-^-l

. lOLi 0j-LaJJJ 4jp (jatisj ^Jl 4jip yA^jj ^4^3 ai-LSjli (_£jJlJ Ol-a-tP

.278^14^- jf—J cO-^*Jl (_/2JILSjcLftj^Pj <>xJwajj oJ-ajJ L* ^yOAi !C-^0
-T." ii - 6012 4jI :ajJA\ ajj—
- T 61

25 ^4 ' . 0Jyn
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J,l si jl y jlS"" 4.aj cAaj^-j a»I Jyj jli" All C->j 22

I >lj tlJLljj aJIp ■ ^g■"■" ojIj .^"^b^^/l J-^ Cy'J 4_Aj>. jlS^j ca_a» 4_J| <^~o-lj adI jyj
^ \

J j>j j i-l j lij oLs4 aJ^- a))I (_jW? J-o^- axjIJ* b)jSJ ccL-Ui i_J_f' ■■*■*■?

Jy^
\ tf \ . f

ji «j) : Jli a))I jb jJJi caWI JjjI L» jyu j»->J-l Aa^I o4_& Aa*!Ap Lcl CjJLf-lj
^

* N ^ 63 f ^

t_£l i) : Jl »j c^\ J ajoI y Jjl^I *>\i .(0jylSJl jvjJi dkJjli a))1 Jjjl L^. (*-^^
64 - i,

jy>jJ Ajblj <0)1 4ju C--j4j>-

Jl ?rjJl (Jl jJjO 4A^<J ^j y- OLoJLP iDljj-4 y jjlll 4_»P b jJjjtJ *)ta 23
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CHAPTER FOUR

A TRANSLATION OF IBN IBAD S LETTER TO 'ABD

AL-MALIK

From 'Abd Allah b. Ibad to Abd al-Malik b. Marwan1:

1 Peace be on you. I commend the praise of Allah to you, other than Whom there is

no god and I advise you to fear Allah because the reward [ofAllah] will be for those

who are pious. We will return to Allah and He will accept only those who are pious.

-

t 22 Your letter was brought to me by Sinan b. 'Asim . You wrote to me that I should

reply to you. Therefore I have written [a letter] to you. In it are things which you will

accept and things which you will reject. You claim that you will only recognise what

I mention in it from the Book of Allah. I urge you to [examine it] in terms of

obedience to Allah, following His command and the Sunnah ofHis Prophet. What

you have denied is not denied by Allah, and what I had mentioned about 'Uthman 3

and what I have raised about the affairs of the Imams is such that no-one can deny the

testimony of Allah in His Book through what He has revealed to His Messenger.

Those who fail to judge by what Allah has revealed, "they are unbelievers"4 (5:44),

"wrongdoers" (5:46) and "rebels" (5:47).
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3 I have not mentioned anything to you about 'Uthman and the Imams except what is

right and I will give the evidence of that from the Qur'an which has been revealed to

His Prophet. I will write to you about what I have written about 'Uthman and I will

inform you about the reports about 'Uthman and what we criticise him for in them

and I will explain his affair and what 'Uthman did. As you mentioned, he was an

early in Islam and acted according to it. However, Allah did not protect His servants

from sedition and apostasy from Islam.

4 Allah had sent Muhammad with the truth and sent down the Book in which there

was explanation for everything. It judges between the people in what they differ: "It

is a guide and mercy to all who believe." (7:52) Allah has declared permissible what

is permissible and forbidden what is forbidden and laid down His law, explained His

judgment made clear His limits. He said: "Those are the limits set by Allah do not

exceed them." (2: 187) He also said: "If anyone transgresses the limits of Allah,

such a person is wrongdoer." (2:229)

5 Allah has given His word. There is no choice concerning it for His servants. He

ordered His Prophet to follow His Book. Allah said to the Prophet: "But follow that

which came to you from your Lord." (33:2). He also said "And when we have

recited it to you, then follow its recital. Then it is for us to make it clear to you."(75:

18-19)

Therefore the Prophet Muhammad acted according to the order of his Lord and

'Uthman was with him and those of his Companions whom Allah wished. They saw
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that the Messenger of Allah did not change the order of Allah and did not forbid

what Allah had made duties. He did not make legitimate anything, which Allah had

forbidden and he did not forbid anything, which Allah had permitted. He only

judged between the people according to what Allah had revealed. He used to say: " I

fear, if I disobey my Lord the torment of a mighty day." (6:15). He lived, as Allah

wished, following what Allah commanded. He used to follow what came to him

from Allah. The believers were with him. He taught them and they looked up to what

he practiced until he died. They were pleased with him. We ask Allah [to enable

us] to follow his path and to act according to his Sunnah. Then Allah left to His

servants the Book which Muhammad brought and His limits. No one of the people

who is guided will be guided except by following it. No one who goes astray will go

astray except by abandoning it.

6 After the Prophet, Abu Bakr5 took authority over the people. He followed the Book

of Allah and the Sunnah of his Prophet. The Muslims were pleased and they united

around him. None of Muslims withdrew from him in any law which he made or

division [ofwealth] which he made until he died. Then 'Umar6 came after him. He

was strong in command, fierce against the hypocrites. He followed the path of those

who had gone before him in [accepting] the judgement of the Book of Allah. Allah

tested him with conquests in the world in a way in which He had not tested his two

predecessors. He was able to carry the message of Islam to the world. Then he died

while the Muslims were still maintaining their unity and their witness still existed.

The believers were witnesses on behalf of Allah. Allah said: "Thus have we made of
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you an ummah justly balanced that you might be witnesses over mankind and the

Messenger be a witness over you." (2:143)

7 Then the Muslims appointed 'Uthman. He acted, as Allah wished, according to

what the people of Islam knew until the world opened up for him and the treasure of

the earth was in his hands as Allah wished. After that he introduced matters by

which his two predecessors had not acted before him. At that, time the people were

close to their time. When the Muslims saw what 'Uthman had done, they came to

him and spoke to him and mentioned the Book ofAllah and the Sunnah of those

believers who were before him. Allah had said: "And who does more wrong than the

one to whom We have recited the signs of his Lord and then he turns away from

them? Verily from those who transgress We shall exact retribution." (32:22) He was

diverted from the verses of Allah which they mentioned. He used force against them

as Allah wished. He beat some of them, jailed others, and exiled others to distant

places as Allah wished. [The reason for] that was that they reminded him of the

Book of Allah and the Sunnah ofHis Prophet and of the believers who were before

him. Allah said: "And who does more wrong than the one who is reminded of the

signs of his Lord, but turns away from them forgetting the deeds which his hands

have sent forth?" (18:57)

8 I will make clear to you, Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, what the believers disapproved

of concerning Uthman and why we separated from him in view of the wrong acts

which he made lawful. Perhaps you might be ignorant and heedless ofwhat he had



done, because you are one of his followers in religion (dm) and his desire. 'Abd al-

Malik, do not let the desires of 'Uthman overcome you and regard them as lies.

Uthman will not protect you from Allah in anyway. By Allah, 'Abd al-Malik b.

Marwan, [think] before there is fighting from a distance and before an inevitable fate

which is the allotted period of life. This is the reason why the believers disapproved

of 'Uthman and separated from him and we also separated from him. Allah said:

"And who is more unjust than those who forbid that Allah's name may be glorified

and mentioned much in Allah's mosques and strive for their ruin? It was not fitting

that such should themselves enter them except in fear. For them there is disgrace in

this world, and they will have a great torment in the Hereafter." (2:114) 'Uthman

was the first one to prevent judgment by the Book ofAllah in the mosques.

9 Among the things for which reprove of him and we separated ourselves from him

is that Allah said to Muhammad: "And turn not away those who invoke their Lord

morning and afternoon, seeking His face, you are accountable for them in nothing,

and they are accountable for you in nothing, that you may turn them away, and thus

become of the unjust." (6:52). He was the first in this ummah to drive out and exile

members of it. Among those whom he exiled from Medina were Abu Dharr al-

Ghifari,7 Muslim al-Juhanl 8 and Nafi' b. al-Hitam. He exiled from the people of

Kufah,9

Ka'b b. Dhi al-Hanakah,10 Abu al-Rahl al-Wajjaj, Jundab" b. Zuhayr- Jundab was

• — 19
the one who killed magician with whom al-Walid b. 'Uqbah used to play-'Amr b.

Zurarah,13 Zayd b. Suhan14, Aswad b. Dhurayh,15 Yazld b. Qays al-Hamadani16 and
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Kardus b. al-Hadrami among a great number of the people ofKufah. He exiled from

the people of Basrah, 'Amir b 'Abd Allah Al-Qasri 17 and Madh'ur al-'Abdl.18 I

cannot count all of the believers.

10 Among the things for which we reprove him is that he had appointed his [half]

brother al-Walid b. 'Uqbah over the believers. He used to play with magic and he led

the prayer while he was drunk. He was a grave sinner (fasiq) in the religion ofAllah

and he was appointed because he was a relative instead of being one the believers of

the Muhajirin and Ansar. There was only a short time between the period ofAllah

and His Messenger and the believers.

11 Another of the things for which we reprove of 'Uthman was that he made wealth

circulate among the wealthy despite Allah's saying: "In order that it may not make a

circuit among the wealthy among you." (59:7) He changed the word ofAllah and

followed his desire.

12 Another thing which we rejected from him was his demarcating land 19 which he

made as protected [land] for himself and his family. His actions prevented the rain

coming from the sky, the sustenance given to the people and their animals by Allah.

Allah said: "Say: see the things that Allah has sent down to you for sustenance. And

you have made them lawful and unlawful. Say: Has Allah permitted you or do you

intend to invent lies against Allah? And what think those who invent lies against

Allah on the day of Judgment? (10:56-60)
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13 Another thing we rejected from him was that he was the first one to transgress in

the distribution of the alms (sadaqah). Allah had said: "Alms are for the poor and

the needy, and those employed to administer the funds, for those whose hearts have

been reconciled, for those in bondage and in debt, in the cause of Allah and for the

wayfarer, a duty imposed by Allah. And Allah is all-knower and all-wise."(9:60)

Allah also said: "It is not fitting for a believer, man or woman, when a matter has

been decided by Allah and His Messenger to have any option about their decision. If

any one disobeys Allah and His Messenger, he is indeed on a clearly wrong path."

(33: 35)

14'Uthman committed an offence (ahdatha) when he prevented the payments

(fara'id)20 which has been assingned by the Commander of the Faithful, 'Umar b. al-

Khattab, and reduced the stipend of those who had participated in the Battle ofBadr

by a thousand dirhams. He started to hoard (kanz) gold and silver and did not spend

it in the way of Allah. Allah said: "And there are those who hoard gold and silver

and spend it not in the way of Allah: announce unto them a most grievous penalty.

On the Day when that will be heated in the fire ofHell and with it will be branded

their foreheads, their flanks and their backs. This is the treasure you hoarded for

yourselves. Now taste ofwhat you used to hoard." (9:34-5)

15 Another thing which we rejected from him was that he used to put a lost camel

with his own without returning it and announcing that it was lost. He used to take

some of the camels and sheep from those people with whom he found them even

though those people had become Muslims. In accordance with the law ofAllah they
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were theirs insofar as whatever they had when they became Muslims was theirs.

Allah said: "Do not withhold from the people the things that are their due, commit

not evil in the land, intent to mischief. " (11:85) Allah also said: "Do not consume

your property among yourselves in vanities, but let there be amongst you traffic and

trade by mutual goodwill, nor kill yourselves; for verily Allah has been to you most

merciful, and whoever does that hostility and unjustly, We will burn him in Hell-fire.

That is easy for Allah."(4:29-30)

16 Another thing which we rejected from him was that he took the khums for himself

and gave it to his relatives and made them governors ('ummal) over the Companions

of the Prophet. This was to change the injunctions of Allah. Allah had required the

khums be for Allah and his Messenger: "It is for the near kin, orphans, the needy,

wayfarers, if you believe in Allah and whatever We sent down to Our servant on the

day of separation, the day on which the two groups met. Allah has power over

everything." (8:41).

17 Another thing that we rejected of him is that he prevented (mana') the people of

Bahrain and Oman from selling their produce until the state had sold its own

produce. That was forbidding what Allah has made lawful. Allah said: "But Allah

has permitted trade and forbidden usury." (2.275).
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If we want to tell about 'Uthman's many misdeeds (mazalim) we can only count

them if Allah wills. What I have told you about some of 'Uthman's deeds is enough

to show that by committing some of them he was committing unbelief (kufr).

18 Among the acts of 'Uthman was that he made judgments which were not in

accordance with the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet and the two righteous

Caliphs, Abu Bakr and 'Umar. Allah said: "If anyone contends with the Messenger

even after guidance has been plainly conveyed to him, and follows a path other than

that becoming to men of faith, We shall leave him in the path he has chosen, and

burn him in Hell - What an evil destiny!" (4:115) Allah also said: "And if any fail to

judge by what Allah hath revealed, they are wrongdoers. (5:45) Allah also

said:"Behold the curse of Allah is on those who do wrong." (11:18) Allah has

mentioned: "Whoever Allah cursed, will never find a helper." (4:52) He said: "But

My promise is not within the reach of evildoers."(2:124) Allah said: "And incline not

to those who do wrong or the fire will seize you, and you have no awliya' other than

Allah, nor shall you be helped." (11:113) He said: "And whosoever does not judge

by that which Allah has revealed, such are the wrongdoers;" (5:45) "the rebels;"

(5:47) "and the disbelieves;" (5:44) He said: "The curse of Allah is on the

wrongdoers, the oppressors." (8:18) "And he whom Allah cursed, will not find for

him any helper." (4:52) He said: "Incline not to those who do wrong or the fire will

seize you." (11:113) He said: "Thus is the word of your Lord justified against those

who do wrong that they will not believe." (11.33) All these verses were a testimony

against 'Uthman and we only testify according to the testimony of the verses. Allah
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said: "But Allah bears witness to that which He has sent down to you. He has sent it

down with His knowledge and the angels bear witness. And Allah is all-sufficient as

a witness." (6:166) He said: "Then, by the Lord of the heaven and the earth, it is the

truth, just as it is the truth that you can speak." (51:23)

19 When the believers saw that'Uthman had disobeyed Allah, they were witnesses

of Allah, observers of the actions of the people. As Allah said: "And say: "Do

deeds! Allah will see your deeds and so will the Messenger and the believers, and

you will be brought back to the all-knower of the unseen and the seen. Then He will

inform you ofwhat you used to do." (9:105)

He allowed the dispute between what is wrong and what is right stop and what has

been promised of the temptation (fitan). Allah said: "Alif-Lam-Mim. Do people

think that they will be left alone because they say 'We believe' and will not be tested.

And We indeed tested those who have gone before them. And Allah will certainly

make known the truth of those who are true, and will certainly make known those

who are liars." (29:1-2)

20 So the believers knew that the obedience of 'Uthman in that is the obedience of

Iblls. They went to 'Uthman from distant parts of the land after they gathered with a

group of Muhajrin and Ansar and the Prophet's wives. They went to him and told

him the sins that he committed. He claimed that he recognised what they had told

him, and he repented for what he had done and he would return to the right. They
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accepted what he had said that he admitted his sins and had repented, and that he
_ 21would follow the orders of Allah. They accepted that. It is a duty for the people of

Islam when they are presented with what is right to accept it and to become united

with a man as long as he follows what is right. When they went away in a state of

believing that they were presented with what is right, he broke his agreement with

them and returned to [the actions] which he had repented from. He wrote [letters]

after them that their hands and legs should be cut off on opposite sides of the body

(,khilaf). When his letters and the breach of his promise became apparent to the

• • 99 _

believers, they returned and killed him in accordance with the law ofAllah. Allah

said: "But if they violate their oaths after their covenant and attack your religion with

disapproval and criticism, then fight the leaders of disbelief (kufr). For surely their

oaths are nothing to them so that they may stop evil actions." (9:12). The people of

Islam were united with what Allah wished and acted according to what was right

when a man (i.e. 'Uthman) acted according to Islam at one time and then apostasised

from it. Allah said: "Verily, those who have turned back as disbelievers after the

guidance has been manifested to them, Satan has beautified them for their false hopes

and Allah prolonged their term (age)." (47:25).

21 When he allowed disobedience (ma'siyah) and abandoned the Sunnahofthe

believers before, they knew that jihad on path ofAllah was more appropriate [for

them] and that obedience [to Allah] was to strive (mujahadah) against the [wicked]

ruling of 'Uthman.
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This is the [true] account of 'Uthman and why we separated from him. We find fault

with him today as the believers found fault with him before us.

22 You mentioned that he was with the Messenger ofAllah and was his son-in-law,

'All b. Abl Talib was closer (in kinship) to the Messenger ofAllah and was more

loved by him. He was [also] his son-in-law and one of the people of Islam. You are

a witness for him of that as am I. However, how could his relationship with

Muhammad save him if he abandoned truth (al-haqq) and went astray in unbelief

(kufr). You must know that the sign of unbelief of this ummah is its unbelief [when]

it makes a judgment through something other than what Allah has revealed. Allah

said: "Those who did not judge by what Allah has revealed, they are unbelievers."

(5:44) Nothing is truer than the words of Allah. "In what speech will they believe

after Allah and His verses? "(45:6)

23 O 'Abd al-Malik, do not let 'Uthman mislead you from your [true self] and do not

make your religion dependent on men who follow their own desires, and entice and

deceive [men] in terms ofwhat they do not know. The [best] of acts to belong to a

person are their final acts. The Book of Allah is [always] relevant {jadid),

mentioning the truth. Allah gives us protection by following it against going astray

and committing sins. So hold fast, 'Abd al-Malik and have recourse to Allah.

Whoever has recourse to Allah, it is the rope of Allah which He enjoins the believers

to have recourse to and they will not be scattered. The rope ofAllah is not the men

who, [even though] one of them may be good, pillage and damage. Remember Allah
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when you reflect on the Qur'an. It is true. Allah has said: "Do they not think

deeply or are their hearts locked up from understanding it." (47:24) Follow what has

been revealed from Allah and you will be guided. By it you should oppose the

people who oppose you, to it you should summon people. Whoever has the Qur'an

as his proof on the Day of Resurrection, opposing those who oppose him with it, will

be successful in the world and the thereafter. The people have disputed: "Then, on

the Day of Resurrection, you will be disputing before your Lord."(39:31) Therefore,

work for what is after death and do not let temptations mislead you with regard to

Allah.

— • 9-2
24 As for what you said about Mu'awiyah b. Abi Sufyan, that Allah was with him,

quickened his victory, gave success to his dispute and made him victorious against

his enemy in seeking vengeance for the blood of 'Uthman - if religion is considered

in terms of victory (dawlah), [namely] that some people gain victory over others in

the world, we do not consider religion, in terms of victory. The Muslims gained

victory over the unbelievers as a grace [from Allah] and in order to see how they

would act. On the other hand, the unbelievers gained victory over the Muslims in

order that the Muslims might be tested by that, and [would eventually overcome] the

unbelievers. As Allah said: "And so are the days, we give to men by turns, that

Allah may test those who believe, and that he may take martyrs from you. And Allah

likes not the wrongdoers. And that Allah may test the believers and destroy the

disbelievers." (3:140-1)
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25 If religion is when some people gain victory over others, you heard what the

polytheists achieved at the Battle of Uhud,24 that those who killed ['Uthman] b.

'Affan gained victory over him and his supporters on the day of the siege of his

9 S 9 f\

house, that 'All gained victory over the people of Basrah who were the

- 97 • — 98
supporters of 'Uthman, that al-Mukhtar gained victory over Ibn Ziyad . and his

29 30 • • -

followers, that Mu'sab, the dreadful, gained victory over al-Mukhtar, that Ibn

31 • 39 33
Sajaf gained victory over Hubaysh b. Duljah and his supporters, that the

Syrians gained victory over the people Medina34 and Ibn al-Zubayr 35 gained victory

over the Syrians at Mecca on the day when the Syrians sought to conquer what Allah

had forbidden for you and they were your supporters.

26 If these were acting according to religion, then religion cannot be considered in

terms victory, for some of them gained victory over others and Allah was giving

36dominion (mulk) just as he gave Pharaoh dominion and he had power over the

— 37
land. Allah [also] gave dominion to the one who disputed with Abraham about his

Lord and He gave [dominion] to Pharaoh as you have just heard.

— 38
27 Mu'awiyah had only bought the leadership from al-Hasan b.'All. Then he did

not keep the covenant ('ahd) which he made with him and Allah said: "And fulfil the

covenant ofAllah, when you have covenanted, and break not the oath after you have

confirmed them, and indeed you have appointed Allah your surety. Verily! Allah

knows what you do. And be not like those who undo the thread which has been spun
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after it has become strong, by making your oaths a meaning of deception among

yourselves, lest a nation be more numerous that another nation. Allah only tests you

by this. And on the Day ofResurrection, He will certainly make clear to you that

wherein you used to differ."(16: 91-2)

28 Do not ask about Mu'awiyah and his actions and deeds. We know him and his

actions and his conduct (sirah) towards the people. We do not know anyone worse in

abandoning the distribution (qismah) of fa 'y which Allah had set up, and in the

judgment of Allah and worse in shedding forbidden blood, and if he had been only

OQ

responsible for the blood that had been shed by Ibn Summayyah, it is enough to

consider him as an unbeliever.

29 Then he appointed his son Yazid 40 who was a grave sinner ifasiq). He drank

wine which is an act of unbelief and he was the follower of his desire {hawah)

without Allah's guidance. Allah said: "Then know that they only follow their lusts.

And who is more astray than one who follows his own lusts without guidance from

Allah? Verily! Allah guides not the people who are wrongdoers." (28:50).

The actions of Mu'awiyah and Yazid were not hidden to men ofwisdom. So fear

Allah, 'Abd al-Malik and do not deceive yourself about Mu'awiyah.

30 We have learnt that [some people from] your house criticise Mu'awiyah and

Yazid and declare them to be wrong in what they did. [This is] what we criticise the
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two of them for and the reason for which we have separated ourselves. However,

there is among them (i.e. the people of your house) [a group who advocate] discord

just as those who associated with 'Uthman and those who came after him. We testify

before Allah and the angels that we dissociate ourselves from them and are enemies

of them with our hands, tongues and hearts. We will live according to that as long as

we live and will die according to that when we die. We will be risen from the dead

according to that when we rise from the dead. We will hold that to our account

before Allah.

31 You have written to me to warn me not to be extreme in religion. I seek refuge

with Allah from being extreme in religion. It is what has been claimed about Allah

which is not in accordance with the truth; it is acting according to something other

than His Book which He has explained to us and according to something other than

the Sunnah of His Prophet which he has explained to us. You are following a group

who are misguided and misguide others from the path [ofAllah]. That is'Uthman

and the Imams after him. You are in obedience to them, you are united with them in

disobedience to Allah.

32 Allah said: "O, people of scripture! Do not exceed the limits in your religion, nor

say of Allah anything but the truth." (2:171) This is the way of the people who

commit excesses in religion, and it is not those who make call to Allah and His Book

and accept His judgment and are angry for Allah when His order disobeyed, and who
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hold His judgment when it is deliberately abandoned and the Sunnah ofHis Prophet

is abandoned.

33 You wrote me raising [the matter of ] the Kharijites. You claim that they were

extreme in their religion and had separated themselves from the people of Islam.

You [also] claim that they were following another path than the path of the believers.

I will explain to you their path. They were colleagues {ashab) of 'Uthman. What

they denounced was the innovations (ahdatha) which he had introduced in changing

the Sunnah. They separated from him when he introduced innovations and

abandoned the law ofAllah. They separated from him when he disobeyed his Lord.

They were colleagues of 'All b. Abi Talib until he made 'Amr41 b. al-'As an

arbitrator. They denounced that to him and they separated themselves from him.

They refused to accept the judgment ofmen instead of the judgment of the Book of

Allah. They were firmer in enmity and separation toward those who were after them.

They used to take as their authority in their religion and practice the Messenger of

Allah and Abu Bakr and 'Umar b. al-Khattab. They used to summon [men] to their

path and they were content with their practices on that basis. They would leave [the

rest of the Muslims] and summon them to that and separate from them on that basis.

Those of the people who were acquainted with them knew and saw from their actions

that they were the last of people in actions and fiercest to fight on the path of Allah.

Allah said: "Fight those of the disbelievers who are close to you and let them find

harshness in you, and know Allah is with those who are pious." (9:123)
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34 This is the account (khabar) of the Kharijites and we make Allah and His angels

our witnesses that whoever became their enemy, we are his enemies. Whoever is

loyal to them we are loyal to him with our hands, hearts and tongues. We will live by

that as long as we live and we will die by that. We are innocent ofwhat Ibn al-Azraq

and his followers have done. When they left [the rest of the Muslims], they left

[them] on the basis of Islam as it appears to us. However, they apostasised and

became unbelievers after [having had] belief. We dissociate ourselves before Allah

from them.42

35 As for the rest, you have written to me to write you an answer to your letter and to

be sincere in advice. I will explain to you, even though you should know, that it is

the most excellent of what I have written to you. You adjured me before Allah to

explain to you and I have explained to you with my utmost. I have informed you of

the account of the ummah. It was my duty to give you good advice and to explain to

you what I know. Allah said:"Verily, those who conceal the clear proofs, evidences

and guidance which we have sent down, after we have made it clear for the people in

the Book, they are the ones cursed by Allah and cursed by the cursers except those

who repent and do righteous deeds, and openly declare the truth which they

concealed. These, I will accept their repentance. And I am the one who accepts

repentance, the most merciful." (2:159-160) Allah has not made me a servant so that

I should disbelieve in my Lord. I will not deceive the people with anything which is

not in my heart (nafs) nor will I oppose [Him] through what He has forbidden. My

affairs are open, not secret. I summon them to the Book so that they make lawful
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what He has made lawful, forbid what He has forbidden, are content with His law

(.hukm), repent to their Lord and return to the Book of Allah. Therefore I summon

you to the Book of Allah so that it may judge between you and me in those matters

on which they disputed. We have forbidden what Allah forbade. We judge by what

Allah judged. We dissociate ourselves from those whom Allah and His Messenger

have dissociated. We associate ourselves with those whom Allah has associated.

We obey those whom Allah has made lawful to us in His Book. We disobey those

whom Allah ordered us to disobey so that we obey Him. This is what our Prophet

had made us aware of. This ummah did not make lawful what was forbidden nor

shed blood except when they abandoned the Book of their Lord which He ordered

them to hold fast to and commit themselves to. They will remain scattered and

disputing until they return to the Book ofAllah and the Sunnah of His Prophet. They

should make the Book ofAllah their true advice. They should make it the judge in

their dispute. Allah said: "And in whatsoever you differ, the decision thereof is with

Allah, and say: O Muhammad, such is Allah, my Lord in Whom I put my trust and to

Him I turn in all ofmy affairs and in repentance." (42:10)

36 This is the clear path, no other paths are like it. Allah has guided those before us

with it and Muhammad and his two 43 righteous Caliphs after him. Whoever follows

it will be guided and whoever does not follow it will be misguided. Allah said: "And

verily, this is My straight path, so follow it and follow not the other paths, for they

will separate you from His path. This He had ordained for you that you may become

the pious."(6:153)
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37 By following your desire it will make going astray seem pleasing to you in matters

which men congregate towards. They will not be sufficient for you from Allah.

They are only desires and custom {din). There are two Imams for people to follow

with regard to this world and the Hereafter, the Imam of guidance and the Imam of

error. The Imam of guidance judges according to what Allah has revealed, divides

[wealth] as Allah divides it, follows the Book ofAllah. They are those whom Allah

described: "And we made from among them leaders, giving guidance under Our

command, when they were patient and used to believe in Our verses." (32:24) Those

were the awliya' of the believers and Allah ordered the people (al-nas) to obey them.

38 The misguided {dalalah) Imams did not judge according to the Qur'an and their

distribution is the contrary to that of Allah. They follow their own desire (hawah)

without Allah's guidance and that is unbelief (kufr). Allah forbids obedience to them

and ordered us to make jihad against them. Allah said: "So obey not the

disbelievers, but strive against them with the utmost endeavour with the Qur'an."

(25:52) It is true, it was revealed with the truth and it speaks with the truth. There is

nothing beyond truth except error. Now you will be dismissed [if you follow error].

Do not let the reminder [ofAllah] be kept silent. Do not have doubt about the Book

of Allah. There is no power or strength except with Allah. Whoever the Book of

Allah does not benefit, nothing else will benefit him.
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39 You wrote to me that I should write to you with a reply to your letter. I have

written to you and I adjure you before Almighty Allah, if you are given the ability by

Allah to read my letter, reflect on it when you have free time. Then reflect on it

[again], I have written to you the reply to your letter. I have explained to you what I

knew and I have advised you sincerely. I adjure you before Almighty Allah when

you have read my letter and reflected on it, write to me if you are able, an answer to

my letter when I have written to you. You and I are only disputing. Therefore

dispute against [my letter] with evidence from the Book of Allah so that I may

believe what you say. Do not try to expose me to the world. I have no desire for the

world; it is not part of my need. However, let your sincere advice to me be about

religion and what is after death. That is the best of sincere advice. Allah is able to

invite us with you in obedience to Him. There is no good for those who are not in

obedience to Allah. With Allah is success. There is contentment in [believing in]

Him. Peace be on you. Praise be to Allah. May Allah bless His Prophet,

Muhammad and His family, and grant them peace.

1
'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, the Umayyad Caliph, died in 86 A.H. Al-Dhahabi,vol. IV, 246-49.

9 — —

The Ibadi sources agree that Sinan delivered the letter from 'Abd al-Malik to 'Abd Allah b. Ibad.
They do not quote the contents of'Abd al-Malik's letter nor give any detail about Sinan.
■3

'Uthman b. '.Affan, who was among the first to become Muslim, was selected as caliph after 'Umar
in 24 A.H.and killed in 35 A.H. Ibn al-Athlr, Asad al-Ghabah, vol. Ill, 480-92.
Kafirun is the plural of kaflr. The verb kufr, which means literally to cover up the truth refers to the
rejection of any of the articles of faith. There are two aspects of kufr:
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I.Major disbelief (al-Kufr al-Akbar)\ these exclude a person completely from the fold of Islam. There
are five categories within this aspect of kufr.
a- Kufr al-takdhib: This to disbelief in the divine truth or to deny one of the six articles of faith
(Allah, His angels, His Messengers, His revealed Books, The Day of Resurrection, Divine
Preordainment)Afr/r al-Iba' wa al-Takabbur ma' al-Tasdiq : This mean to reject with pride the
necessity to submit to Allah's order. See Qur'an 2:34.
a- Kufr al-Shakk wa al-Zan: This implies doubt in the six articles of faith,
b- Kufr I'rad. This constitutes turning away or deviating from the truth,
c- Kufr al-Nifaq\ This refers to hypocrisy.
2-Minor disbelief (al-Kufr al-Asghar): This kind of disbelief does not exclude one from the fold of
Islam. It is also called Kufr al-Ni'mah , which means that one is ungrateful to Allah's favors and
blessings and it is also called Kufr dun-Kufr.
Abu Bakr; his name is 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthman b. 'Amir b. Ka'b, the first man to become Muslim and
the first caliph of the Muslims after the Prophet. He fought those who apostasised from Islam in the
first year of his caliphate. Al-QalhatI vol. II, 195-197.
6
'Umar b. al-Khattab; he embraced Islam in the fifth year of Prophethood; became Caliph after Abu

Bakr; died 24 A.H. Ibn al-Athir, Asad al-Ghabah, vol. IV, 53.
7
Jundab b. Junadah; one of the companions of the Prophet; known for his rejection of any form of

saving, considering it to be hoarding. Al-'AsqalanI, Tahdhlb al-Tahdhib, vol. VI, 335.
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Muslim b. Yasar al-Juham. Ibid, vol., V, 416
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It is narrated that a group of people from Kufah wrote a letter to 'Uthman advising him to stop

appointing his relatives over the Muslims. Among this group were Ma'qal b. Qays al-Riyahl, Malik b.
Hablb, 'Abd Allah b. al-Tufayl al-'Amirl, Ziyad b. Hafs al-Tamimi, Yazld b. Qays al-Arhabl, Hajr b.
'Ad! al-Kindl, 'Amr b. al-Hamiq al-Khuza'I, Zayd b. Husn al-Ta'i, and Ka'b b. 'Abdah al-Nahdl. (Ibn
Dh! al-Habkah). Though many of the group are not mentioned specifically by Ibn Ibad an important
name that is mentioned here is that of Zayd b. Husn who was second in command of the Kharijites at
Siffin. Ibn Shabbah also reports that Sa 'Id b. al'As the governor of Kufah, wrote to 'Uthman
complaining that a group had beaten the leader of his guard (sahib al-shurtah). Sa 'id added to the list
above (i.e. of those disrespecting the authority of' Uthman); Shurayh b. Awfa; Yazld b. Mikhnaf;
Sa'sa'ah b. Suhan; Haqus b. Zuhayr; Malik b. al-Harith; 'Amr b. Zurarah; Kamll b. Ziyad; Ibn
Shabbah, Abu Zayd 'Umar, Kitab Ta'rikh al-Medina al-Munwwarah, vol. Ill, 1141-2.
Al-Tabar! reported that the people of Kufah wrote a letter to 'Uthman asking him to expel more than
ten people because they were causing trouble there. So 'Uthman ordered that they be sent to
Mu'awiyah in Syria. On reaching Syria, they disputed with Mu'awiyah. He consequently sent them,
under 'Uthmans command, to Medina. Among the group were Zayd b. Suhan, Jundab b. Zuhayr,
Malik b. al-Harith al-Ashtar, Thabit b. Qays al-Nukha'i, Kamll b. Ziyad al-Nukha'I, Jundab Ka'b al-
Azd!, 'Amr b. al-Hamiq al-Khuza'i. These are the only eight names to be mentioned by al-Tabarl, but
he indicates that they numbered more than ten. As such, it is possible that the those named by Ibn
Ibad could be among those expelled from Kufah; Al-Tabari, vol. IV, 371-326.
10
Ka'b b. 'Abdah al-Nahdl. (Ibn Dhl al-Habkah) was exiled to al-Rai; he was punished with twenty

lashes by Sa'd b. al-'As , the governor of Kufah, by order of 'Uthman. He was subsequently recalled
to Medina and given the option to punish 'Uthman in retaliation, but he chose to forgive him. Ibid.,
1134.
1'
Jundab al-khayr al-Azdl: There is a dispute regarding whether he was a companion ; he was killed in

Siffin fighting with 'AIT. Al-'Asqalani, Taqrib al-Tahdhib, vol. 1, 124.
12
Al-Walid b, 'Uqbah b. Abi Mu 'it: 'Uthman's half-brother - their mother was Arwa bint Kurayz and

her mother was al-Bayda' bint 'Abd al-Mutalib. 'AsqalanI, al-Isabahfi Tamyiz al-Sahabah, vol. VI,
481-3.
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13 -

He was the first to call people to remove 'Uthman. Ibn Shabbah, Abu Zayd 'Umar, Kitab Ta'rikh
al-Medina al-Munawwarah, edited by Fahlm Muhammad Shaltut, vol. I, 1146.
14
He was one of the Kufans who laid siege to 'Uthman's house; Al-Tabarl, vol. IV, 349-51.

15 IbadI sources are confused regarding his name; sometime he is referred to as Ibn Dhurayh, and on

other occasions as Ibn Duwayj. They do not give any detail about him. He was called al-Aswad b.
Sari' Himlar al-Tamimi, died in 42. AH. al-Dhahabl, Ta'rikh al-Islam, ed. al-Tadmurl, 'Abd al-
Salam, Beirut, 1989, vol (41-60 A.H), 23-4.
16
He was one of those who came to Medina in order to remove 'Uthman and among the group who

also requested that 'Uthman remove Sa'id b. al-'As the governor of Kufah; al-Tabari, vol. IV, 331.
17
There is confusion regarding his name; he is also known as al-Tamimi and al-'Anban. Ibn al-Athir

states, "He is called 'Amir b. 'Abd al-Qays." He goes on to say that he went to 'Uthman on behalf of a
group ofMuslims in 34 A. H. and said to him, " Some Muslims looked into your deeds. They found
that you have committed wrong acts, so fear Allah." 'Uthman said, " This man claims to be a scholar
and he is talking to me about minor issues he does not know where is Allah!" 'Amir replied, "I know
that Allah will punish you." Ibn al-Athir, ed. Tadmurl, Beirut, 1997, vol. II, 520-521.
18 -

He is called Madhur al-'Anban, al-Baradi,op. cit., 159. No further detail is found about him
except that he might have been among the groups mentioned above; see footnote 9.
19
Land for camels given in sadaqah: this was continued from the time of the Prophet who allotted

land for the horses of jihad. It remained the same size under Abu Bakr, was enlarged under 'Umar
who incorporated al-Rabadhah, while 'Uthman included al-Sharif. Ibn Shabbah, vol. Ill, 840; Abu
Bakr b. al-'Arabl, al-'Awasim, 85.
20

At the time of the Prophet and Abu Bakr 'Ata' was divided equally amongst all of the Muslims. In
15 A.H. 'Umar established the drwan which meant that he paid the people who had fought in Badr the
sum of five thousand dirhams each; those who fought at Hudaybiyah were given four thousands
dirhams; those who fought at Hudaybiyah through to the war of riddah were given the sum of three
thousand dirhams; and those who fought in the Battle ofQadisiyyah and the Syrians were given two
thousand dirhams...etc. Al-Tabari, vol. I, 452; al-Baladhurl, Futuh al-Buldan, Cairo, 1956. vol. I-
111,459-552; Ibn Shabbah, op. cit. ,vol. Ill, 857.
21
It is reported that 'Uthman, when the people ofEygpt came to him in resentment at some ofhis

actions, explained his reasons to them. Among th issues were the collection of the Qur'an the
application of the hudud, and protected land. 'Uthman then said: "I repent before Allah and ask His
forgiveness"( al-Tabari, vol. V, 602). In another report, 'Uthman asked 'All to discuss these matters
with the rebels. They subsequently reached agreement over five matters: those who had been expelled
were to be to allowed to return; those from whom he had witheld were to receive thefa 'y was to be
saved; his division of public wealth was to be equitable; and only the trustworthy were to be
appointed; Ibn Shabbah, vol. Ill, 1137-40.
22
'Uthman denied any knowledge of the letter and swore to that. The rebels thought that it was written

by Marwan and they asked 'Uthman to give them Marwan. 'All asked the rebels either to prove their
claim or to accept 'Uthman's yamln. The rebels asked 'Uthman to resign but he said: "I will not take
off a garment with which Allah has clad me." Consequently, they laid siege to his house which
resulted in his death; Al-QalhatI, vol. II, 163.
23
Mu 'awiyah b. Abi Sufyan became Caliph after al-Hasan ceded to him in 41 A.H; Al-Taban, vol. V,

323-25; Ibn Khayat, 203.
24

The Battle of Uhud was waged between the Muslims and the people ofMecca in the third year of
Hijrah. The Muslims were defeated; 70 of them were killed and the Prophet was wounded. Ibn
Hisham, Sirat Ibn Hisham, vol. Ill, 68-203. Uhud is a mountain near Medina where the Battle took
place. Al-Hamwl, Yaqut. Mu'jum al-Buldan, vol. I, 135.
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°5
The siege of'Uthman's house lasted forty days and ended in his death.

26
A reference to the Battle of the Camel where Talhah and Zubayr where killed in 36 A.H.; Ibn

Khayat, 181-86.
27
Al-Mukhtar b. 'Ubayd al-Thaqafl was one of the leaders of Thaqlf, known for his bravery,

eloquence, intelligence and has no piety. Al-DhahabI, Siyar 'Alam al-Nubla, vol I, 445-48. Al-
Mukhtar send Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar to 'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad, who was able to kill him. See al-Tabari,
vol. VI, 90.
28 -

'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad b. Abyah, was appointed as governor of Basrah in 22 A.H. He aroused
hatred because he killed al-Husaln b. 'All in 67 A.H. al-Dhahabl, vol. Ill, 543.
29
Mus 'ab Ibn al-Zubayr b.al-'Awwam was appointed governor of Basrah by his brother 'Abd Allah

and was subsequently able to kill al-Mukhtar; Al-Tabari, op cit., vol. VI, 118.
30
It is not clear why Mus'ab was called 'the Dreadful'. It seems that the Kharijites resented and

denounced his killing of the wife ofAl-Mukhtar b. 'Ubayd al-Thaqafi. If this report is true this may
have earned him that appellation.; Al-Mubarrad, al-Kamil, vol. Ill, 246.
31
Al-Hunif b. al-Sajaf al-Tamiml, the leader of the army sent from Basrah to Medina to fight Ibn

Duljah in 65. A.H.; Al-Tabari, vol. V,611-12; Ibn al-'Athlr, vol. Ill, 273-74.
32 -

His name is Hubaysh b. Duljah al-Qaml. He was sent by Marwan b. al-Hakam to Medina to take it
from Ibn al-Zubayr's followers; Al-Tabari, vol. V,611-12; Ibn al-'Athlr, vol. 111,273-74.
33
This battle accourred in 65. A. H. when Marwan b. al-Hakam sent an army led by Hubaysh b.

Duljah al-Qalnl to Medina, which was under the authority of Ibn al-Zubayr. The governor ofMedina
fled the city. So al-Harith b. RabI 'ah the governer of Basrah for Ibn al-Zubayr sent an army led by Al-
Hunlf b. al-Sajaf al-Tamlml to Hubaysh. He joined forces with an army sent by 'Abd Allah b. al-
Zubayr. They were able to defeat and kill Hubaysh b. Duljah. Ibid, al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf,
IV/I, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, Beirut, 1979, 353.
34
Muslim b. 'Uqbah laid siege to Medina at the time of Yazld b. Mu'awiyah. When the people of

Medina revolted against the Umayyads in 63 A.H. he defeated them. Al-Qalhati, vol. II, 258.; Ibn al-
'Athlr, vol, 111,211-23.
35 'Abd Allah b. Zubayr b. al-'Awwam: He defeated the Syrians at Mecca in 64 A.H. because the

army heard that Yazld had died; Ibn Khayat, 249-56.
36

Pharaoh is mentioned in the Qur'an 64 times as an example of tyranny and injustice. Qur'an 2:79.
37

See Qur'an 2:258.
38 -

Al-Hasan b. 'All b. Abi Talib: He was selected to be caliph after his father, but after seven months
and seven days he agreed to step down for Mu'awiyah. When Mu'awiyah died, his son became caliph.
This was considered a clear sign by the IbadI that al-Hasan had been deceived by Mu'awiyah,
according to the Ibadi; Ibn Khayat, 203; Al-Qalhati, vol. II, 258.
39
Ziyad b. Abiah was known as Ibn Summayyah because his father was not known. This could also

be refer to 'Ammar b. Yaslr who was killed by Mu'awiyah's army at Siffin.The Ibadis regard the
killing of 'Ammar as a sign of the tyrant group is referred to when the Prophet said: " He ['Ammar)
will be killed by the group who rebelled. That he was killed by Mu'awiyah if he only committed the
sin of killing 'Ammar it is enough for him to be consider unjust" Idem.
40
Yazld b. Mu'awiyah b. Abi Sufyan the second Umayyad caliph appointed in 60 A.H.; Ibn Khayat:,

234. The Ibadis are not alone in accusing Yazld. However, Kremer says about the later accusations,
"In darkest colours the native writers describe the second Caliph Yazld I. Much of it evidently is pure
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exaggeration." Kremer, The Orient Under the Caliphs, trans. S. Khuda Bukksh, Philadelphia, 1977,
163.

4lThe important point that emerges is that they regard all of the Kharijite revolts as acceptable in terms
of the individual's choice to fight against tyranny and the corruption of Islam. They regard this form
of khuruj as legitimate and in no way to be moving outside Islam. These revolts were carried out by
"sincere Muslim"; Al-Salt b. Khamls, Sirah, vol. II, 307.

~

For Ibn Ibad, and Ibadis after him, the Kharijite movement as a movement of extremists only began
with Nafi' b. al-Azraq. It was he who divided the movement of the sincere Muslims, deviated from
their agenda and denounced those who did not revolt with him. Ibn al-Azraq introduced discord and
caused the first division among the sincere Muslims, as the Ibadis like to call them. The hostility of the
Ibadis to this group is further demonstrated by the later IbadI accusation that these groups had gone

beyond kufr-al-ni 'mah; Al-Salt b. Khamls, Sirah, vol. II, 308.
43

The Ibadis consider Abu Bakr and 'Umar to be the only rightly guided Caliphs.
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CHAPTER FIVE

IBN IBAD AND HIS LETTER TO 'ABD AL-MALIK

Before examining the few details in IbadI sources on Ibn Ibad's life and role in the

IbadI movement, it is necessary to examine arguments which have been put forward

recently concerning the existence of Ibn Ibad and the authenticity of his letters.

Until Cook wrote his book, Early Muslim Dogma, there had been a consensus among

scholars that Ibn Ibad's two letters to 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan were genuine and

that the first letter was written in 75 or 76 A.H.1 As Cook rightly points out, the

second letter is about the Shi'ah and therefore hardly relevant to a correspondence

between Ibn Ibad, a leader of a "Kharijite" group, and 'Abd al-Malik. He also points

out that the second letter lacked an address to the recipient and that the only real

evidence for it being to 'Abd al-Malik was the fact that the late writer Sirhan b. Sa'Id

al-Azkaw!,who reported it, had described it as a letter to 'Abd al-Malik. This would

seem to be a reasonable argument. The letter clearly was not written to 'Abd al-

- - • 2
Malik. As its contents are concerned with an attack on the Shl'I beliefs, it is not of

specific interest to this thesis.

The first letter, by contrast is of importance, together with a passage in al-Tabari's

Ta 'rlkh, in showing early IbadI views. However, Cook is at pains to demonstrate

that this letter is of later date than was previously thought. Cook, of course, has a
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vested interest in that this is unsurprising, since the letter is replete with quotations

from the Qur'an. If it were genuine, it would substantially undermine the claims of

fabrications which cook and Crone make in the work, Hagarism.

The process by which Cook seeks to undermine the authenticity is simple. He first

rightly points out that the dating 76 A.H.is dependent on the view that Ibn Ibad is

writing as a result of the Sufrite rebellion in that year.4 This is very unconvincing

and Cook's argument seems valid because the letter of Ibn Ibad did not refer to that

and also the Ibadi had split with Sufrite in 63.A.H. It would not be relevant for Ibn

Ibad to Write about the Sufrite.

His next argument is that the tone of the letter is such that it could not possibly have

been written to the Caliph 'Abd al-Malik. To this he adds that to describe the Caliph

as "being in obedience to his predecessors and joining them in disobedience to

Allah" would not be an appropriate way to describe 'Abd al-Malik.5 This is totally

unconvincing. 'Abd al-Malik was, in fact, following 'Uthman and his successors

among the Umayyads. Finally, Cook argues that the words "Do not ask about

Mu'awiyah, his conduct and his actions, for we lived at the same time and we saw

his conduct and his practice towards the people," could not have been addressed to

'Abd al-Malik, for he was already a young man at that time and was not in need of

information about Mu'awiyah.6 This completely misses the point of the words. It is

clear from the letter that 'Abd al-Malik has already questioned Ibn Ibad in his letter
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about Mu'awiyah's success and its demonstrating that Allah supported him. Ibn

Ibad was merely replying to the effect that he was there too and had seen how

Mu'awiyah had really acted. Returning to the tone of the letter, Cook suggests that it

is patronising in giving a younger man information about his duty. He notes that the

Ibadis do have two letters written by Jabir b. Zayd to 'Abd al-Malik b. al-Muhallab.

n

He suggests that the latter man is the real recipient of the letter.

He regrets that he was unable to read these letters as this may have helped his case.

However, it is quite clear from these two letters and the other letters of Jabir that they

are very different from Ibn Ibad's letter. The first letter congratulates 'Abd Malik b.

al-Muhallab on his success, saying: "Allah has shown joy to you and to us." It

— 8
hopes that "Allah will bring down your enemy." In both cases the "you" is in the

plural. It almost certainly refers to the whole family of al-Muhallab, including 'Abd

al-Malik, the member of which escaped from prison and were given protection by

Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Malik in 90 A.H.9 The wish for their "enemy" to be brought

down is almost certainly a reference to al-Hajjaj. Therefore, the letter is almost

certainly written shortly after 'Abd al-Malik's and the rest of his family's escape from

prison. The contents of the letters are otherwise answers to problems of Islamic law.

Jabir protests that he is only a student of other scholars in response to 'Abd al-

Malik's praise of him as an outstanding scholar. The other feature of the first letter is

the need for both men to be cautious in the face of enemies and Jabir suggests that

the authorities are anxious to find a pretext to make a move against him.10 The first
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part of the second letter is missing and the remaining portion is only concerned with

legal problems.11 From this, it seems highly unlikely that Jabir would write a letter

to 'Abd al-Malik b. Muhallab like that written by Ibn Ibad to 'Abd al-Malik b.

Marwan.

Cook then turns his to the question of Ibn Ibad and argues that he did not exist.

Cook's evidence consists of the fact that three of the Kharijites present at the siege

of Mecca with Ibn al-Zubayr had names linked with colours, Ibn Azraq, Ibn Saffar

and Ibn Ibad. To argue for this, Cook has to make ibad a corruption of abyad,

though he does acknowledge in a footnote that Ibad is an Arabic word which means

19 —

camels and has nothing to do with abyad. His next argument is that Ibn Ibad plays

no role in Ibadi law and hadSh. The third argument is that the earliest reference by

the Ibadiyyah to themselves comes in a third century work. Ibn Hazm says that Ibn

Ibad was unknown to the Ibadis in Spain, who were Nukkarites, who split from

other Ibadis in the middle of the second century. Thus Cook maintains that Ibn Ibad

1 3
is a late second century invented name.

In effect, the evidence from Ibn Hazm is based on reported conversations with people

from a minor sub-group of the Ibadi movement, who might also be practising

taqiyyah. Cook also argues that there are no references to a lost work by Abu Sufyan,

which is the basic source for Ibadi accounts of the Basran period. On this basis he

says that "the literally colourful role of Ibn Ibad in the foundation of the sect is a
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fiction invented by non-Ibadis, only tardily and clumsily received into the Ibadi

tradition."14

Finally, Cook points out that some of the quotations from the Qur'an suggest an open

hostility and urge fighting against the Imam of error and taking a stand against

concealment of religious belief. However, while the first quotation is valid, the

second one is tendentious. What is quoted, in fact, is: "Those who conceal the proofs

and guidance which Allah has revealed after what we have explained to the people,

those are they whom Allah curses and the cursers curse except those who repent, let

them put them right and make them clear. I will relent against those. I am the One

who relents, the Compassionate."(2:195) This verse hardly refers to a denial of

concealment of one's beliefs in the face of hostile authorities. It is a justification for

the open way Ibn Ibad has spoken about the points raised by 'Abd al-Malik.

Cook, then, proceeds to suggest that the letter has been forged by militant Ibadls in

the course of an unidentified dispute about quietism and militancy in late Umayyad

Basrah, where it had first been passed as a letter of Jabir b. Zayd and was later

attributed to Ibn Ibad.15 In this way, the letter ceases to be a threat to the views

which cook expresses in Hagarism.

Cook's suspicions about Ibn Ibad are in some ways justifiable. As will be seen, he

does appear to be quite a mysterious figure. However, Cook's suggestions of how he

came to exist require the suspension of disbelief. At some point in the middle of the
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second century, certain Muslims decided to identify the beliefs of a group whom

they opposed with a man whom they invented. They then proceeded to give him the

name 'Abd Allah b. Ibad and fabricated accounts of him being present at the siege of

Mecca in 64 A.H. in support of Ibn al-Zubayr with other Kharijites. They then

fabricated a dispute he had with 'Abd Allah b. Saffar, another fabricated character(!)

in which they set out their differences with Ibn al-Azraq and each other. In the

course of this dispute Ibn Ibad outlines some of the key points, on which he and the

people who hold his ideas base their views.

The first mention of Ibn Ibad's appearance in Mecca is recorded by al-Tabari (d. 310

A.H.) who took it from Ibn al-Kalbi (d. 204 A.H.), who, in turn, cites Abu Mikhnaf

(d. 157 A.H.).16 Al-Tabari has been known to make interpolations and comments in

his material and also sometimes to omit matters from the text. Otherwise, he is a

very reliable transmitter of source material. His own authority, Ibn al-Kalbi,

sometimes combines accounts which are found separately in other accounts but does

not appear to have otherwise tampered with his material. Those of his accounts from

Abu Mikhnaf, when compared with other sources ofAbu Mikhnaf, show him to be a

reliable reporter. Abu Mikhnaf is a historian with a particular interest in events in

Iraq. He was a prodigious recorder of accounts from eye-witnesses or people who

reported from eye-witnesses. His authority in this case is Abu 'Alqamah al-

- — — 17

Khath'ami, who recived his report from Qabisah b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Quhafi.

Bearing in mind that Abu Mikhnaf died in 157, this puts "the invention" of Ibn Ibad

into the mouth of a person sympathetic with the Kharijites which could be no later
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than the turn of the first century. In fact, it brings us much closer to the time Ibn Ibad

is reported to have lived. It should also be noted that the report gives not just the

three names mentioned by Cook but many others whose names occur in other

accounts of the Kharijites. Also, the name of 'Abd Allah b. Saffar is given as that

10

and not the more unusual variant used by Cook - b. Asfar, which fits so neatly into

his colour allegation, azraq, asfar and abyad. The report describes how the various

leaders dissociate themselves from Ibn al-Zubayr after his refusal to condemn

'Uthman and return home to Basrah and Yamamah.

The second report about the dispute between the three "Kharijite" leaders, Naff b. al-

Azraq, 'Abd Allah b. Saffar and 'Abd Allah b. Ibad, is reported by Abu Mikhnaf on

the authority of Abu al-Muthanna, whose informant was an unknown member of the

Kharijites in Basrah.19 Again we are looking at a report which could have been

"fabricated" no later than the beginning of the first century A.H., and again the

reporter is a man of Kharijite sympathies. The report states: They (the Kharijites)

met together. The ordinary men ('ammah) among them said: "What ifwe came out

[in revolt], for there has been a period of time for us since our companions came out

[in revolt]. Then our scholars would remain in the world (ard) and they would be

lights to the people summoning them to the [true] religion while people of piety and

struggle (ijtihad) would go out to meet the Lord. They would be martyrs who would

20receive the reward of being alive with Allah."
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At this Nafi' b. al-Azraq is appointed as their leader and he leads three hundred men

out in revolt. There is no report of any immediate fighting in Basrah apart from some

Kharijites breaking out ofjail. The activity seems to come from those opposed to the

Kharijites, who are said to have pursued and terrified the Kharijites who remained in

Basrah so that those who had remained went and joined Ibn al-Azraq. Among those

— — ^ 1
who continued to stay in Basrah were 'Abd Allah b. Ibad and 'Abd Allah b. Saffar.

In a speech to his followers, Ibn al-Azraq lays out his policy. He quotes the Qur'an

as a basis for it: "A renunciation/dissociation (bara'ah) by Allah and His Messenger

of those of the polytheists (mushrikm) with whom you had made a covenant" (9:1).

To this, he adds another quotation: "Do not marry polytheist women until they

become believers."(2:220). The policy is then elaborated. Allah has prohibited

association (walayah) with the polytheists, living among them, accepting their

testimony, eating animals slaughtered by them, accepting knowledge about religion

from them, marrying them and inheriting from them. Allah also requires that they

acknowledge this and that it is their duty to make this religion known to those from

whom they have withdrawn (kharaja). What emerges from this is the demand for

complete separation from other Muslims who are designated as polytheists. It would

imply that the policy of quiescence (qu 'ud) was no longer acceptable. This policy

Ibn al-Azraq perhaps elaborated in letters he sent to Ibn Saffar and Ibn Ibad. Their

reaction to this letter, and especially Ibn Ibad's reaction, is of such great interest that
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it is worth giving the translation of Ibn Ibad's statement, particularly as Hawting's

99
translation has completely missed the point. What Ibn Ibad says is

"May Allah destroy him. In any view which he held, Nafi' had spoken the
truth [before]. If the people (qawm) were polytheists (mushrikin), he would
have been the most correct of the people in [his] judgement about what he is
advising and his practice (sp-ah) would be like the practice of the Prophet
towards the polytheists. However, he has lied and we declare [him] to be a
liar in what he is saying. The people are unbelievers (kuffar) in (or those who
show ingratitude to) the favours (ni'am) and laws [of Allah], They are
innocent (burra') of polytheism {shirk). Only their blood is permitted to us,

anything else in terms of their property is forbidden to us." At this Ibn Saffar
said: "May Allah dissociate Himself from you, you have fallen short. May
Allah dissociate Himself from Ibn al-Azraq, he has gone to extremes. May

- 99
Allah dissociate Himself from both of you."

From this, it appears that Ibn Ibad refuses to classify other Muslims as polytheists.

The furthest that he will go is to describe them is kuffar bi-al-ni 'am wa-al-ahkam,

although he does allow the possibility of making war against them. The Qur'an

refers to kufr in a variety of ways. This type of kufr is the type which rejectes the

favours that Allah has granted Muslims with His laws and fails to oby those laws.

The breach with Ibn Saffar is concerned with this definition. Ibn Saffar, like Ibn al-

Azraq, regards them as polytheists. Where both Ibn Ibad and Ibn Saffar disagree

with Ibn al-Azraq is in opposing the latter's insistence on the necessity of coming out

in revolt. Both allow the legitimacy of not coming out in revolt {qu 'ud), although

both concede that revolt may occur and would be legitimate action.

Before analysing Ibn Ibad's letter, it would be appropriate to discuss what the Ibadi

sources have to say about Ibn Ibad In actual fact, Ibadi sources add little to the

information given to us by other sources. His name is ' Abd Allah b. Ibad and from
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the clan of Sarim of the tribe of Tamim. The dates of his birth and death are

unknown.24 He is classified as one of the Successors of the Companions of the

Prophet. However, this information is really a gloss on the information already

reported by other sources. There is a report that when Naff b. al-Azraq came out in

25
revolt, he had contemplated joining him but decided against that. This would have

been before Ibn al-Azraq made his views clear. It is also claimed that he had been a

- 26
teacher of such men as Abu 'Ubaydah. Again this information may have been a

deduction made on the basis of him being a contemporary of Jabir b. Zayd. It is

27
claimed that he was a theologian but again this information may also be a gloss on

the information contained in the historical accounts. There are firm reports that in all

his activities Ibn Ibad was acting in accordance with the orders of Jabir b. Zayd, who

was the real leader of the movement. The paucity of facts about Ibn Ibad explains

Cook's doubts about his existence.

The three historical events in which we meet Ibn Ibad are three occasions when there

is a need for a general statement to the IbadTs and other Muslims as to what the

IbadI position was.

In the first place, there was the need to emphasise the duty to defend Mecca from

violation by the Umayyads. It also an opportunity to try to persuade Ibn al-Zubayr to

adopt a more favourable attitude towards Kharijites. In this case, he merely had to

condemn 'Uthman. As far as 'All was concerned, the fact that Ibn al-Zubayr had not
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opposed 'All from the start of his caliphate meant that he would only have to make

minor alterations to his views. As for the Umayyads, Ibn al-Zubayr was already in

revolt against them and calling for a consultative council (shura) to decide who the

caliph should be. This probably pleased the Kharijites as they might have hoped that

it would give them an opportunity to have a real influence over Muslim government

if Ibn al-Zubayr's revolt was successful.

After the Umayyads had withdrawn from the siege ofMecca, Ibn al-Zubayr failed the

Kharijites on the very first count since he refused to condemn'Uthman. Without

this condemnation, there could be no real active co-operation between the two

parties, and the Kharijite leaders, including Ibn Ibad, withdrew.

The second occasion was another time when there needed to be a public statement to

the Ibadls about their differences with Ibn al-Azraq and also to the other Muslims

about the fact that the Ibadls were not extremists like the Azariqah and were willing

to live peacefully among the other Muslims. Again Ibn Ibad was the spokesman for

this.

The final occasion was when 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan wanted to address the Ibadi

community. He had no identifiable leader to address except Ibn Ibad. Ibn Ibad's

reply is addressed in fact to both'Abd al-Malik and the Ibadi community to make

clear the Ibadi position.
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There is silence from Ibn Ibad when Ibn al-Ash'ath's revolt against Hajjaj is joined

by the Ibadis. There could be two reasons for this. It is possible that Ibn Ibad was

dead. Alternatively, the failure of the revolt and the arrest of leading Ibadis such as

Abu 'Ubaydah, Ja'far b. Sammak and Dumam b. al-Sa'ib, together with the tight

grip al-Hajjaj had on Basrah, made it too dangerous for a public statement to be

made.29

It seems then that Ibn Ibad was a public spokesman for the Ibadis when issues had

to be addressed. It is probable that Ibn Ibad represented Jabir. It is his statements

which draw attention to himself and divert attention away from Jabir b. Zayd, the real

leader of the movement. As a result of these public statements, the movement was

associated with him by outsiders and they gave his name to the movement.

From Ibn Ibad's letter certain points arise which indicate some of the contents of

'Abd al-Malik's letter.

1. 'Abd al-Malik mentioned that he would only accept arguments from Ibn Ibad

drawn from the Qur'an.

2. 'Abd al-Malik had argued that Mu'awiyah's success in seeking vengeance for the

blood of 'Uthman was due to the support ofAllah.

3. 'Abd al-Malik had described the Kharijites as exceeding the limits of Islam.

3. 'Abd al-Malik had asked Ibn Ibad for advice, (possibly about how they could

effectively co-operate against the Azariqah.)
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4. 'Abd al-Malik had urged Ibn Ibad to answer his letter.

5. 'Abd al-Malik had made an offer to Ibn Ibad. ( It is impossible to know the

nature of this over but it could have been a position of authority if there were

co-operation between the two parties.)

Although Ibn Ibad's letter is full of quotations from the Qur'an, in his reply he also

mentions that "the order ofAllah and the Sunnah of the Prophet" should be followed.

He points out that the Prophet acted according to "the order ofAllah." He goes on to

stress that when Abu Bakr became caliph, he followed the Book ofAllah and the

Sunnah of the Prophet, but he adds: "None of the Muslims withdrew from him in any

law which he made or division [of wealth] which he made until he died. " This

suggests that there were developments of practice made by Abu Bakr based on the

Qur'an and the Sunnah which were acceptable to the Muslims and became part of the

established practice of Islam. This idea is strengthened by Ibn Ibad's claim that

'Umar "followed the path of those who had gone before him," that is of the Prophet

and Abu Bakr. Thus there is an additional practice to be followed as well as that of

the Qur'an. One of the criticisms of 'Uthman is that "he introduced matters by

which his two predecessors had not acted before him," in other words, he violated

the practice established by Abu Bakr and 'Umar with the consent of the believers.

Ibn Ibad reinforces this view by recording: "When the Muslims saw what 'Uthman

had done, they came to him and spoke to him and mentioned the Book ofAllah and

the Sunnah of those believers who were before him." Ibn Ibad is clearly pointing out

to 'Abd al-Malik that his view of Islam involves not only the Book of Allah and the
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Sunnah of the Prophet but also the Sunnah ofAbu Bakr and 'Umar. The latter also

has a major role to play in the conduct of Islamic affairs and this conduct is given its

sanction by being in accord with the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of the Prophet

together with the consent of those believers who were contemporaries with the

Prophet. From the indications within the text of the letter, it would seem that the

principal practices of Abu Bakr and 'Umar were concerned with the distribution of

fa'y, the income earned from the conquered lands, and the system of payment

introduced by 'Umar known as diwan.

There are, however, no quotations of the words ofAbu Bakr and 'Umar, just as there

are no quotations of hadith in support of the Sunnah of the Prophet. Both Sunnahs

seem to be regarded as established practices which do not need the support of reports

in the form of hadith. On the other hand, there are extensive quotations from the

Qur'an and Ibn Ibad seeks to demonstrate that by violating the precepts of the

Qur'an, 'Uthman merits the Qur'anic description of being one of those who are

guilty of kufr. Thus, killing him was a justifiable act.

The main accusations made against 'Uthman in the letter seem to be the principal

ones made by later Ibadis against 'Uthman, so the letter may be their main source,

though, of course, many of them have been recorded in historical texts.

It is noticeable that Ibn Ibad accuses 'Uthman of kufr, not shirk. He does not

distinguish between kinds of kufr in the letter, nor does he refer to kufr bi-al-ni 'am,
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as he did in his statement about Ibn Azraq's views. However, this letter is not the

place for a theological discussion which was concerned with an internal Kharijite

dispute.

The letter goes out of its way to justify all previous Kharijite actions in answer to

'Abd al-Mallik's third point, but implicit in it is the view that all these actions were

brought about by the aggressive actions of rulers who were in error. 'Uthman is not

attacked until he makes the situation impossible. The main action of the Kharijites

has otherwise been to withdraw from the community. This, according to Ibadi

doctrine, is a perfectly legitimate thing to do. However, it must have been common

knowledge that the quiescent group in Basrah were prepared to live within the

community of other Muslims and it was only the violence of the other Muslims that

might cause them to withdraw. It is this that Ibn Ibad is warning 'Abd al-Malik

against. As a spokesman, Ibn Ibad has to appear to be trying to convince 'Abd al-

Malik to adopt his views. However, at a more implicit level, he may be seeking to

influence policy so that the quiescent group may live in peace with the rest of the

community. His forthright condemnation of the Azariqah indicates not only

doctrinal differences but differences with regard to the possibility of living at peace

within the community. However, if 'Abd al-Malik had asked for co-operation

against the Azariqah, as suggested in point 4, Ibn Ibad was only co-operating to the

extent of condemning them.
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As far as the claim that Allah's support is evident in Mu'awiyah's success in seeking

revenge for the blood of 'Uthman this argument is effectively dismissed by Ibn Ibad

when he points out how different people had succeeded in battles at different times.

These victories had little to do with the support of Allah. Nonetheless the letter does

seem to have a determinist.Actions, even wrong actions, are done "as Allah wished."

The course of history, therefore, is not a justification for the Tightness of a cause.

Things happen as Allah wishes and the reward for goodness is ultimately in the next

life. Ibn Ibad states this clearly when he rejects 'Abd al-Malik's probable offer of

advancement: "I have no desire for the world; it is not part ofmy need."

The point raised in Ibn Ibad's letter about there being criticism from some of the

Umayyads about the actions ofMu'awiyah and Yazld does not seem to occur clearly

in the historical texts. However, there are some indications of disagreement by some

of the Umayyads. Al-Walid b. 'Utbah, the governor ofMedina, was very reluctant to

make al-Husayn b. 'All pledge allegiance to Yazld on the death ofMu'awiyah.30

The women of Yazld's household wept at what happened to al-Husayn's family in

31the aftermath of Karbala. 'Amr b. Uthman refused to give information about the

dispositions of the people ofMedina to Yazld's general, Muslim b.'Uqbah, when he

was released and gave a pledge not to do so. However, 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan

broke his pledge and gave the information to Muslim b.'Uqbah so that he was able to

use this with advantage to defeat the Medinans at the Battle of Harrah in 63 A.H.
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In his letter, Ibn Ibad, as the spokesman for the movement that later adopted his

name, set out that movement's approval of the killing of 'Uthman because of crimes

which amounted to kufr. Nonetheless, the Kharijites, whom he justifies, are merely

men who act with integrity and do not associate with those who do not. He does not

justify the policy of quiescence but takes it as understood. His denunciation of the

Azariqah would seem to involve both doctrines and policies. As the public

spokesman, he sets out the views for public consumption. It is the leader, Jabir who

sets the example in quiescence in his encouragement of secrecy (kitman) and

taqiyyah.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE CONTRIBUTION OF ABU 'UAYDAH AND AL-RABI'

B. HABIB

Abu 'Ubaydah

Abu 'Ubaydah was steeped in the IbadI movement. He was a mawla of 'Urwah b.

Udayyah, who had been the first to reject the arbitration, had fought against'All at

al-Nahrawan and was killed by 'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad in Basrah. 'Urwah was the

brother of Abu Bilal. Abu 'Ubaydah studied law and traditions under Jabir b. Zayd

and under Jabir's students Ja'far b. Sammak, Suhar al-'Ubdi and Dumam b. al-

Sa'tb.1 While Jabir was in charge of the movement, Abu'Ubaydah seems to have

played a more openly active role. It seems that the Ibadis felt that Ibn al-Ash'ath's

revolt against the Umayyads offered them an opportunity of breaking free from

Umayyad oppression just as earlier they had at first thought that Ibn al-Zubayr's

revolt had presented them with a similar opportunity. Then Jabir b. Zayd had

entrusted the leadership of the group who joined Ibn al-Zubayr to Ibn Ibad. On this

occasion, Abu 'Ubaydah and two of his teachers, Ja'far b. Sammak and Dumam b.

Sa'ib, seem to have functioned as leaders. On the failure of the revolt, al-Hajjaj had

all three of them imprisoned. Abu 'Ubaydah was in prison for a long time and was

not released until 95.A.H. By this time Jabir was dead and Abu 'Ubaydah emerged

as the leader of the movement. Although under Jabir secrecy plays an important part
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in the movement, Abu 'Ubaydah seems to have widened the basis of the movement's

activities.

Abu 'Ubaydah emphasised the importance of traditions for the IbadI movement, thus

extending the work of Jabir b. Zayd. He extended the link with early Companions

such as 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud and 'Abd Allah b. Sallam.2

However, he stressed that such hadith must be reported on the authority of shaykhs

of the IbadI movement. Thus, he helped to build a core of traditions based on Jabir's

initial work which were acceptable to the Ibadis and could be used in the

development of IbadI law. In this connection, he was more rigid than Jabir. Where

the latter had allowed an IbadI women to marry a non-Ibadl, Abu 'Ubaydah had

insisted that, although this was technically permissible, it should not be allowed. In

this, he would seem to have been trying to bring about close cohesion within the

IbadI movement and separation from outsiders. This policy also seems to have been

followed at the political and revolutionary level. After the failure of their policy to

seek an accommodation with the rebellions against the Umayyads by Ibn al-Zubayr

and Ibn al-Ash'ath and perhaps also as a result of the long incarceration of Abu

'Ubaydah, Ja'far b.Sammak and Dumam b. al-Sa'ib, the Ibadis do not appear to

have contemplated any revolutionary activity in Iraq and the heartland of the

Umayyad Empire. In fact, Abu 'Ubaydah seems to have completely reversed Jabir's

policy of having some association with the Umayyad authorities. He discouraged all

contacts with these authorities, emphasising that the Ibadis were not to become

involved with them in any way
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Abu 'Ubaydah, together with his own former teachers, played an important role in

training Ibadi scholars in Basrah and making Basrah a centre for Ibadi views. Under

Jabir, the Ibadis used to meet together and Jabir seems to have trained men in the

doctrines and beliefs of the movement. These meetings were held in secret. It has

been reported that during the time of Ziyad and 'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad, the Ibadis

used to attend meetings wearing women's garments to conceal the nature of their

. . 3 . _

activities from the authorities. However, it was under the leadership of Abu

'Ubaydah that these meetings become more systematised. He instituted three

different types ofmeeting:4 the general meeting (majlis al-'ammah), the meeting for

students (majlis hamalt al-'ilm) and the meeting of scholars (majlis al-mashayikh)

1. The general gatherings (majalis 'ammah) were open to any Ibadi. These meetings

were held in one of the shaykh's houses where Ibadis received lessons in doctrine

('aqidah), and instructions from the scholars. These majalis were run by one of the

leading Ibadi scholars 'Abd al-Malik al-TawIl.5 Al-Darjlnl6 mentioned that" 'Abd

al-Malik Tawll's7 house used to be a meeting place for the Ibadis. The neighbours

used to hear their noise."8 These meetings were sometimes investigated by the

authorities. However, the Ibadis used to leave people on guard outside, and when

these guards sensed danger they told the groups to run away or to hide in the

basement.9
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2. The gatherings for students (majlis hamalat al-'ilm) were designed for students

from different parts of the Muslim world and were taught by Abu 'Ubaydah himself.

The school was established in the basement of his house, and it was only known to

the students and the IbadI scholars. From this school many famous IbadI scholars

graduated. Abu 'Ubaydah encouraged students from places where he hoped the

IbadI mission would be spread. It appears that the Ibadis at this time were planning

to spread their mission to different places in the Muslim world. Abu 'Ubaydah

always used to leave a guard outside his house while he was teaching, with a chain

connected between the guard on the outside and the people inside. When the guard

sensed danger, he shook the chain to warn them so that they could stop their lesson.10

3. The gatherings of scholars (majlis al-mashayikh) were attended only by the

leaders of the movement. These were conducted in secret by the secret Imam and the

members were scholars. It is stated that these scholars attended these meetings at

night and did not bring any youth with them.1' These gatherings were designed

especially for the scholars who planned the policies of the movement, and exchanged

opinions about their moves. These were like an executive committee, which set

policies for the group at different levels and in different situations and decided how

to conduct the internal affairs of the IbadI movement.

These three gatherings, in their form as established by Abu 'Ubaydah, were

important instruments in the development of the Ibadi movement. Within the majlis

al- 'ammah, the Ibadis in Basrah could keep in close touch with each other and
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maintain their faith. The majlis al-mashayikh served as a form of consultative

committee (sh ura) which was to become a central concept in IbadI political thought.

However, the most significant of the three at that time was the majlis hamalat al-

'ilm, which under Abu 'Ubaydah served as a training ground to spread the views of

the movement and, where conditions were right, served to train leaders of revolutions

in favour of the IbadI movement.

Several of the students of Abu 'Ubaydah played an important role in the extension of

IbadI influence. Among these was a student from Hadramawt, 'Abd Allah b. Yahya

al-Kindl, who led the IbadI revolution in Hadramawt and Yemen in 128 A.H and

become Imam there. Abu 'Ubaydah sent two other students to assist him, Abu

Hamzah al-Sharl and Bilj b. 'Uqbah. In Oman, his student al-Julanda b. Mas'ud led

an IbadI revolution and become the Imam there in 132 A.H. Yet another of his

students led a revolution in North Africa in 140 A.H and become an Imam there. He

is 'Abd al-A'la. Then there was 'Abd al-Rahman b. Rustum who established an

Imamate in Tahart in North Africa in 160 A.H. after the collapse of the previous

Imamate. Other students continued Abu 'Ubaydah's work at the intellectual level.

The most important of these is al-Rabl' b. Hablb, who came to Basrah from Oman.

Another student Abu Sufyan Mahbub b. al-Ruhayl al-Qurashl, also made a

significant contribution to the intellectual aspects of the IbadI movement.
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Abu 'Ubaydah died during the caliphate of al-Mansur (136-158 A.H.). It can be

seen that he had extended the Ibadi movement on two major levels. Intellectually he

had taken up the work of Jabir and given the basis of law through hadIth a wider

scope, although always requiring hadith to be validated by an Ibadi shaykh.

However, it is at the revolutionary level that Abu 'Ubaydah's contribution to the

Ibadi movement is greatest. He inspired and advised three revolutions, in Yemen,

Oman and Tahart. Although in Basrah he could only be described as an imam of

secrecy (kitman), because from the time, he succeeded Jabir in the leadership of the

movement in Basrah, that movement there was always in a state of secrecy,

Nonetheless he seems to have had some control over the revolutionary movements

and the Imams established by them outside Basrah. These revolutions will be

discussed in the next chapter.

Al-Rabi' b. Habib

The full name ofAl-Rabi' is al-Rabi' b. Habib b. 'Amr al-FarahidT al-'Umam al-

Basri. He is one of the famous scholars of the Ibadls and participated in building the

structure of their movement. He was born in town of Ghadfan in Oman in 75-80

A.H. and died between 175-180 A.H. When he was young he went to Basrah, it is

not known exactly when al-Rabi' left Oman for Basrah but it would appear to be at

an early age.
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The Ibadis consider al-Rabl' to be a direct student of Abu 'Ubaydah. They claim

that the people used to go to him for his fatwas, which were highly respected by the

_ — 19 —

Ibadis." Abu 'Ubaydah himself said about al-Rabi': "He is a pious man among us

13
and trustworthy. We put our confidence in him." Muhammad b. Mahbub reported:

"One man came to Abu 'Ubaydah and asked him about a matter and he answered his

question. Then he said. Bring al-Rabi' and ask him the same question. When he came

he gave a different answer from that ofAbu 'Ubaydah. Abu 'Ubaydah discussed that

with him to know from where he had derived this opinion. Al-Rabi' told him that he

learned it from him. Abu 'Ubaydah told the man who asked the question to take

what al-Rabi' said.14 Abu 'Ubaydah said: "Al-Rabi' is our jurist and Imam."15

According to the Ibadi sources, al-Rabl's teachers were Jabir b. Zayd al-Azdl, Abu

'Ubaydah, Muslim b. Abi Karlmah, Dumam b. al-Sa'ib and Abu Nuh, Salih al-

Dahan. These scholars have influenced al-Rabi' a great deal.16 He used to say "I

— — — 17
learned fiqh from three Abu 'Ubaydah, Dumam and Abu Nuh." These were

famous Ibadi scholars in Basrah at the time of kitman.

Al-Rabl' was selected by Abu 'Ubaydah to go on the pilgrimage to meet Ibadis

there and to represent him in conducting their affairs, as it was a practice for the

Ibadi leaders to meet their members from different parts of the world during the

18
pilgrimage and take an opportunity to spread their ideology. This is an indication
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that al-Rabi' was a very special student to Abu 'Ubaydah, and also an

acknowledgement of his qualifications.

Al-Rabl' is considered by the Ibadls to be their Imam of hadlth. His Musnad is the

main book of hadlth and is regarded by the Ibadts as the most authentic book of

19 —hadlth. It is known as al-Jami' al-Sahlh and it forms the backbone for the

20
development of Ibadi fiqh. The original Musnad does not exist and the present

Musnad is the one collected and arranged (ruttiba) by Abu Ya 'qub al-Warjalanl

(d.570 A.H) 21

An examination of the Musnad according to this arrangement shows that most of the

transmissions are from Abu 'Ubaydah and Dumam. It is divided into four books.

The first two contain 742 hadiths, which are narrated by Abu 'Ubaydah direct from

Jabir followed by the full chain. At the end of the second volume, interspersed with

hadiths 741 and 742, comes the following information deriving from RabI': The

hadiths of 'Aishah are 68, Anas b. Malik 40, Ibn 'Abbas 150, Abu Sa'Id al-Khudri

60, Abu Hurayrah 72. There are 184 maras il22 transmissions from Jabir and 88 from

Abu 'Ubaydah. The arranger then goes on to say that according to RabT there are

654 hadiths to be found in these two parts.23
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With this work al-Rabl' built on the efforts of Jabir b. Zayd and Abu 'Ubaydah. He

provided the Ibadis with a firm basis of hadIth for the development of their school of

law.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE SPREAD OF THE IBADI MOVEMENT IN

ARABIA

The First Ibadi Imamate in Yemen

As already mentioned, one ofAbu 'Ubaydah's students in Basrah was Talib al-Haqq

'Abd Allah b. Yahya al-Kindl, who came from Yemen. When he returned, he

became a qadi for the Umayyad governor of Hadramawt, Ibrahim b. Jabalah al-

Kindi. In this post Talib al-Haqq seems to have operated a different policy from that

of Abu 'Ubaydah in Basrah. However, the policy of dissociation from the authorities

in Basrah may have been because of the surveillance of the movement by the

Umayyads in that city. At any rate, Talib al-Haqq kept in close contact with Abu

'Ubaydah and acted according to his orders.1 It seems that he was not happy with the

conduct of the Umayyads in Yemen for he wrote a letter to Abu 'Ubaydah, telling

him about the situation in Hadramawt. Abu 'Ubaydah gave him the green light to

start a revolution against the Umayyads. He sent Abu Hamzah al-Shari (al-Mukhtar

b. 'Awf al-Azdl) to him and also wrote a letter in which he said: "If you want to

rebel against them, do not wait a single day. I have sent to you a man whose 'gospel'
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is in his heart and one thousand and twelve men." By the man whose gospel was in

his heart he meant Abu Hamzah al-Shari, who was famous for his resolution,

1

bravery and sacrifice. By one thousand he meant Bilj b. 'Uqbah, who was one of

Abu 'Ubaydah's students and was from from the same village in Oman as Abu

Hamzah. Abu 'Ubaydah also said:

You do not know when your death will come, and Allah is the best to guide His
servant. He sends them when He wills to defend His religion and chooses them for
martyrdom as a tribute to them. When you go, do not exceed the boundaries, nor
trespass, but follow the path or way of your good predecessors (salaf) and follow
their practice (sunnah).4
Many of the students and followers ofAbu 'Ubaydah left Basrah to help Talib al-

Haqq in the Hadramawt. When they arrived there, they selected Talib al-Haqq as

their Imam and pledged allegiance {bay'ah) to him in the year 128 A.H. Then they

rebelled against the governor, Ibrahim b. Jabalah al-Kindl, who had been appointed

for al-Qasim b. 'Umar al-ThaqafT, the governor of San'a'. The lbadls rebelled and

drove Ibrahim out of the Hadramawt without any fighting.5 He left for San'a' to

join his superior. When he arrived there he informed al- Qasim b. 'Umar al-Thaqafi

about what had happened to him and told him not to be surprised if the lbadi troops

came to the town. He was aware that in San'a' itself and in other towns there were

many lbadls. That caused intense fear in al-Qasim b. 'Umar and he organised an

army to fight the lbadls. However, the Ibadls were aware that there was a strong

dissatisfaction in San'a' with the Umayyads because of the system of taxation, which

the Ibadls claimed had sucked the blood of the people and was not used for their

benefit. Talib al-Haqq left the Hadramawt to go to San'a' with his army. With him
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were Abu Hamzah and Bilj b. 'Uqbah. When they arrived in San'a' they surrounded

it and found that the troops of the Umayyads waiting for their arrival had wished to

fight the Ibadls but for reasons unknown did not attack them. So the Ibadls

overcame San'a' without bloodshed. The army ofTalib al-Haqq numbered no more

than one thousand and six hundred men in contrast to that of al-Qasim, which had

thirty thousand fighters.6 However, that large number was not willing to fight against

a few Muslims who were prepared to sell their lives for the sake ofAllah, seeking

His grace and pleasure. Of those who went with Talib al-Haqq under the command

of Abu Hamzah al-Shari, many were taking it in turns to ride one horse and were

sharing one blanket, but this poverty did not stop them from trying to please Allah.7

When the Ibadls liberated San'a' and found the accumulated wealth which al-Qasim

had collected from the people, they did not take any of it. Talib al-Haqq distributed it

among the poor of San'a' because it had been taken unjustly from them and it was

8 -

thought that it should go back to them. When Talib al-Haqq entered San'a' he made

a speech in the mosque, declaring the principles for which he had fought. He said

that they were not seeking worldly goods, nor had they come to beg for anything

from anybody, but to promote the word of Allah for His sake only. He said that they

had acted when they saw that the signs and values of Allah's guidance had been

eradicated. The religion of Allah had become strange among its followers because of

the injustice of the Umayyads. He announced that the principles of the Ibadls were

as follows:"People are from us and we are from them, except three kinds: atheists
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who worship idols; those of the people of the Book who associate other things with

Allah; and those who impose laws other than what is revealed by Allah."9

Imam Talib al-Haqq declared a general amnesty to all the people ofYemen and he

gave them a choice as to whether they wanted to join him or to remain in their

homes without causing any trouble.10 The lbadi sources suggest that the reason for

the establishment of the Imamate in Yemen, was not to seek revenge against anyone

nor to do harm to anyone but to spread justice." After Talib al-Haqq had settled in

San'a' he sent Abu Hamzah al-Sharl with his army to the Hijaz, where some lbadls

still remained. Among them was one of the lbadi scholars, Abu al-Hurr 'All b.

Husayn, who lived in Mecca. He was firmly against the authority of the Umayyads,

• ... |2
who were watching him because they were afraid that he might rebel against them.

Abu Hamzah al-Shari arrived in Mecca and Abu al-Hurr heard his voice. He said: "I

13 —

swear by Allah, this is a strange voice in this holy place." When Abu Hamzah

entered Mecca, 'Abd al-Wahid b. Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Malik, the governor of

Mecca, was confused and hesitated about what he should do. His people advised him

to attack Abu Hamzah. However, Abu Hamzah had not come to fight but to make a

pilgrimage and to call the people to Allah. He was not willing to fight in Mecca, no

matter who challenged him. This was because the lbadis maintained that Mecca was

a sanctuary (haram) where it was forbidden for anyone to fight unless he was

intentionally provoked. This was in accordance with the Prophet's statement:

This place is a sanctuary and Allah has made it sacred from the day that He created
the heavens and the earth and fighting was not legitimate for anyone before me and
shall not be legitimate after me, but it was legitimate for one hour, for one day.14
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Therefore 'Abd al-Wahid decided to flee and Abu Hamzah occupied Mecca without

bloodshed.15 There he made a speech calling the people to the word of Allah and

emphasising the teachings of Islam. After Mecca came under the rule of the IbadI,

Abu Hamzah, he invited the people to join him in fighting against the oppressors and

the tyrants and appealed to them to obey Allah. He criticised the Umayyads and their

government. He said:

O people of Mecca, I asked you about your governors and you said that they were
tyrants, for they did not judge in accordance with the Book of Allah, but in
accordance with their own desires. They consumed the forbidden gains and they
carried out injustice against you. You are right, so come and join us against them if
you say that you are weak. Do not help them to fight us but leave them on their own.
Now I return the properties of the Muslims to them.16

Abu Hamzah's army continued its advance toward Medina. In the meantime,'Abd

al-Wahid had told the people of Medina that if they did not fight the Ibadis their

names would be removed from the official register (dnvanj.17 When the Ibadis

reached Qudayd,18 the people of Medina met them there. The leader of the Umayyads

was 'Abd al-'Aziz b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthman b. 'Affan. He asked the Ibadis to go

back and stop fighting but they refused. He then asked the Ibadis about 'Uthman, so

Bilj b. 'Uqbah told him: " The Muslims have renounced him and I am following in

their footsteps.19 So 'Abd al-'AzIz b.'Abd Allah b.'Uthman b.'Affan said " Go

back to your group." Between us there are swords." However, Abu Hamzah warned

his army to be patient and not to begin the fighting. They remained like this until the

people of Medina shot their arrows and hit one of the men. Then Abu Hamzah told

20
his people, Now fighting is permitted." So the Ibadis fought the people ofMedina
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and defeated them, leaving behind four thousand dead. 'Abd al-'Aziz was killed in

that battle, which took place in 130. A.H. According to al-Shammakhi, Abu

Hamzah gave instructions not to kill the wounded. Abu al-Hurr 'Ali b. Husayn told

Abu Hamza that he should prepare the graves of the wounded and kill them.

However, he refused, saying that it was not the policy of their predecessors (salaf),

and that he wanted to abstain from killing them. In this he was following the

precedent of 'All b. Abl Talib at the Battle of the Camel and illustrating the IbadI

doctrine that although the Medinans should be fought, their kufr did not amount to

shirk. When 'Abd al-Wahid heard that his army had been defeated he fled from

Medina.21 It seems that the IbadI victory in Qudayd was occurred for the following

reasons:

1. They were dedicated to their aim of establishing an Imamate according to their

principles.

2. They had the support of the Ibadls of Hijaz, who participated in the battle of

Qudayd.

3. It seems that the central government was not ready to fight the Ibadls at that time

and also that it was not able to send support from Syria.

4. Another important reason for their victory was the belief that it was a grave sin to

run from the battlefield.

This battle enabled the Ibadls to control all of the Hijaz and spread their ideology.

The army of Abu Hamzah, led by Bilj b. 'Uqbah, entered Medina in Safar 130 A.H.

Then Abu Hamzah al-Sharl arrived there and asked the people ofMedina to pledge
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allegiance to 'Abd Allah b. Yahya. However, it is uncertain whether they did so or

22
not. When he entered Medina with his army he touched with his face the minbar

where the Prophet used to place his feet. He wept for a long time and said: "How

many feet have violated the law of Allah, abused His servant, and ruled in a way that

was contrary to the Sunnah of the Prophet." Then he made a famous speech in which

he said:

People of Medina, you accuse me and my colleagues of being youths. So were the
Companions of the Prophet. Yes, they are youths. By Allah, they take pride in being
youths. Their eyes are far from what is forbidden and their feet are far from injustice.
They are dedicated to worship and piety. They are sleepless at night and they fast
during the day. The earth has become ingrained in their foreheads, their hands and
their knees as a result of prayer at night and fasting. Allah has seen them in the
middle of the night reading the Qur'an. If one of them reads a verse mentioning
paradise, he yearns for it. And if he sees a verse mentioning hell, he fears it. When
they see that swords, spears and arrows have been pointed against them and that they
are facing death, they fear Allah instead. They face the violence of the spearheads,

• 23the arrows and the blades of the swords with their faces, chests and bodies."

After the Ibadls took over Medina, it seemed that they were planning to spread their

movement to all parts of the Muslim world. However, they pursued a narrow

religious policy based on their understanding of Islam. The Umayyads mounted a

counter attack with troops which arrived from Syria under the command of 'Abd al-

Malik b. Muhammad b. 'Atiyyah al-Sa'adi. As they advanced towards Medina, Abu

Hamzah sent Bilj b. 'Uqbah against them. The two armies met at the WadI al-Qura

and the Ibadls were defeated. 24 As a result Abu Hamzah decided to withdraw to

Mecca. The control of the Ibadis over Medina had lasted for only three months. The

Umayyads continued their advance toward Mecca. 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Atiyyah

entered Mecca from three directions and the battle began. At the beginning of the
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battle the Syrians were prevented from advancing but as the battle continued, the

Ibadis and Abu Hamzah were defeated. Then the Syrian army continued its efforts

to drive the Ibadis from the Hijaz into Yemen.25 They met the Ibadi Imam, Tallb al-

Haqq, at a town called Sa'dah26 Again the Syrians were successful and the IbadI

Imam was killed. After his death the Ibadis scattered in Yemen. Instead of having a

unified command each group defended its own territory.27 In this way the Ibadis

were pushed into the fringes, and the Hadramawt and South Arabia which became a

centre for them. The war between the Ibadis and the Umayyads continued for two

years. Eventually the Umayyad army marched towards the Hadramawt. The Ibadis

struggled to prevent it from advancing but they failed and a large number of them

were killed. Most of the survivors in the Hadramawt gave the pledge of allegiance to

Sa'Id b. 'Abd Allah as an Imam of defence. Ibn 'Atiyyah went to the Hadramawt

himself and conquered Shibam, the last centre of the Ibadis.28 After their defeat, the

Ibadis remained without an Imamate in the Hadramawt for a long time. There are

letters in al-Siyar which show that the Hadramwat Ibadis used to send letters to the

IbadI scholars in Oman asking them to solve their disputes.29 They never established

another Imamate in the Hadramawt after Talib al-Haqq. The IbadI Imamate ended in

the Hadramawt in 132. A. H. Their attempt to establish a full Imamate failed for the

following reasons:

1. The lack of financial resources.

2. Their effort to establish an Imamate in surroundings hostile to their understanding

made it difficult for them to achieve their aim.

3. The Ibadis were not supported in Yemen because of their attitude toward others.
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However, their attempt in Yemen had given the Ibadi leaders political experience

that was to help in establishing the first Ibadi Imamate in Oman.

The spread of the Ibadi movement in Oman

It should be noted that the first Imam selected by the Kharijites, 'Abd Allah b.

Wahb al-Rasibl, was from Azd. Al-BaghdadI reported that two of the surivors of the

Battle of al-Nahrawan went to Yemen and another two went to Oman. The Ibadls

30 •who went there later were their followers. In addition it might be true to say that

some of those who were not at al-Nahrawan participated in spreading the ideology

of the Kharijites in Oman. In support of this, the Ibadi sources confirm that from the

time of Mu'awiyah to that of 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan Oman was independent.

When al-Hajjaj was appointed governor of Iraq, he attacked Oman. It was defended

by Sa'id and Sulayman b. 'Abad b. 'Abd al-Julanda until he overcame them and

31 • •

took control of Oman. This is a clear sign that they were rejecting the Ummayad

authorities because of the Kharijites influence. Then a dispute occurred between the

— ••• .... . 32
Kharijites and al-Hajjaj which resulted in 'Imran b. Hattan going to Syria and then

to Oman, where he found the Omanis praising and adopting the ideas of Abu Bilal

Midras. However, the presence of 'Imran aided the spread of the Ibadi doctrine.

The Omanis were also aware of Ibn Hattan's poems33 which are considered to be an

early indication of the presence of the Kharijite group in Oman. So Ibn Hattan lived

there and participated in spreading the Ibadi doctrine until his death.34
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Another reason for the success of the Ibadls was due, in part, to the travelling habits

of the IbadI scholars, including Jabir Abu 'Ubaydah and al-Rabi ' b. Hablb. Every

year they went to Mecca to perform. Here, they held meetings with the distant IbadI

members from different countries and spread their message. The way they did this

was to send one of their famous scholars and pitch a tent for him. The tent was a

centre for preaching to others and a meeting place for the IbadI scholars to discuss

various issues concerning their movement. This had a significant impact on

strengthening the relationship of the Ibadls scattered across various regions, making

it an easier task to spread the IbadI doctrine among their tribes while they were under

secrecy and taqiyyah.

The second indication of the Kharijites in Oman was that al-Hajjaj exiled Jabir b.

Zayd to that country. While Jabir was there, he took the opportunity to spread the

ideas of the Ibadls. However, the exact period of Jabir's stay in Oman is not

35
known. He might have travelled to Oman at different times because it was his

homeland, to visit his family and to spread the ideas of the movement. That might

have been also true of other members of the IbadI movement during the secret

period, for it is known that the IbadI scholars taught by Jabir b. Zayd in Basrah were

36 _

from the Azd tribe in Oman. The scholars of the movement included Abu Nuh

Salih al-Dahan, Dumam, Ja'far al-Sammak37 and Abu Dawood Hajib al-Ta'I.38 This

made it easier for them to transfer the ideas of the movement to Oman among

individuals of the same tribe.
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After the death of Jabir and 'Abd Allah b. Ibad, Abu 'Ubaydah became the leader

of the movement. The organisational skills and political intelligence of Abu

'Ubaydah became apparent when he chose to send hamalat al- 'ilm to those countries

far from the centre of the Caliphate. In this sense, Oman, the Hadramawt and the

North African countries comprised a practical choice of locations for enabling further

activity for the movement, especially ifwe bear in mind influential factors such as

the fact that the caliphate was occupied in fighting the extremist Kharijites. As a

result, the IbadI movement was more successful in these locations than in countries

closer to the strongholds of the caliphate. The hamalat al- 'ilm were sent to various

countries including Yemen, Oman and North Africa. This is indicative of the fact

that there was a connection between the leadership of the movement in Basrah and

the students of knowledge in different countries. Secondly, it seems that hamalat al-

'ilm received thorough training and gained vast knowledge in the school ofAbu

'Ubaydah Muslim b. Abl Karlmah. Such schooling was held secretly in an

underground section of his home.39 The hamalat al- 'ilm were from the Azd tribe of

Oman. This connection proved to be useful owing to the fact that their offices were

also in Oman, thus capitalising on the presence of the hamalat al-'ilm. It was

apparent that Abu 'Ubaydah had sent various students of knowledge to Oman

throughout different periods. After Abu 'Ubaydah took over the leadership of the

Ibadis. It is most probable that the hamalat al- 'ilm reached Oman at the end of the

first century A.H. or at the beginning of the second. This is indicated by the order of

Abu 'Ubaydah to a group ofOmanls to go to Yemen in 128. A.H. to participate in
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establishing the Ibadi imamate. Among them were Abu Hamzah al-Shari, Bilj b.

'Uqbah and al-Julanda b. Mas'ud. The general climate in Oman was receptive to the

Ibadi doctrine from an early stage as mentioned above. The student of knowledge

resided in Oman and acted as messengers between Oman and Basrah until they were

able to establish the first Imamate in Oman.

The second group of hamalat al- 'ilm were: Bashir b. al-Mundhir al-Nazwani (d. 178

.A.H); Musa b. Abi Jabir al-Azkawi (d,181.A.H.); Munlr b. Nayyar Ja'lanI (d.

second century A.H.); Hashim b. Ghilan (d. second century A.H ); and Muhammad

b. Mu'alla al-Kindi (d. second century A.H.).

They were all sent by al-Rabi'. The Ibadi scholars in Basrah returned to Oman,

where they proceeded to spread the Ibadi movement after the death of Abu

'Ubaydah. The Imam of the secret period was al-Rabi' b. Hablb al- Farahldl (d. 170

A.H. ) and his student was Abu Sufyan Mahbub b. al-Ruhayl (second century

A.H.)40 There were a number of important reasons for the success in persuading the

people of Oman to be part of the Ibadi movement. First, substantial efforts were

made by the hamalat al- 'ilm; second, their tribes protected them; and thirdly, they

conducted their work in a secretive manner. An important achievement was that they

were able to gain the sympathy and to recruit members of the family of al-Julanda

who had previously ruled Oman. This was a very important factor in facilitating the
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spread of the Ibadi movement throughout Oman. Some of the reasons which led to

the success of the Ibadi movement in Oman are outlined below.

Most of the hamalat al- 'ilm were from the Azd tribe which made their task easier.

Additionally, they had the co-operation of the people of their tribe. The political

situation in Oman at that time was helpful, owing to the fact that the governors of

Oman were also from the Azd tribe and so they made the assignments of the hamalat

al- 'ilm more trouble-free. Ibadi sources confirm that these governors were Ibadi; in

reality, however they were under the system of taqiyyah. The Ibadi sources go on to

say that Janah b. Qays al-Hina'i and his son Muhammad turned a blind eye to the

movements of the Ibadi activists in Oman. Clearly, this facilitated the spread of the

Ibadi doctrine in the country. However, the fundamental reason behind the spread of

the Ibadi movement in that country was the hamalat al- 'ilm because they had lived

in Oman during different successive periods. The impact of Abu 'Ubaydah's

teachings in preparing these hamalat al- 'ilm became apparent in the role they played

in the political life of Oman. As hamalat al-'ilm, they were not only jurists and

muftis, which enabled them to spread the doctrine of their movement but, also

prominent political leaders. Further, nomination of an Imam had to be made with the

consent of the hamalat al- 'ilm as a prerequisite. In other words, they possessed the

calibre of both statesmen and intellectuals at the same time.41
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The first IbadI Imamate in Oman

After the failure of the IbadI Imamate in Yemen and the Hadramawt, Abu 'Ubaydah

ordered the Ibadls in Oman to set up an Imamate there. They gave the pledge of

allegiance to al-Julanda b. Mas'ud as their Imam in 132 A.H. He had participated in

establishing the unsuccessful Imamate in the Hadramawt.42 In addition, he was from

the family, that was in power at the time of the Prophet and had accepted Islam when

he sent his messenger to it.43 The Ibadls regard al-Julanda as the first Imam who

formed a real Islamic state after seizing it from the hands of the tyrants.44 The

decision to appoint him had been made by the shura, which comprised the well-

known scholars who had studied under the IbadI scholars in Basrah.45 However,

there were three members of the Imam's family who refused to accept him as their

Imam. These were Ja'far b. Sa'Id al-Julandanl and his two sons, al-Nazr and Za'dah.

Because they refused to give him the pledge of allegiance they were killed. However,

these were al-Julanda's relatives and he was much distressed by what happened to

them. He had a dispute with the shura, as a consequence of which he was removed

from the Imamate.46 However, since it was clear that he was the most acceptable

person to the Omanls, he was offered the Imamate again and accepted it.47 He

managed to extend his authority over most ofOman. Such was the IbadI attitude to

— — — 48
the Kharijite leader Shayban 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Yashkun who rebelled against the

Abbasids, in Basrah, that al-Julanda thought it was expedient to send an army of the
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Ibadl tribesmen against him. They defeated Shayban and he was killed. However,

although Shayban with his Kharijite views may have presented a threat to the Ibadi

Imamate in Oman, by removing him the Ibadls exposed themselves to the Abbasids.

Al-Saffah, the Abbasid Caliph, directed a campaign against the Ibadls and the

Safrites." He sent an army under Khazim b. Khuzaymah al-Khurasanl to deal with

Shayban. When they reached Oman, Shayban had already been defeated and killed

by the Ibadls.50

The other reason is Shayban that left Basrah in flight from the Abbasids. They

followed him to Oman and found he had already been killed by the Ibadls, so

Khazim now turned his attention to the Ibadls. He demanded that al-Julanda b.

Mas'ud surrender to the Abbasid Caliph. Al-Julanda consulted his council member,

who decided to give Khazim Shayban's sword, his ring and some wealth. But

Khazim refused to take these and asked for Ibadi submission to the Abbasid

caliphate and for the Caliph's name to be mentioned in the Friday sermon. The shura

was consulted again and its members decided that it was not allowed to safeguard the

51 • —

state at the expense of religion. However, they agreed to give tribute if Khazim

agreed not to attack the Ibadls Khazim refused this and war broke out between

Khazim and al-Julanda. Khazim realised that it would be difficult to attack the

Ibadls by land and chose to bring his troops in by sea. Al-Julanda had not expected

this and was taken by surprise, especially when Khazim's army burned down the

houses of the Ibadis.52 This kept them busy saving their wives and children.53
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Nearly all the soldiers in al-Julanda's army were killed. When only al-Julanda and

Hilal b. 'Atiyyah remained, Hilal suggested that they should continue to fight and

they were both killed. This took place in 134 A.H.

Al-Tabarl's account of Khazim mission is that al-Saffah was advised to send an army

to eradicate danger caused by Shayban, and to avenge the killing of some

Khurasanls. Consequently, he designated seven hundred of his military to join

Khazim in fighting Shayban. Some members of Khazim's family joined him as well

as people from Maru, who were well known to him and would be trusted. When

Khazim went to Basrah, a group of the Ban! Tamlm joined him. At this point

Khazim sent Nadlah b. Nu'im al-Nahshall with five hundred men after Shayban.

Fighting broke out between them, which resulted in Shayban fleeing to Oman, where

he was killed by al-Julanda and his troops. Then conflict arose between the Ibadls

and Khazim after several days it resulted in the death of ten thousand Ibadls.54 Al-

Tabarl does not give any details about what happened between the Ibadis and

Khazim axcept the burning of their houses and the number of the Ibadis killed. It

seems that even the death toll was exaggerated in his account.

The Imamate had lasted for two years and one month. Oman was now under the

control of the Abbasid Caliph. The sons of the members of the Julanda family (who

had been killed because they refused to pledge allegiance to al-Julanda), Muhammad

b. Za'idah and Rashld b. al-Nazr, now became the Abbasid governors ofOman.55
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However, despite the initial failure of the IbadI Imamate in Oman, the Ibadi

movement still had a hold over the minds of the people there.56 Yet the failure of the

first Imamate in Oman may also have been due to some extent to the internal

disputes among the IbadI scholars, such as removing al-Julanda and then

reappointing him, as well as killing his two relatives against his wishes.

During his brief Imamate, al-Julanda b. Mas'ud divided his state into regions, for

each of which he appointed a ruler, a judge, and a finance secretary to collect zakat

and taxes. He also divided the army into companies, each one consisting of 300 to

400 soldiers. For each company, he appointed a leader, who was to be

knowledgeable, strong and steadfast. He further subdivided the companies into

platoons, each one consisting of 10 soldiers. For each platoon, he appointed a teacher

to educate them and teach them religion. Hence the soldiers of al-Julanda were

known as the shurat, the people who have sold themselves for the sake of Allah.57

He also instituted a monthly salary of seven dirhams for each soldier. However, the

state did not have a navy, which was why refused to take any tax from seamen

58 — —

because it could not protect them. Thus Khazim was able to defeat al-Julanda by

bringing his army by sea. On the social side, al-Julanda was described as a just ruler

and people were treated equally, while wealth was distributed evenly and in

accordance with the Qur'an. women were asked to dress modestly and to follow the

59
commandments ofAllah.
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The second Ibadi Imamate in Oman

After the collapse of the first Imamate as mentioned earlier, Oman was governed by

Rashid al-Nazr and Muhammad b. Za'idah under the authority of the Abbasid state.

They were both from the family of al-Julanda, who had initially objected to the Ibadi

Imamate in Oman and asked for submission to the Abbasid state. However, although

the Ibadls considered that period to be especially marked by the fact that it was

fin
under the rule of tyrants, it seems that there was not very great oppression of the

Ibadls in Oman. As long as they did not spread their ideology too ostentatiously in

public, they were allowed to continue developing their movement. During the next

forty years, the Ibadls worked in secret (hitman) in Oman, using taqiyyah. Their

strength increased while at the same time the authority of the Abbasids weakened.

When the Ibadi hamalat al- 'ilm felt the situation was appropriate, they held a shura

at Nizwa 61 in Oman. Among the scholars who attended this shura were Muhammad

b. al-Ma'alla al-Kindl, Bashlr b. al-Mundhr al-Nizwanl, Musa b. Abl Jabir al-

— — 62 —

Azkawi and 'Abd al-Malik b. Hamtd. They were all former students of Abu

'Ubaydah and from the tribe of Azd, and they had taken on the task of extending

Ibadi influence as he had taught. At the shura, it was Musa b. Abl Jabir who took

the initiative. The first course of action decided by the shura was that their

opponents should be removed from Nizwa and sent elsewhere in Oman. In 177 A.H.

the scholars of the shura felt that they were able to appoint an Imam. They decided

to offer the pledge of allegiance to Muhammad b. Abl 'Affan al-Azdl63 and he
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accepted. Muhammad b. Abi'Affan consolidated IbadI power in Oman and secured

it from outside threat.64 However, it was not long before tension arose between the

new Imam and the scholars of the shura. They felt that he was acting arrogantly and

refusing to accept their advice, thereby violating the pledge of allegiance he had

given to them. Again, it was Musa b. Abi Jabir al-AzkawI, the pre-eminent scholar

of the Ibadls at the time, who led the complaints. It was claimed that Muhammad b.

Abi 'Affan had been appointed only to secure the situation from outside attack. Now

that that had been accomplished, his services as Imam of defence (difa*) were no

longer needed. The shura removed him from office and forced him out ofNizwa.

His Imamate had lasted two years and one month.65 Following the dismissal of

Muhammad b. Abi 'Affan and his expulsion from Nizwa because of his unpopular

behaviour, the shura selected another Imam in 179 A.H., who was more suited to

their wishes. This was al-Warith b. Ka'b al-Kharusi. It seems that his pledge of

allegiance was more permanent than that ofMuhammad b. Abi 'Affan. It was given

to him on the basis that he would be "a just Imam, enjoining good and prohibiting

evil, upholding the truth and suppressing falsehood, encouragingy/Tiad for the sake of

Allah and fighting against those parties who transgressed." This pledge of allegiance

was made to him first by Musa b. Abi Jabir al-AzkawI, and then by the scholars of

the shura and the general populace in Nizwa.

In the course of his Imamate, which lasted sixteen years and six months, the Ibadls

seem to have been satisfied with al-Warith b. Ka'b. Al-SalimI reported: "Al-Warith
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b. Ka'b followed the path of the pious predecessors. He ruled Oman along the correct

path which ultimately led to the [full] emergence of the mission {da 'wah) of the

Muslims [in Oman] and the obliteration of unbelief."

During his Imamate, al-Warith had to face another attempt by the Abbasids to gain

control of Oman. The Abbasid Caliph al-Rashid sent an expeditionary force under

the leadership of 'Isa b. Ja'far to subdue the Ibadis and restore Oman to the

Abbasids. However, al-Warith's tribesmen were able to defeat them and 'Isa himself

was killed. This led to some controversy among the Ibadis because he had not been

killed on the orders of the Imam al-Warith and it seemed in contravention of the

Ibadi view that those defeated should not be killed. However, some of the supporters

of the action claimed that it was necessary for him to be killed because he was

responsible for the death ofmany "Muslims". This argument proved sufficient and

the controversy was settled. Al-Warith continued his successful Imamate until he

died as the result of an unfortunate accident when he was drowned in Nizwa in 192

A.H.

The Ibadis continued to maintain their Imamate in Oman under the various levels of

the imamate until the twentieth century.
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CONCLUSION

IbadI political and constitutional theory is underpinned by the Ibadi view of the early

events in Islamic history. As far as Ibadls are concerned, this theory is based on the

Qur'an, the Sunnah of the Prophet and the Sunnah of the first two Caliphs, Abu Bakr

and 'Umar. It is the Qur'an, above all else, which defines their attitude. It is the

demands of the Qur'an which must be met and it is the Qur'an which defines the

status of those who fail to meet its demands. Thus, it was by their failure to meet the

demands of the Qur'an that 'Uthman and 'All were guilty of kufr according to Ibadi

interpretation of the Qur'an.

This crucial conception of kufr in the IbadI understanding is publicly defined by Ibn

Ibad. It is not the equivalent of polytheism (shirk) as Ibn al-Azraq had argued. This

kufr was not total unbelief but a half-way house between total unbelief and full

belief. It was a failure to observe the requirements of the Qur'an in such a way that

the one involved in such a failure could be regarded as ceasing to be a true believer.

He had shown his unbelief and ingratitude to the graces and laws of Allah (kufr bi-al-

ni 'am wa-al-ahkam). Thus, if it were possible to withdraw from a society which was

ruled by such a kafir, it was legitimate, though not absolutely necessary, to do so.

However, it was necessary, whether in secret or in public, to work for the re-

establishment of leadership that was based on true Islam.
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This true Islamic leadership was to be found in the Imamate. The establishment of

the institution of the Imamate was a requirement of both the Qur'an and the Sunnah

of the Prophet. The first two Imams had been Abu Bakr and 'Umar. They had

continued the procedures and province of the office of the Imamate through

consultation with and the agreement of the Companions of the Prophet.

The theoretical framework of the IbadI paths of religion (masalik al-din) was based

on the experiences of those early years of Islamic history. However, the paths of

religion were also used to define different events within those early years.

The path of secrecy, with its corollary taqiyyah, was open to all Ibadls in times of

oppression so that they could remain true to Islam and work for its restoration

without endangering their lives. Perhaps the greatest IbadI example of this is Jabir b.

Zayd al-Azdi. He seems to have been in overall charge of the movement when at

different times other groups of Ibadls were more open in their hostility to the

authorities. Abu Bilal had sacrificed his life; Ibn Ibad had been involved with the

defence of Mecca, the argument with Ibn al-Azraq over shirk and kufr and in the

public correspondence with 'Abd al-Malik; and Abu 'Ubaydah and some other

students of Jabir's had taken part in Ibn al-Ash'ath's revolt.

Abu Bilal was an outstanding example of the path of sacrifice (shira). The Imam of

sacrifice is the Imam who, by his martyrdom, gives a fresh light and invigoration to

the faith of the believers. He stands out against oppression and encourages the secret
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activities of those still in the state of kitman to establish the true Imamate, which is

one of the dearest wishes of all faithful IbadTs. The requirement that one who

pledges shira' can only desist from it when only three are left underlines the

sacrificial nature of the enterprise.

The path of defence and its Imam is a useful way of describing a situation where a

brave and able Ibadi is able to undertake the defence of the community when another

more intellectually able leader might not be effective. One of the examples the

Ibadis give of such an Imam is 'Abd Allah b. Wahb al-Rasibl, who led the defence

against 'All when, perhaps, Hurqus would have been the preferred choice for the full

Imamate. On that occasion, the Imam of defence was defeated. This led the Ibadis

to two options: either to take the path of sacrifice or to take the path of secrecy.

Many followed 'Abd Allah b. Wahb to death, but others returned to the path of

secrecy. On the other hand, if the Imam of defence was successful, the fact that his

Imamate was theoretically limited to the time of defence meant that his Imamate

came to an end and a new Imam, perhaps more suited to the full Imamate, could be

chosen. This was the argument used to dismiss Muhammad b. Abi 'Affan and

appoint al-Warith b. Ka'b in 179 A.H.

At all stages, whether of secrecy, sacrifice, defence or the full Imamate, the concepts

of association (walayah) and disssociation (bara'ah) defined Ibadi relations with one

another and with the outside world. They were in association with each other and

they were disssociated from the rest of the world. Disssociation was a means of
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regulating the Ibadi community at all times, whether in secret or in public. It could

be applied to the weakest and the most important if they failed to live up to the

standards set by Allah for society. On the other hand, association was a means of

binding the community together in good times and bad.

The early history of the Ibadls sees the spread of their movement under all the first

three paths of religion. Jabir b. Zayd al-Azdi operated in secret in Basrah, spreading

the ideology, particularly among the tribe of Azd. He was succeeded by Abu

'Ubaydah, who continued the operation in secret in Basrah. However, he had the

vision to see that the movement must extend its horizons beyond Basrah and the

Islamic heartlands. He initiated the three types ofmajlis. The majlis of the students

was used to train propagandists who would spread the Ibadi ideology to the remoter

areas of the Islamic world, to North Africa, to Yemen, and above all to Oman. It was

to these places that Abu 'Ubaydah was able to send his students and to initiate the

institution of the full Imamate, even if outside the main centres of Islam. The majlis

of the scholars was probably the forerunner of the sh ura.

The intellectual foundation of the movement had been laid by Jabir, who was able to

add hadith to the basis of the ideology in addition to the Qur'an. Abu 'Ubaydah took

up his work and developed it. However, it was al-Rabi' b. Habib who produced the

Musnad which was to provide the Ibadls with a body of hadlths to enable them to

develop their own legal system.
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In the institutions of the full Imamate, the shura is perhaps the most significant

element. As this shura was elaborated upon by the Ibadis, it was shown to be an

institution which had democratic basis. The shura of scholars, who had emerged as

leaders of the community, selected the Imam, advised him when he was in office and

removed him if he failed. This institution thus had far more sweeping powers than

any such institution elsewhere in Islam. Although, it is claimed that it is based on the

practice of the Prophet, Abu Bakr and 'Umar in Medina, the Ibadis actually gave it

more authority.

At a very early stage, the Ibadis also questioned the idea of the Imamate being the

sole prerogative of the Quraysh. Their emphasis on the ability and piety of the man

who held the office also seemed to add a more democratic element to the Imamate. It

was a man's standing in Islam, and not his tribal background, which was to be

considered when appointing an Imam. The Ibadis also laid great emphasis on the

duties of the Imam which stressing that the role was not something to be undertaken

lightly.

The fact that the Ibadis could allow Imams to exist in two separate places showed

that they accepted the political implications of trying to rule two distant places. In

addition, that fact that until the whole Islamic world was untied under one Imamate,

the Imam could not be referred to as the Commander of the Faithful indicated that

they were aware of the limitations of those far fringes Imamates. However, the
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Ibadis evolved a political and constitutional system, which was a fine example of

Islamic government, as defined by their understanding of such government.
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I

THE POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF ASSOCIATION

(IWALAYAH) AND DISSOCIATION {BARA'AH) FOR THE IBADI

Throughout this thesis, there has been frequent mention of the Ibadls associating

with some Muslims and dissociating themselves from or renouncing others. This has

been based on the Ibadi understanding of the terms walayah and bara'ah.

Derivatives of socio-political connotations of these words originate in pre-Islamic

Arabic and the Qur'an. As adopted by the Ibadls, these words define the Ibadls'

relationships with one another, other Muslims and people of other religions.

In the Qur'an the terms wall (plural awliya') and mawla (plural mawall),1 both

related to the concept ofwalayah, are used frequently. Allah is described as "the wall

of those who believe" (2:257). This is usually translated as "protector", "guardian" or

"supporter". Allah is also described as " the mawla of those who believe", usually

translated as "Lord", "Protector" or "helper". Both of these words have traces of pre-

Islamic usage, which was continued in Islam. In one sense, the wa//was the leader of

a family group and it was his task to act on its behalf in matters of blood-vengeance

and marriage. The word is also used in this sense in the Qur'an: "And whoever is

killed, We have given his heir the authority [to demand qisas or forgive or take blood

money]. But let him not exceed the limits" (17:33). The word mawla described the
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reciprocal relationship between the freed slave who became the client (mawla) of the

former master who had freed him,and who was now his patron {mawla).2 Sometimes

in both the pre-Islamic and Islamic times wall was used in a similar sense. Thus, wall

and mawla describe Allah's relationship with the believers in terms ofHim being

their guardian and supporter.

The Qur'an frequently encourages believers not to take unbelievers as awliya'. "Let

not the believers take the disbelievers as awliya' instead of the believers" (3:28).

"And if any amongst you takes them as awliya', then surely he is one of them"

(5:51). "O, you who believe! Take not for awliya' your fathers and brothers if they

prefer disbelief' (9:23). Here awliya' has a double interpretation: that the believers

should not put themselves in a position where the unbelievers have authority over

them, and that the believers should not associate with unbelievers in religion and the

latter's opposition to Islam. The Qur'an also frequently calls upon the believers to be

the awliya' of one another.

The believers, men and women, are awliya' of one another: they enjoin good and
forbid people to do evil. They perform the prayers give the zakat, and obey Allah
and His Messenger. Allah will have His mercy on them. Surely Allah is Almighty,
all Wise (9:71).

To interpret it from another angle it can be said that the believers should allow only

believers to have authority over one another and the believers should support and
"2

protect one another.
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The Ibadi concept of walayah is directly related to the Qur'an when it calls upon the

believers to be the awliya' of one another. By this they seem to understand that

"sincere Muslims" should associate only with one another for religion and mutual

support.4 In this way the concept ofwalayah becomes the fundamental definition of

relationships within the Ibadi communy. The Ibadis are the awliya' of one another in

religion and mutual support. They are the "associates" of one another. Members of

the Ibadi community can be associated in this sense only with one another, not with

outsiders.5

Ibadis in other words, describe their relationship with the rest of the world as one of

dissociation (bara'ah): they renounce it. At the extreme level of this dissociation are

the polytheists (mushrikun). However, all other Muslims are dissociated from them

because, by their beliefs and behaviour, they are unbelievers (kuffar) in the sense that

they have rejected and been ungrateful for Allah's favours and laws (kufr al-ni 'mah).

6 In support of this belief, Ibadis cite the Qur'an:

Indeed there has been an excellent example for you in Abraham and those with him,
when they said to their people: Verily, we are free from you and whatever you
worship besides Allah; we have rejected you, and there has started between you and
us hostility and hatred forever until you believe in Allah alone" (60: 4-6).7

They also cite Surah 9, which is sometimes called "Surat al-Bara'ah. "In the first

verse, it declares: "Dissociation is declared by Allah and His Messenger by those
o

_

polytheists with whom you have made a treaty" (9:1). The Qur'an also says: "Then

if they disobey, say, 'I dissociate myself from what you do'" (26:216).9
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In support of this concept of dissociation, many verses from the Qur'an can be cited

which command believers not to take unbelievers as associates. The Ibadi scholars

ruled that whoever associated himself with a polytheist was a polytheist and whoever

associated with a hypocrite (munafiq) was also like him. Such a person had

committed a grave sin (kabirah) and he had no place in the Ibadi community until he

returned to the right path.10 The Ibadi scholars quoted the following ahadShs from

the Prophet to show how bara'ah should be applied. "Whoever has cheated us is not

one of us and whoever innovated matters in Islam, which are not part of it, and

whoever protected the innovator do not belong to us." 11 "Whoever is not respectful

to our elders and whoever has no mercy for our young, do not belong to us." The

great Ibadi traditionist al-Rabi' quoted these ahadith and said:"The meaning of these

ahadith is bara'ah" 12 The great commentator on the Musnad of al-Rabi', al-Saliml,

explained: "Whoever carries arms against us is not one of us. He is not following

our way because it is the right of a Muslim that his brother should defend him and

fight to protect him against his enemy." This is the meaning of bara'ah. 13

Both walayah and bara'ah are obligatory for Ibadls. They maintain that a person can

be considered a wall if his behaviour a are in and speech are in accordance with the

doctrine of the Ibadls. That can be proved by one of the Ibadls or by two witnesses.

They must report that he has acted justly in his testimony. It may also be confirmed

by widespread reputation {shuhrah).u
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Ibadls claim that if it is proved that the wall has become kafir or if he has committed

a grave sin, then they must dissociate themselves from him. If one accepts the

disbelief of another person, then he is no longer a wall. This can be proved by

witnessing the behaviour or the speech of that person or from widespread reputation

(,shuhrah) or by the testimony of two witnesses. If a person continues to commit

minor sins, then he is included in the category of bara'ah.

The Ibadls extend their interpretation ofwalayah to religion, that its al-walayah al-

haqqiyyah.15 This means association with Allah and His Prophet and with all the

prophets and messengers that are mentioned by name in the Qur'an and Sunnah like

Adam, Noah, Salih, Abraham etc.16 It includes those who were mentioned in the

Qur'an by their attributes, like the people of the cave and the people of the ditch, or

by their names like Maryam bint 'Imran and the wife of the Pharaoh. These are well

• 17
known as believers with whom Muslims can associate.

On the other hand, IbadTs have a concept of bara'ah which is known as al-bara'ah

al-zahirah. This imposes enmity and hostility towards those mentioned by name in

the Qur'an, like Pharaoh and Abu Lahab, and those who are not mentioned by name,

like the king who used to seize every ship by force, the wife of Lot, the wife of Abu

Lahab who carried wood, and the wife ofNoah. Muslims must dissociate themselves
10

from them and acknowledge that they will be in hellfire.
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Ibadi theoreticians have developed a half-way house between outright bara'ah and

walayah. This is known as bara'at al-wuquf. 19 It is a suspension ofjudgement over

whether a person is a wall or not. No judgement should be passed on a person's

beliefs until they are known from firm evidence. This situation is known as wuqufal-

din. 20 Within the Ibadi community, when a member who was a wall has now

become suspect without there being any firm evidence against him and without him

being questioned, he is entitled to a suspension of judgement. This is known as

wuquf al-ra 'y.21 When there is a dispute between Ibadls over an issue and it is not

known who is right because there is no immediate authority to ask, there should be a

suspension of judgement until it is possible to seek advice. This is known as wuquf

99
al-su 'al. When two Muslim parties have dispute with each other and it is not

known who is right, then there should be a similar suspension ofjudgement until the

truth is made clear. This is known as wuqufal-ishkal. 23 When Ibadls themselves

disagree over the legitimacy of the Imamate and it is not known which party is right,

there should be a suspension ofjudgement until the situation becomes clear. This is

known as wuqufal-shakk.24

If the Imam is an Ibadi, then Muslims can associate with him, but if he becomes

unjust, they must dissociate from him. An Ibadi scholar, 'All b. 'Umar said: "If an

Imam is appointed in a country, one should not be associated with him unless two

witnesses confirm that he is a just Imam and has been appointed." Ibn Rawh said:

"The walayah and bara'ah of the Imams must be known and whichever of them

supports the Muslims in his behaviour and speech and leads a good life, then his
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walayah is compulsory." 25 If the Imam appears not to support the Muslims and he

has acted unjustly and deviated in his way of life, then the Muslims must dissociate

themselves from him. If the Imam has appointed to carry out certain tasks someone

whose past behaviour appears to have been that of kufr Ibadls differ in their

*)f\

judgement as follows:

1. If the Imam knows the conditions of walayah and bara'ah, then it is

essential for the Muslims to be associated with the person appointed

because the Imam can be trusted to protect religion.

2. The Muslims must suspend judgement because the Imam might have

appointed that person after his repentance.

3. If the Imam is still a wall, the person whom he has appointed can be

subjected to dissociation until his repentance is confirmed. Then he will

receive his hukm.

4. If the Imam has used him for a post the like of which is normally carried

out by a person who is not a wall, then the rule is that he can retain that

status because that will come under two categories: If the person is

appointed to carry out duties based on trust (amanah), then that is not

acceptable until he has repented, especially if he is in charge of the

matter. However if he is under the supervision and guidance of other

administrators, that will not do any harm, whether or not he has
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committed sins and repented, because it is not legal to renounce the

Imam until he deserve to be killed.

The concepts of walayah and bara'ah provide the Ibadis with the bases of their

relationships both inside and outside the IbadI community. Walayah knits the

Ibadi community together while bara'ah enables the Ibadis to remove from it

those who have not met their standards. At the same time it is the basis of the

Ibadi's relationships with those who are not Ibadis.
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II

THE PATHS OF RELIGION (MASALIKAL-DIN)

Ibadis view their political and religious situation in the light of what they term as the

paths of religion (masalik al-din). These describe the situation in relationship to the

appointment of an Imam, the way in which Ibadis should conduct themselves and the

stages by which their Imamate is to be achieved. These are the stages in which IbadI

society evolves to create an IbadI Imam. Ibadis determine their political position

according to the different circumstances in which IbadI communities exist. By

following these paths, Ibadis intend to establish an Islamic state based on the Qur'an

and the Sunnah. If the Imamate is not achieved at the end of each path (maslak),

then there are rules and principles which govern the IbadI community and its own

conduct in the meantime. 1

The paths are:

1. The path of secrecy (kitman).

2. The path of sacrifice (shira').

3. The path of defence (difa *).

4. The path stage ofmanifestation (zuhur).
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I shall explain in detail the laws and principles that apply to each path. The path of

secrecy (hitman) requires taqiyyah, which will be explained after the discussion of

the path of secrecy. The final path, in which the Ibadls proclaim an independent

Imamate, will be examined in greater detail in chapter 10.

The path of secrecy (hitman)

This means that the Ibadi community is working in secret to achieve power for its

member. The Ibadi scholars describe this as " the lowest form of jihad for the

Ibadis." They keep their beliefs secret to avoid suppression by their enemies and

_ o

they accept humiliation and government by tyrants (tughat). They do not openly

manifest their views but strive to keep themselves safe.4

When Ibadis are at this stage, they are shrouded in secrecy. This means they become

isolated and separated from corrupt society. They direct their activities towards their

internal affairs.5 It is well known by the Ibadi community that this path of secrecy

was followed by most of its members from the time of 'All b. Abl Talib until that of

'Abd Allah b. Yahya.6 Thus kitman lasted for 97 years at the beginning of Islamic

history, yet the need for hitman may occur at any time.7

Ibadis see this path of secrecy (kitman) as the most expedient to follow when they

are weak and powerless. They consider that when disobedience to Allah prevails

and the unjust (batik) hold sway, then it is essential for Ibadis to remain concealed.
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This path requires a very strict and secret organisation to handle Ibadi affairs. It is

also flexible so that they do not actually give in to tyranny. They also try to build

their organisation and train themselves to take power whenever the opportunity

arises.8

This stage of kitman imposes absolute secrecy on Ibadls. Although it was called an

Imamate, it appears that the Imam or leader was not selected but emerged through his

knowledge of and dedication to the movement and his ability to organise. These

determined the position for him. The Imamate at this stage was like the leader of a

secret organisation and it was called imamat al-kitman.

Precautionary dissimulation (taqiyyah)

During the period of secrecy (kitman), Ibadls used taqiyyah to protect themselves.

This means that they conceal their beliefs to avoid suppression by their enemies.

Ibadi regard taqiyyah in the following way. If a tyrant kills those who do not agree

that his religion is the true one and if an Ibadi judges for himself that he will be

killed, then the Ibadi can say with his tongue what the tyrant demands to hear, but he

must hate it in his heart and contradict it when he can. If an Ibadi is in fear of being

badly beaten and that the beating might cause him serious harm, he can acknowledge

what he is told by an unbeliever who is a tyrant.9 However, an Ibadi must not

voluntarily praise the tyrant or tell him that he is right or that his religion is the true

one.
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Ibadi scholars also discussed another situation relating to wealth. They assumed

that a tyrant wanted to take the wealth of a certain individual if he did not praise him.

However, if the tyrant took that wealth, that would cause hardship or even death to

that individual and his children. Therefore, that person must praise the tyrant to save

himself and his children. However, if the taking of that wealth would not cause

serious harm to him and his children, then he must not praise the tyrant to save his

wealth. 10

Some Ibadi scholars even argued for the lawfulness of praising unbelievers

voluntarily to save Ibadls' wealth. They told a story from the life of the Prophet. It

was that the Prophet gave permission to al-Hajjaj b. 'Iyyad to go to Mecca to tell the

people there that the Prophet had been defeated at Khaybar, so that they would allow

al-Hajjaj to collect his money from there safely. However, the majority of Ibadi

scholars rejected this understanding, saying that the Prophet did not allow him to

attack Islam or accuse the Prophet of any wrong conduct. What al-Hajjaj told the

Meccans to save himself and his money was only that Muhammad has been defeated

in Khaybar. Thus, he was not slandering the Prophet or praising the Meccans

voluntarily.11

Another assumption made by Ibadi scholars was that if an Ibadi were told by a

tyrant (jabbar) to collect land tax (kharaj) from the people, he must avoid doing so.

However, if he collected any kharaj, he must give a guarantee to repay it to the

people.12 If an Ibadi were ordered by a tyrant to kill somebody or to beat him, he was
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not allowed to do so because he could not save himself by killing others. Something

less than life could save a life but not life itself. If an Ibadi were told to drink wine

and eat the meat of an animal that was not slaughtered in accordance with Islamic

law, he was allowed to do that if he feared being killed or severely beaten. This was

justified from the Qur'an: "But as for him who is forced by severe hunger with no

inclination to sin, he can eat these meats, then surely, Allah is oft-Forgiving, most

Merciful" (6:145). And the Qur'an also says: "But whoever is forced by necessity

without wilful disobedience, nor transgressing due limits, for him certainly your Lord

13is oft-Forgiving, most Merciful" (2:173). By acting like this, according to Ibadi

scholars, he was excused by Allah as long as his heart was not committing a sin.

If an Ibadi were forced to tell lies against another Muslim and accuse Muslim

women of fornication, was it lawful for him to do that? It was lawful for him if he

would be killed or suffer a severe beating for telling the truth. This kind of lying was

lawful because of necessity, according to what Allah said: "Except him who is

forced thereto and whose heart is at rest with faith" (16:106). 14 This seems rather

inconsistent because a woman accused of fornication may face a flogging or even

death. However, if an Ibadi is forced to commit adultery or be killed, he must not

commit adultery because that would be unjust to the woman who would be subjected

to it. A Muslim cannot do an unjust thing to others to save himself because such an

act is a grave sin and brings shame on the woman.15

If one of the Ibadls is captured by the enemy, who requests a ransom to free him, the

Imam must pay that ransom from the treasury. However, if the Ibadls have no Imam
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they must collect the money to free him unless that ransom is very high and it will

weaken and destroy them. In that case the IbadI can be killed to protect the rest. 16

According to IbadIfiqh the legal aspect of taqiyyah falls into three categories: 17

1. Obligatory (fard)\ If the IbadI is fearful of

harming his faith, he must use taqiyyah to protect his religion

2. Optional (tawassu1): This is when the IbadI fears that he will be

killed or that his wealth will be taken. In this situation he has the

choice of whether to take Allah's excuse or to continue in the way

ofAllah until he dies and to receive Allah's best reward.

3. Forbidden (haram): This when an IbadI might be in jeopardy

although there is no danger to his life and property. However, he

would be wrong if he used taqiyyah in this situation and would be a

sinner.

The main Qur'anic support for taqiyyah quoted by the Ibadls is: " Let not the

believers take for patrons (awliya') or helpers unbelievers rather than believers; if

any do that, in nothing will there be help from Allah, except by the way of

precaution that you may guard yourselves from them"(3:28). This verse was revealed

about 'Ammar b. Yasir when he was forced to pronounce something, which was

considered kufr. However, Allah excused him and the Prophet told 'Ammar that if

they did punish him, he could say the same thing. Another Qur'anic support for
«

taqiyyah is the verse: "Whoever disbelieved in Allah after his belief, except him who

is forced thereto and whose heart is at rest with the Faith"(l 6:106). Allah has made
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taqiyyah lawful with this verse. Some Ibadls claim that whoever has no taqiyyah

has no religion {din). 18

The path of sacrifice {shira')

This is the act of sacrificing one's own life in revolt against a tyrarnical regime. This

is based on the Qur'anic verse: "And of mankind is he who would sell himself,

seeking the pleasure of Allah" (2:207). Ibadis also quote the Qur'anic verse:

"Verily, Allah has purchased of the believers their lives and their properties for the

price that theirs shall be Paradise" (11:111). A group of Ibadls, consisting of forty

or more, sold their lives for the sake ofAllah in accordance with the meaning of

verse 2:207, which means that forty trustworthy and religious people had sold their

lives to Allah.19 The outstanding example of this is Abu Bilal, who, together with

forty men, rebelled against the Umayyads in 61 A.H. They were prepared to sacrifice

their lives rather than submit to tyranny. 20

Ibadls claim that shira' is the action most loved by Allah if the Ibadis are unable to

achieve the full Imamate. 21 The IbadI scholars did not rule that shira' was

compulsory, but left it to the people to decided for themselves: either to seek the

pleasure of Allah or to remain in secret. The Ibadls never criticised either those who

rebelled or those who remained in secret. 22 Thus, different Ibadls could be following

the path of kitman and shira' at the same time as did Jabir b. Zayd and Abu Bilal.
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The leader of any group that committed itself to shira' was the Imam of sacrifice and

his authority was over those who committed themselves to sacrifice with him, not

over those who remained in hitman. The main objective of this form of Imamate was

to wage jihad against the authority of a tyrant. 23 When they pledged shira', they

were not allowed to return home until their number was reduced to three people. 24

This was an organisation against unjust government to stop them from carrying out

its unjust plans. Although it would not achieve its target, it would keep a tyrant in

fear and unrest and distract him from his plans and from living in comfort.25 This

group intended to cause unrest by destroying castles and bridges, and stopping

caravans and cutting their communications. 26 Most of the early revolts after al-

Nahrawan were of this kind. The aim of the Ibadls was to accomplish some of their

objectives towards establishing a full Imamate by using force against the unjust.

The IbadI who committed himself to shira' had to fulfil the following conditions:

1. He was not allowed to return home after he rebelled if his group

numbered more than three,27 with the exception of coming back for

supplies.

2. He was considered to be a travelling stranger, never staying in one

place, but constantly moving from one place to another, enjoining

good and forbidding what was wrong.28

3. He was never allowed to scare anybody except the tyrant and his

soldiers.
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4. He had to carry out the objectives of shira' until either the aims were

accomplished or he died.29

Shira' is one of the most distinguished commitments of the Ibadis.3(1

When the Ibadis wanted to establish this form of Imamate, they gathered in one

place, and anyone who had the intention ofshira' would pledge allegiance to the

Imam. The form of the allegiance was as follows: "We pledge allegiance to obey

Allah and His Prophet, and enjoin good and forbid wrong." Once they had done this

it was illegal for them to withdraw until they had achieved their objectives or died or

there were only three of them left. When the Imam was appointed as al-sharl, his

Imamate continued and it was illegal to depose him unless he committed a grave sin

and refused to repent.31 This crime must be known to the majority of the people.

This Imam must strive in the way of Allah until he died, or, if his group was reduced

to fewer than three, he could return to the path of kitman, and practise taqiyyah and

become an ordinary person again.32

The path of defence (difa*)

This represents a stage prior to the establishment of a full Imamate. It was a path

followed when the Ibadis felt that Islam was being undermined and that they needed

to defend themselves against their enemy if they were attacked or feared being
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attacked. At this stage they would appoint an Imam of defence (difaj.33 It was a

duty of this Imam to defend the Ibadis with his life. It was the Ibadis' task to

support him, obey him and follow his example in defence and battle.34

Difa' involved rebelling against those who had deviated from religion (dm) in any

way and caused corruption (fasad). The leader of this revolution was called the

Imam of defence (imam al-difa j. "It is the duty of the Ibadis to obey this leader as

long as the revolution continues." 35

When the Ibadis wanted to select the Imam of defence, there was discussion among

the scholars, which was called a council (shura), before a decision was made. Then

the most knowledgeable scholars among them went forward to the selected Imam

and pledged allegiance to him, followed by the rest of the scholars. They announced

to the people that they had selected an Imam and told them to pledge allegiance 36 to

him.37 The Imam then took a covenant from the people to obey him and support him

as long as the war should last.38

The pledge of allegiance to the defence (sighat bay 'at al-difa'), was as follows:

"We pledge allegiance to you for the sake of Allah, a pledge which contains truth
(sidq) and fulfilment (wafa) for us and all the Muslims; [a pledge] to obey Allah and
his Messenger, to forbid wrong and enjoin good, to makejihad for the sake ofAllah
in the way of defence, and to follow the example of just Imams." 39

If the Imam achieved his aim and succeeded in defending the Ibadis, then the stage

of the Imamate of defence was over and the Imam himself returned to being an
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ordinary individual.40 The Ibadis could select him or anyone else as full Imam, for

his mission was over at this stage. If the Imam failed to reach his goal or his

followers deserted him, then he could return to the path of kitman and adopt

taqiyyah. The Ibadis would return to the stage of kitman 41 or they could choose to

go on to the stage of shira'. An example of the Imam of defence was 'Abd Allah b.

Wabh al-Rasibi.42 At first he was an Imam of defence but later adopted the path of

sacrifice and became an Imam of sacrifice {shira').

The path of manifestation (zuhur)

This is the most important of the paths of religion (masalik al -din) within the IbadI

community. It means the achievement of an independent Imamate and it is the final

stage after the three previous Imamates, kitman, shira' and difaIt is the ultimate

aim for which the Ibadis strive. For them it means the establishment of an Islamic

government which rules according to the Shari 'ah and the Sunnah of the Prophet.

The form of this Imamate will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Ill

THE IBApi IMAMATE

The importance and necessity of the Imamate

IbadI scholars consider the Imamate a very important blessing from Allah. The best

two favours (ni 'ma) given to Muslims were the message of the Prophet Muhammad

and having a just Imam.1 In support of this they quote the Qur'an: "And we made

from among them leaders, giving guidance under our command, when they were

patient and used to believe with certainty in our evidence" (92:24). They

maintained that this verse indicates the importance of leaders to the community,

especially those who follow the guidance of Allah and applying the laws revealed by

Allah.

IbadI scholars cite another verse which pointes out the importance of the Imam:

'"Verily, I am going to make you an Imam for mankind to follow you.' Ibrahim said:

'And of my offspring?' Allah said: 'My covenant does not include wrongdoers'"

(2:124). Ibadls understand from this verse that the Imamate cannot be given to a

tyrant or an unjust ruler because of its importance and essential role in protecting the

community and its interests.4 They quote a tradition from the Prophet, in which he

said: "The just Imam is in the shade of the throne on the Day of Judgment."5 Even

though Ibadls have always been against a tyranical Imam, al-Kindi reported from the
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Prophet: "The tyrant (jabbar) Imam is better than affliction (fitnah)."6 This indicates

the importance of the Imamate to the Ibadls. They also reported that the Prophet

said:

The best of your leaders [Imams] are those whom you love, and who love you, and
those upon whom you invoke blessings and who invoke blessings upon you. The
worst of your leaders are those whom you hate and who hate you, and those whom
you curse and who curse you.7

The just Imam, according to the Ibadls, is the one who rules in accordance with the

Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet and is just in distributing wealth among the

8 • • *9
people, whereas the misguided Imam follows his own lust and desires.

Ibadls see that it is necessary for Muslims to establish an Imamate and appoint an

Imam to run the affairs of state in accordance with the shari 'ah because Allah says:

"Remember the day when we shall call together all human beings with their

Imam."10 For that reason the Imamate is one of the ordained duties of religion (din):

it is an obligation and a collective duty ifardkifayah), that is, if it is established by a

group of people, the obligation is fulfilled and the rest are exempted from that

responsibility.11

Ibadi scholars state that the Imamate is necessary (fard) according to the

Qur'an,the Sunnah of the Prophet and ijma'. They cite the following verses from the

Qur'an as confirmation:

1 ."And We made from among them leaders, giving

12
guidance under Our command" (32:24).
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2. " 'Verily, I am going to make you an Imam for mankind."

Ibrahim said: 'And of my offspring?' Allah said: "My

covenant does not includes wrong-doers" (2:124).13

3. "0, you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger

and those of you who are in authority" (4:59).14

These verses show that the Qur'an confirmed the necessity of the Imamate. It is

compulsory for Muslims to carry out the orders ofAllah because it is stated in the

Qur'an: "and whatsoever the Messenger gives you, take it, and whatsoever he

15forbids you, abstain from it"(59:7). These verses indicate that the Messenger must

be obeyed. The Messenger orders the Muslims to obey those who are in authority.

IbadI scholars cited the following ahadith in support of this:

1. The Prophet said: "Obey those in authority from among you."16

2. The Prophet told Mu 'adh b. Jabal "Do not disobey the just Imam."17

3.The Prophet said: "Hear and obey even though your amir be an

Abyssinian (habshi) slave with crinkled hair."18

From the above ahadith it is clear that the Prophet ordered Muslims to obey the just

Imam because obedience is due only to the way of righteousness. The Ibadls also

reported that the Prophet said: "No obedience is due to him who does not obey Allah

• 19
and who rebels against Allah."
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From the Prophet's practice, scholars pointed out that when the Prophet conquered a

new territory he appointed an amir for that region or country. If he left Medina for

the pilgrimage or for any other reason, he appointed an amir. " If he appointed an

amir at that time, it is more essential to have an Imam after his death."20 The Prophet

• 21said: "The just Imams will be in the shade of the throne." So it is necessary to have

a just Imam because the Imams are caliphs over the Muslims and witnesses for them

22
on the Day of Judgment.

IbadTs agreed that there was a consensus (ijma*) that there should be an Imam.

This ijma' is understood from the actions of Muhajirih and Ansar when they

disputed after the death of the Prophet about who should be the amir,23 Their

dispute was not about the legality or the necessity of the Imamate, but about who was

supposed to be the Imam. Thus, their selection was an ijma' in favour of establishing

the Imamate.24 The scholars also pointed out that Allah had prescribed (farad) the

compulsory action (furud) and revealed punishments (hadcl -hudud) for the people.

25These punishments would not be valid without a leader to carry them out.

One of the Ibadi scholars 26 said:

An army cannot be equipped for a war, a hadd cannot be applied, and a person who
is afraid cannot be protected unless there is an Imamate. It is a duty (■wajib) for it to

• • • 27
be established when it is possible."
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Ibadis maintained that the Prophet had established the Muslim state and had ordered

the Muslims to obey the Imam. After the death of the Prophet the Muslims selected

Abu Bakr and 'Umar. Thus, we had to follow the Sunnah of the Prophet and his way

28
in whatever he did. The Imamate was to be established by the consensus of the

29
scholars and the agreement of the ummah.

The conditions for the Imam (shurutal-Imam)

The scholars laid down the following conditions for the Imam:

1. The Imam must be a Muslim, a freeman (hurr), male, and have reached

the age of puberty. The condition of Islam was essential because the

role of the Imam was to safeguard the religion {din) of Allah, to apply

it and carry out the orders of Allah and His Prophet, and to prevent

people from violating the law ofAllah. The Imam had to be a freeman

because a slave was not eligible to run his own affairs, so he would fail

to undertake the Imamate properly. The Ibadis ruled that a slave was

i*i ... • 30
not acceptable because he did not maintain his own affairs. To be

male was a condition laid down by the Ibadis because a woman was

not allowed to be an Imam. They cited the hadith of the Prophet:

"Those who put their affairs into the hands ofwomen will not prosper

31
or be successful." It was very important to have reached the age of

puberty because a juvenile was not fully responsible for his actions.

Thus, he could not be an Imam and run the affairs of the ummah. Al-
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Kind! said: "The Imam must have reached the age of puberty in order

• 32
to be mentally fit ('aql) and capable of discretion (mumayyiz)."

2. The Imam must possess the quality ofjustice ('adalah). Therefore he

should perform the obligatory actions abstain, from all wrongdoing and
• 33

avoid sin. The Imam must be devoted, sincere, ascetic (zahid) and

look forward to the Hereafter.

3. The Imam must have knowledge. This was necessary to run the

Imamate and conduct its affairs. The Ibadis state that the Imam must

be the best among those who were eligible to be selected for the post.34

4. The Imam must be capable of managing people and administrative

matters. He should be knowledgeable about government politics and he

• • 35
should be an expert in running Muslims' affairs.

5. The Imam must be firm and courageous. The Ibadis select an Imam

for his obedience to Allah, not his obedience to them. Thus, he must be

the strongest among them in enjoining good and forbidding wrong. He

must be the one who fights the enemy and protects the land, the women

and children. He must secure the interests of everyone and defend the

. 36
country.

6. He must have good hearing, eyesight and speech. He must not have any

deficiency in his limbs which might prevent him from wagingjihad.

The Imam must not be insane (majnun) or mentally retarded

(ma'tuh).37
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7. The Imam must be from the Quraysh. This was one of the most

problematic conditions for the Ibadis and was rejected by many of

them. The Muslim schools offiqh disputed this condition because of

the interpretation of the meaning of the hadlth: "The Imams are from

the Quraysh."

The IbadI scholar, al-Rabi', narrated the following hadiths related to the Imamate of

the Quraysh:

1. "This matter is one for the Quraysh as long as there are two of them

remaining. But it is wrong to cause discord by their authority." 38

2. "This matter will be among you. You will hold it until you indulge in

wrong-doing (ahdath). Then Allah will send the worst people to destroy

You like a branch." 39

Ibadis put the condition of QurayshI origin in the following context. The previous

ahadlth did not limit the caliphtate to the Quraysh because they considered that this

might contradict the reasons why the caliphtate was established. The Caliphtate was

not assigned to a group of people, whether they were just or unjust, corrupt or

followers of the straight path. The scholars argued that the previous ahadlth did not

specify the caliphtate as an institution. The second hadlth did not even specify the

Quraysh. They pointed out that it was reported that the Muslims must obey an Imam

even if he is an Abyssinian slave. They also argued that if it had been established that

the Imamate was for the Quraysh it would never have been demanded by the Ansarl
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during the occasion of Saqifah. They maintained that Abu Bakr's argument was not

about the necessity of the Imam being from the Quraysh but was a necessity at that

time. The people would not obey anyone except the QurayshI because of their

current position.40 If the Imam had been appointed from another group, a dispute

would have occurred among the Muslims. The Quraysh deserved to be Imams at that

time41 and obedience to the Quraysh was required only while they practiced justice.

This period finished when the caliphtate became a kingship (mulk).42 However, some

IbadI scholars recognise the existence of the requirement for a Qurayshi Imam but

interpret it as a preference (afdaliyyah).43

It can be concluded that Ibadis accepted requirement for a Qurashi Imam if he were

just and followed the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet. That condition applied

only for a certain period and it was not a prerequisite for an Imamate at any other

time.

The Imam is required to apply Islam and follow its teachings like any other Muslim.

His first responsibility is to establish Islam among the ummah. Although he is one of

the Muslims, with the same rights and obligations, he has the right to use his

authority to make anything lawful or unlawful. However, the conduct of the Imam

himself must be in accordance with the Qur'an.44 The Imam must look to himself

first and put his life in order, comply fully with the Qur'an and fear Allah, in both

private and public life, in both word and deed.45
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The duties of the Imam

The duties of the Imam are:

1. The protection of the religion (hifz al-diti). This is achieved by

applying its laws and respecting its limits, by punishing those who

neglect its teachings and any of the aims of the sharl'ah. He has to

protect religion (dm), life (nafs), children (nasi), wealth (mat) and the

intellect ('aql).46 The Ibadls state the following as the Imam's

responsibility: "To protect the religion by not introducing any

innovation into it and by acting in accordance with it without any

neglect."47

2. To protect public safety (aman). This means to protect the country

(hirasat al-baydah) and defend it from all enemies in religion, and

from those who are seeking to take the lives or wealth of others. It is

the responsibility of the Imam to defend the country and the people

against any danger, whether internal or external. That is his main

responsibility from which he cannot escape.48

3. To maintain justice, which means to treat people equally, and solve any

dispute by establishing courts for that purpose and to apply the

revealed punishments: "To apply justice between people equally, to be
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fair to everybody, to carry out the revealed punishments on those who

have committed crimes and deserve punishment, without exceeding the

limits or being lenient."49

4. To appoint judges governors and officials. The Ibadls placed

conditions on those who were appointed by the Imam. They must be

qualified for the job, trustworthy (thiqah), just ('add) and fit for the

job.50 The Ibadls quoted the words of'Umar:

I did not send those ' ummal to the people to beat them, nor to make any false
accusations, or to take their wealth, or to prevent them from entering their homes,
but I have sent them to collect their fay' for them and to defend them against their
enemies. The are to be just to the people and teach them the Qur'an, to take sadaqat
from the wealthy and distribute it among the poor and to be fair to the people of the
Book (ahl al-dhimmah). If anyone complains about his amir, I shall take his rights
from him.

Ibadls have tried to follow in the footsteps of'Umar in establishing their Imamate

by emphasising justice and equality for every Ibadl. If the Imam appoints any unjust

or unqualified person then they consider that he has committed a sin. That is

regarded as wrong conduct on the part of the Imam and could result in his removal.

5. Management of financial affairs. It is the obligation of the Imam to

develop the financial resources of the ummah and ensure that it is

distributed according to the law of the shari'ah, whether these

resources are zakat or fay' or natural resources, and to divide the

— • 52
sadaqat and give it to the poor.
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6. Social responsibility. The Ibadi Imam has to look after the people and

be socially active. He should visit the sick and attend the funerals of

53
the deceased. The Imam should open his house to the people and

look after the weak {masakin). He must not ask them to do anything

beyond their ability. He should behave humbly towads the people and

be close to them.54 This is because the Prophet said: "Whoever

becomes responsible for any of the Muslims' affairs must look after

their needs and keep them from poverty."55 There is another hadkh

which has the same meaning: "Whoever assumes authority over the

Muslims and then does not take care of them as if they were his own

family will never enter Paradise."56 Thus, it is understood that the

Ibadi Imam is fully responsible and is not excused by appointing

others, "because he does not have any immunity and he is responsible

for all the decisions taken by him, and must take full responsibility for

them."57

The rights of the Imam

The Imam has duties to the people but at the same time the people have

responsibilities to the Imam. These are
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1. To obey the Imam. This obligation is mentioned in the Qur'an and

the Sunnah of the Prophet. The Qur'an says: "O you who believe,

obey Allah and obey his Messenger and those of you who are in

58
authority (4:59). The Qur'an asks the people to obey the Imam as

long as he obeys Allah and his Messenger, and this is an obligation of

the people towards the Imam. Ibadls emphasise this by citing the

following ahadith from the Prophet. The Prophet said: "Even if you

are ruled by an Abyssinian (habashi) with crinkly hair, provided that

he rules you according to the Book ofAllah and my Sunnah, then

listen to him and obey him."59 He said: "Do not disobey a just

Imam. Obey your rulers."60 The pledge that is given by the Ibadls to

the Imam obliges them to obey him and follow his orders. "It is an

obligation of the people to obey the just Imam whose authority is

extended over them, and they will receive his protection."61 The

Ibadls are strict about obedience to the Imam, which is considered

wajib. Whoever pledges allegiance to an Imam and then breaks his

allegiance will be renounced by the Ibadls.62 Obedience to the Imam

is in return for the Imam upholding the law and the values of Islam

because there is no obedience in sinful matters. The limits of

obedience are within the mental and physical capabilities of person.

Obedience to the Imam is connected to the Imam's obedience to Allah

• 63 •

and His Prophet, and his authority according to the sharl'ah. The



people are required to hear and obey during hard times and easy

times, in circumstances pleasant and unpleasant.64 They must obey the

orders of the just Imam.65

2. To support the Imam. Muslims must help and support the Imam to

protect the community, establish its comfort and protect its interests

against any enemies. The Ibadls state that if the Imam were

appointed and he maintained justice, then it was the obligation of

society to support him if he requested any help or support.66 The legal

basis for this requirement is the following verses: "The believers, men

and women, are awliya'of one another" (9:71). "Help one another in

virtue and piety but do not help one another in sin and transgression"

(5:2).

3. To advise the Imam. The Ibadis consider that to give advice to the

Imam is an obligation, especially if it is for their benefit. They state

that if the Imam refuses the advice of the Muslims then his Imamate

would fall and they would renounce him.67

4. Revolt is not allowed against a just Imam. Neither can the people

appoint another Imam. Whoever rebels against a just Imam is an

unjust and rebellious person ( baghi). The people must support the

Imam against that group because revolt against the Imam causes

• • • • 68
dissension and instability.
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The role of sh ura and the method of selecting the Imam

Ibadls believe that shura or consultation is the backbone of the Imamate. It is based

on the consensus of knowledge people (ijma' ahl al-ara'wa-al-'ilm). On one level

this consultation is concerned with the need for the ruler to be advised by the

appropriate advisory council. Thus they stated: "Shura is obligatory for the ruler. If

he did not act upon it, he is a disbeliever (kafir), whether he is an expert in

government or weak."69

They pointed out that the Qur'an emphasised the principle ofshura in more than one

place. Indeed, surah 42 in the Qur'an was called "Surat al-shura". In this surah a

verse states:"And who conduct their affairs by mutual consultation"(42:38).70And in

71
another verse it states "And consult them in the affairs" (3:159)

It was also pointed out that although the Prophet had divine guidance, he educated

and trained his Companions by the practical application of shura not only in

government but also in daily life. Hence it was clear from the Qur'an, the Sunnah

and the practice of the Companions that shura was to be a very important pillar of

the political thinking of the Ibadls.

In their attempt to establish sh ura in a government where the ruler had been selected,

the Ibadls make it into an institution. The ruler is to consult people who are qualified

as follows:
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1. They have to be well-known Ibadi scholars.

2. They are to be experts on the subjects requiring consultation.

3. They are to be known as pious, fearful of Allah, trustworthy and

truthful.

The role of shura in Ibadi constitutional thought is extended beyond consultation

between the ruler or Imam and those scholars qualified to give advice. Ibadls have

- - 72
institutionalised a council of consultation ( majlis al-shura). They maintained that

this council should meet for the following reasons:

1. To choose a new Imam once the Ibadls had succeeded in forming a new

state after the secret period. This happened when the first Imamate was

formed in Oman in 132 A.H. and al-Julanda b. Mas'ud was chosen as

the Imam. Another example of this was the election of Talib al-Haqq al-

Kindl as the Imam in the Hadramawt in 128 A.H.

2. To choose a new Imam after the death of the previous Imam. However,

the precise method of choosing the Imam by shura has changed from

73time to time, depending on the political and other circumstances.

3. If the majlis al-shura' wanted to change the Imam for a valid reason,74

such as committing one of the major sins and not repenting of it but

rather continuing stubbornly in his kufr so that it became public

knowledge. The council renounce the Imam, declare him be a kafir and

remove him from his position. In such a case they would be allowed to



fight him and even kill him if he refused to resign.75 On the other hand,

the Ibadls would not allow fighting or changing a just ruler.76

Ibadls recommend that at the time of selecting the Imam, as large a number of

Muslims as possible should be present. However, it is well known that the minimum

number for a valid election is the presence of five scholars who should be qualified

described above.77 The opinion of the Ibadis was based on the following evidence:

1. Abu Bakr was selected as Caliph by five Companions: 'Umar b. al-

Khattab, Mu'adh b. Jabal; Salim, servant ofAbu Hudhayfah; Bashlr b.

Sa'd; and Usayd b. Khudayr.78

2. 'Uthman b. 'Affan was selected as Caliph by the consensus of five

Companions: 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Awf; Talhah b. 'Ubayd Allah; al-

Zubayr b. al-'Awwam; 'All b. Abl Talib; and Sa'd b. Abl Waqqas.79

However, there is another view, put forward by some Ibadls who maintain that the

selection may be made by two Muslim scholars who are freemen, pious and highly

knowledgeable. Others even argue that selection may be made by one person. They

point out that actually 'Uthman was chosen only by 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Awf and

that the rest of the Companions agreed with him. The people of Oman did this when

Muhammad b. Mahbub selected al-Salt b. Malik.80
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Some individual cases

As already noted the IbadTs base their concept of shura for the selection of the Imam

on the method used to select the first four Caliphs. They argue that it was the group

of five Companions who selected Abu Bakr and the rest of the Muslims had

acknowledged this selection by giving their pledge of allegiance to him. In the case

of 'Umar b. al-Khattab, Abu Bakr nominated him on his deathbed after consultation

with important Companions. The council of consultation is more clearly seen in the

group of six nominated by 'Umar to choose his successor. In the case of 'All b. Abl

Talib, the process was less clear. The argument seems to be that it was unnecessary

because 'All was elected by popular acclamation by those present in Medina.

It seems that in selecting the Imam, Ibadis view the council of consultation or shura

as the ideal and necessary form on most occasions. However, it has been possible for

the Imam to be selected in some cases without the formation of a council for

consultation.

The procedure for appointing the Imam

When Ibadis have selected an Imam and he has accepted the conditions which have

been put to him by the members of the council of consultation,81 the most

knowledgeable among them proceeds towards the chosen Imam and shakes his hand.

He says: "I pledge allegiance to you to obey Allah and His Prophet and to enjoin

• • 82 •

what is right and forbid what is wrong." The remaining members of the council



do the same. It is preferable for large numbers of people to participate in pledging

allegiance to the Imam. After this the Imam puts his turban on his head and the seal

83 • •

on his finger. Then the flag of the Imamate is raised beside him.

After the members of the shura pledge allegiance to the Imam, they select a speaker.

The speaker praises Allah and His Prophet, and then he makes a public speech,

announcing that the Imam has been selected and giving his name. He then requests

• 84
the people to pledge allegiance to the Imam, and they come forward to do so.

Following this, one of the people gathered is told to pronounce "Allah is Great"

85
{Allah Akbar). The Imam then walks to the mosque surrounded on the way by a

group of people carrying swords on their shoulders and continuing to say Allah

Akbar. After the prayer, they call out praise to Allah, and then proclaim that there

is no deity other than Allah, repeating "Allah is Great" and only Allah Akbar is

86
repeated three times. Then they say:

No judgment is due except that of Allah and no obedience is due to those who do not
obey Allah. No judgment is due except that of Allah and no obedience is due to
those who do not judge according to what Allah has revealed. No judgment is due
except that of Allah. There are love and association with Allah's awliya'. No
judgment is due except that of Allah. There are denouncement and separation from

_ Q~Jthe enemy of Allah. No judgment is due except that of Allah.

When the contract is confirmed, the Imam gains the association (walayah) of and

authority over the Ibadis. They must obey him and follow his orders as long as he

fulfils the conditions of that contract according to his ability. However, if he fails to
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meet any of them then he is renounced. This meant that the people are protected by

the contract.88 The Ibadi Imam enjoys absolute power within the limits of the shari

'ah. Every Ibadi has to obey him and give him support and help.89

The form of the pledge of allegiance {bay'ah)

The pledge of allegiance appears in Ibadi sources in different forms but it contains

the same meaning, that is, the requirement for the Imam to follow the Qur'an and

the Sunnah, to enjoin good and forbid wrong. One form of this is:

We have appointed you as an Imam to lead the Muslims, to judge in accordance with
the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of the Prophet and to enjoin good and forbid
wrong as long as you are able to do so."90

Some scholars add: "and to promote the religion (dm) ofAllah, which Allah has

asked His servant to follow and make victorious."91 Other conditions that are

mentioned are:

to commit yourself to the duty, prescribed by Allah. It is an obligatory duty and it is
a covenant binding upon you. You cannot renounce it: you have to fulfil it and keep
it without limits. You have given your homage to Allah. You have accepted it with
your heartfelt intention of fulfilling it in obedience to Allah. Allah is a witness of
this, and so are His angels and the Muslims who have attended this pledge of
allegiance."92

Thus, the terms of the pledge of allegiance may differ from time to time according to

the circumstances of the Ibadis and the selected Imam. The least that can be accepted

is "to pledge allegiance to obey Allah and his Prophet and to enjoin good and forbid

Q-2

wrong."
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However, much fuller terms were later set out in the pledge of allegiance:

We pledge allegiance for the sake of Allah: we intend with our sincerity and loyalty
and that of the Muslims to obey Allah and His Prophet; and to be asharlfor the sake
of Allah; to enjoin good and to forbid wrong; to maintain justice for relatives and
non-relatives, the enemy and associates, the weak and the strong; to fulfil the
covenant of Allah; to judge according to the Book ofAllah justly and fairly for the
worshipper ofAllah, to follow the Sunnah of the Prophet and in the footsteps of the
guided Imams and the leaders of piety. You have sold yourself for the sake ofAllah
to make jihad in his path; to fight the group of wicked tyrants (baghj) and any group
who abstains from following the right path. You do this for the sake ofAllah to
establish what is right. You will die without being helpless or accused of not
fulfilling your duty. This is the way of these sincere people who sacrifice with a
strong covenant. We have placed these conditions as a trust upon you. We pledge
ourselves to you as our Imam for the Muslims. You have an authority over the
worshippers of Allah. Allah orders the Imams to be just in their behaviours and, the
speech and intentions. We intend and hope to help you if you are obedient to Allah
and trustworthy in private and in public. You should know that what you do should
be done with kindness and fairness. You should always be calm in order to
distinguish between what is just and what is unjust. You should place everybody
where he places himself according to what he deserves in the judgement of the
Muslims. You ought to show good manners and piety. You must avoid greed, you
must carry out your work with firmness and implement all the judgments and
teachings of Islam. You must intend to forgive and avoid being angry; be broad-
minded and patient (halim) love what is right and its followers and dislike what is
wrong and its followers. You must be humble for the sake of Allah without weakness
and avoid being proud; you must remove hatred and the state of ignorance. You
must consult the people of knowledge, practise fully your religious duty and abstain
from what Allah has forbidden. Fear Allah at all times; remember His presence, fear
His punishment, and look forward to His forgiveness and His beauties. Repent before
Allah for all forms of sin and prepare for your death. Be ready for all forms of
obedience day and night, in private and in public, to make what is right look pleasant
and beautiful and to discourage wrong and make it look bad. Avoid hypocrisy. Be
patient in carrying out what is right whether it pleases people or not, whether it
makes them laugh or cry, whether it brings wealth or poverty, whether it leads to life
or death.94

After these conditions have been read to the selected person and he accepts them, he

will be appointed as the Imam.
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In general Ibadls rule that all the conditions are to be in accordance with the shari'ah

and that the Imam is responsible for fulfilling them unless there are optional

conditions. In that case it is left to the Imam to decide whether or not they needed to

be implemented.35

The appointment of an inadequate Imam

On some occasions there might be an Imam who is not sufficiently knowledgeable

and strong, so Ibadls limit his authority and his conduct in handling the affairs of the

Imamate. The Imam has to consult the shura before taking any decision on the

following matters:

1. The Imam is not allowed to receive any money or order anybody to

receive it.

2. He is not to distribute that money or order anyone else to distribute it.

3. The Imam is not allowed to appoint any governors or order any

governors to be appointed.

4. He is not allowed to pass judgment or order any form of judgment

except after obtaining the agreement of the council of shura.36

However, if the Imam is knowledgeable and strong, he has full

authority and freedom of conduct within the terms already

explained.97

If the people of the shura want to appoint an Imam and they can find only one who

is strong, brave and firm but lacks the knowledge of the shari'ah and would not be

capable of fulfilling the terms of walayah, he is selected as the Imam. However they
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also appoint a scholar who has the qualifications and authority of the shura to

98
advise the Imam in his decisions.

The removal of the Imam

In general Ibadi scholars maintain that a just Imam cannot be removed. However,

they list three major factors that would enable his removal:

1. If he broke the conditions of his contract for the Imamate.

2. If a physical or mental change in the Imam rendered him incapable of

carrying out his duties.

3. If under certain conditions, there was agreement by those who selected

him, that is the sh ura, to remove him.

The Imam's break of contract by wrong-doing is divided into the following three

categories:

1. General persistence in wrong-doing, even misdemeanours.

2.Committing grave sins which become publicly known.10"

Both of these categories refer to the Imams' persistence in wrong-doing even if it has

been pointed out to him and he has been called upon to repent. If the Imam repents of

his misbehaviour and reforms, he continues to be the Imam for it is unlawful to

remove him after his repentance. However, if the Imam refuses to repent or persists

in his misbehaviour despite saying that he has repented, then it is essential to remove

him, and it is lawful to fight and kill him.

3. If Imam has committed a sin that incurs the revealed punishments (hudud).
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There is a consensus among IbadI scholars that in such a case his Imamate would

cease. Another man would be appointed to administer the hadd punishment.If the

former Imam were guilty of adultery, clearly he would be stoned to death. If he were

guilty of murder, he might lose his live if this were demanded by the next of kin.

However, if only blood-money was demanded, he would not die. Similarly, if he

were guilty of slander about adultery (qadhf) or fornication, if he were not married he

could not put to death. If he were guilty of theft, he would remain alive but would

lose his hand. It is maintained that if, after receiving the hadd punishment, the Imam

repents of his crime, he might continue as an associate (wall) with the other Ibadis

but he would never again become an Imam.

The second reason for the removal of the Imam is any change in his physical or

mental state which would render him incapable of carrying out his duties, for

example, If he became blind, insane or physically incompetent. However, he would

still remains an associate (wall) of the Ibadis.

The third major factor was that the shura could remove the Imam if they found

someone better qualified. This seems to be more theoretical than practical. The

Ibadis constantly warn against causing disruption and dissension in the community.

Therefore it is unlikely that the shura would do this unless it was sure of its power or

had the agreement of the existing Imam.
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Ibadi scholars also discuss the Imam's position if he begins to follow the teachings

of another sect or if he appointed officials belonging to another sect who were unjust

or unqualified for the post. Ibadi scholars first seek his repentance. If he refuses to

abandon these teachings. Ibadls would renounce him and fight him until he resigned

or was killed. Where the Imam is surrounded by accusations ofwrong-doing which

could not be substantiated although there was strong suspicion against him, the

scholars could confront him with these accusations and demand that he be removed.

This is because the Imam could not be held under a dark cloud of suspicion when he

was supposed to be the protector of Allah's religion and the community. Although an

Imam in such a situation would be dismissed, he would not be renounced nor would

the community dissociate itself from him, for he would remain an associate (wali).m

The resignation of the Imam

In general Ibadis maintain that the Imam is not allowed to resign unless he has

committed a sin (hadath) and the people are not allowed to remove their Imam if he

has not committed a sin {hadath).102 If the Imam wished to resign and there was a

_ 103
consensus in the shura that he should continue, then he had to continue. However,

if they agree to his demands, he can resign,104 especially if that would be

advantageous to the community.

However, some scholars refused to allow the resignation of the Imam owing to the

example of Abu Bakr. He requested the Muslims to excuse him from his post of

Caliph but 'Umar said: "You will not resign nor be excused."105 These scholars
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maintained that if any Imam resigned he ought to be asked to repent. If he repented,

he resumed the activities of the Imam. The terms of repentance were as follows:

I seek Allah's forgiveness, I repent before Allah ofmy resignation of the Imamate,
which was made compulsory for me by Allah. After offering my resignation, I am
withdrawing it. I am bound by my agreement. I shall be sincere and work hard for
the Imamate to the best ofmy ability. Be witnesses to me in all my conduct.106

The possibility of two Imams

The basic principle of Islam is that Muslims must be united. Therefore they should

be ruled by one Imam because his presence is related to the protection of the religion,

the application of its teachings in Muslim society and its promotion to others.107

Ibadis refuse to accept the existence of two Imams in one country at the same time

108 for the following reasons:

1. The Prophet was the only Imam. Also, during the time of the first two

caliphs, there was only one Imam.107

2. They claimed that 'Umar at Saqlfah, before pledging allegiance to

Abu Bakr, said: "Allah is one and Islam is one, and it is illegal to

have two Imams at the same time for two swords cannot be put in one

sheath (ghamd)."110

3. They reported a hadith from the Prophet: "If you have two amirs, kill

one of them to prevent a dispute among the Muslims." 111 This hadith

applied if there were two Imams fighting, one of whom was just and
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rightly guided, and the other unjust and misguided. Here the Ibadis

• i • 112
were to kill the unjust Imam for he deserved such punishment.

In general, Ibadis insist on having only one Imamate to prevent dispute and fighting.

However, they allowed the existence of two Imamates if there is a logical and legal

reason for it, for example, if Ibadis are in two different countries and it is impossible

to establish one Imamate.113 If there are two Ibadi Imams in two different countries,

Ibadis are to associate themselves with each Imam without questioning who had

selected him, whether that Imam be in Oman or the Hadramawt.

Ibadis in one country are not asked to obey and follow the Ibadi Imam in the other

country, although they are to associate themselves with every Ibadi Imam. However,

if the situation changed so that the two Imamates can be united then the separate

Imamates both cease and the selection of an Imam would be left to the members of

the shurau4 It seems that the existence of the two Imams in different countries is

based on their recognition by the sh ura. However, where two Imams emerge in

different countries, preference is .given to the one who was established in a country

where Imams are usually selected. If this applied to both countries, then preference

would be given to the one who was the more knowledgeable, pious and brave. If they

are both equal, then the Imamate would go to the one who was selected first. If this is

not known, then the matter should be returned to the shura.115 This is somewhat

obscure and may arise out of the fact that two Imams had existed at the same time in
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Oman and North Africa. It seems to be an argument on the part ofOman to give

precedence to its shura.

The Ibadi Imam cannot take the title of Commander of the Faithful (amir al-

mu'minin) unless he rules the whole Muslim world as did Abu Bakr and 'Umar.116

This would mean that the Ibadi movement would have to be acceptable to the

majority of other Muslims.117

The Imam and the traitor (<baghi)

The Ibadi definition of the baghi is "the one who breaks his oath of allegiance to the

just Imam after he has made the pledge."118 This means that whoever pledges

allegiance to the just Imam cannot break that oath because if he does, then he will be

considered a baghi.. If he persists, then Ibadls will fight him until he submits fully

and obeys the Imam.

Fighting the traitor is a duty (■wajib) for every male who has reached the age of

puberty. Ibadi treatment of the baghi is based upon the historical attitude to the

arbitration agreed to by 'All b. Abl Talib, and also on their interpretation of the

verse of the Qur'an "then fight you all against the one who causes outrage until he

complies with the command ofAllah" (26:9).

The Ibadi understanding of this is that after the pledge of allegiance has been made,

then the Imam must be obeyed. Anyone refusing to do so is challenged and requested
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to obey the Imam. If he refuses, then the members of the Ibadi community can fight

him until he submits or dies.119

Ibadls limit the killing to the baghi only. They adopt the judgement of 'All b. Abi

Talib at the Battle of the Camel, where he said:

Do not pursue those who run. Do not kill the wounded. Do not take any wealth from
them. Whoever throws away his weapon, is safe. Whoever closes his door is safe.
They have gold and silver in their camp, it must not be taken. All that is taken are
the instruments that they have used in the war and the animals that they have used on
the battlefields.120

'All also said: "Take whatever they have used against you because it is not lawful to

121
take the wealth of a dead Muslim."

Ibadls also considered that the tyrant and his followers, in fact whoever opposes

Ibadis, whoever break the hadd set by Allah or judge according to any law other

than that of Allah are misguided, hypocrites, unbelievers andfasiqun. Ibadls will

invite them to stop what they are doing and if they refuse, then they are considered

bughat. As a result, their lives are forfeit and they are to be fought until they comply

with the laws of Allah or are killed.

Anyone who takes over the Imamate by force without being selected by the council

of shura is a beight 22 Ibadis can call upon that Imam to return the Imamate and let

the people select their Imam. If he refuses, Ibadls can fight him until he submits or

dies.
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If a group of Ibadis claims that the present Imam is kafir and rebels against him, then

they are baghi and should be fought until they comply and obey the Imam or they

can prove their accusation against the Imam with other witnesses. If they fail, they

remain baghi who deserve to be fought until they obey the Imam.

Ibadis renounce all tyrants and whoever obeys them, believes them to be right or

associates himself with them.123 Muhammad b. Mahbub124 said:

Whoever has supported the unjust and made them strong has helped wrong-doing
Whoever has done this by choice has helped the unjust. He does not deserve to be
appointed as an Imam. Whoever orders anyone to help the people of oppression
(jawr) and whoever helps or supports evil by orders or actions, then he becomes part
of it. He must repent or he will be renounced by the Ibadis.125

It seems that the word baghi has a wide meaning in the Ibadi community. It is used

for any sinful behaviour or the support of those who disagree with the IbadI

interpretation of certain matters.

The Imams and taqiyyah

As already mentioned, the Imam of sacrifice (shira') is not allowed to use taqiyyah

to protect himself because he has sold himself to Allah and he has to fulfil his

covenant to Allah until only three men are left. Then he is allowed to return to the

126
state of kitman and use taqiyyah. ~ However, if the Imam of defence and his

followers are defeated, they are allowed to return to the state of kitman and use

taqiyyah. The situation is more problematic for the full Imam or the Imam of

manifestation if there is rebellion against him or if he is attacked by the forces of
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oppression (baghi). If the rebels number more than twice that of the army of the

Imam and if they have attacked his territory, he must confront them because it is his

duty to defend the Muslims. Other opinions have stated that the Imam is like other

people and that he can therefore use taqiyyah depending on his situation. If his

opponents number more than twice that of his army or supporters, he can fight them.

Although it is a preferred task for him to do, it is not a duty. However, if the number

of the opponents is the same as that of the Imam's army or smaller, then resistance

is a duty for him.127 In general, it appears from the previous opinion that TbadT

scholars do not approve of the use of taqiyyah by an Imam, especially if he was

already on the battlefield or if he is a sharl Imam who has sold his life to Allah

according to the verses from the Qur'an: "Verily, Allah had purchased of the

believers their lives and their properties, for the price that theirs should be the

128Paradise." However, taqiyyah can be used if a tyrant takes over the land that used

to be under the control of the Ibadis and they lack the power to turn them back, or if

there is a dispute among Ibadi scholars. For example if they fear that the tyrant will

kill women and children, they can use taqiyyah, accept the tyrant's rule with their

129
tongue and nothing else should be done.

Conclusion

It should be noted that the conditions of the Imam are very similar to those laid down

in Sunni works of political thought. The requirement that the Imam must be a

Quraystu is carefully explained away so that it is not longer relevant. The duties of

the Imam are also similar to those mentioned by Sunni writers. However, there is a
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much more detailed picture of these duties with the threat that failure to observe

them may result in dismissal. The duty of social responsibility also emphasises the

close relationship which must exist between the Imam and the community. Although

listed under the rights of the Imam, his right to be advised also includes the necessity

of him listening to that advice or being removed from office. This is further

developed in the role of the shura in giving advice to the Imam. Thus, the shura

plays an important role, not only in appointing the Imam but also in advising him if

he fails in the requirements which have been set for him. The detailed demands in

some of the pledges of allegiance indicate that the Imam is very much limited and

controlled by the shura.

In the ceremony after the pledge of allegiance, there is much repetition of the early

Kharijite slogan at Siffin: "The only judgment is that ofAllah." This emphasises the

continuity between the Ibadis and those early Kharijites. It also emphasises the

importance of the Qur'an to the Ibadis.

Another feature Ibadis' discussion of the Imamate is the use of traditions from

the Prophet. As mentioned earlier, in their attack on 'Uthman and 'All, Ibadis relied

principally on quotations from the Qur'an. Although there is frequent reference to

the violation of the Sunnah of the Prophet and that of Abu Bakr and 'Umar, they are not

given in the form of ahadlth.

However, as far as the institution of the Imamate is concerned, there is a much fuller use
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of ahadSh. This would seem to indicate that the elaboration of the Ibadls' theory of the

Imamate took place after al-Rabi' b. Habib had consolidated the status of ahadSh in his

Musnad.
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4
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